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PREFACE
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INTRODUCION

The use of in-flight variable geometry to benefit aerodynami
performance characteristics in various flight modes has long
been standard practice with fixed-wing aircraft. Perhaps the
most notable example is the high-lift flap, but there are many
other devices, such as variable pitch propellers, variable
cowl flaps, speed brakes, jet engine thrust reversers, leading-
edge slats, variable sweep wings, ara retractable landing gear.
Control surfaces are variable geometry devices of a different
sort, their primary purpose being to control trim and angular
accelerations rather than modify performance characteristics.
Yet, except for retractable landing gears, helicopters generally
have not used comparable variable geometry devices for controlof performance. The helicopter main rotor incorporates collec-
tive and cyclic pitch control of the blades, but this variable
geometry feature more nearly resembles the control surfaces of
an airplane than a performance control device.

In-flight variable geometry features in fixed-wing aircraft
provide increased capabilities and improved economy. Higher
cruise speed, lower landing speed, longer range, greater
maneuverability, reduced fuel consumption, and a smoother
ride are all desirable attributes brought about by proper
application of variable geometry concepts. While an increase
in complexity usually accompanies these benefits, it is not
necessarily true that acquisition and maintenance costs increasocorrespondingly after everything is considered. Unnecessary
complexity is certainly undesirable. Historically, however,
airplanes and many other products of technology have steadily
increased in complexity over the years. The reason is that
these complex devices really work, and the resulting increased
capability or improved econcsay permits survival in a cmpeti-
tive environment.

The Sikorsky TRAC is an in-flight variable-diameter rotor sys-
tem designed to extend the capabilities and to improve the
performance of several categories of high-speed Lotary-wing
aircraft. Development of this rotor system began in 1966 atSikorsky and has been supported by the Eustis Directorate of
the U. S. Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory
since 1968.

Wind tunnel tests of a 9-foot-diameter aeroelastically scaled
rotor model have demonstrated the feasibility and some of the
benefits of the concept. This test program, reported in
Reference (1), achieved all major objectives. The rotor was
demonstrated successfully in every planned operating regime.
Feasibility was established for both the high-speed compound
helicopter and the stowed rotor aircraft configuration. The
basic blade structural design and retraction 3ystem were
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verified. Diameter changes were demonstrated at true forward
speeds up to 150 knots at full rotational speed; rotor stops
and starts at minimum diameter were demonstrated at true
forward speeds up to 150 knots; and tests were conducted in
the high-speed compound helicopter mode at true forward speeds
up to 400 knots. The tests demonstrated many important bene-
fits from the variable diameter capability, including improved
performance and reduced vibration, stresses, and gust response.
Other potential advantages of the TRAC rotor system have been
reported in References (2) - (4).

The present investigation is intended to investigate the
characteristics and long-term potential of the TRAC rotor system
more thoroughly than past analytical studies have allowed.
Two main tasks are included, the first of which is the prelim-
inary design of a full-scale flightworthy rotor system. This
rotor is specified to be four-bladed, with an extended diameter
of 56 feet, and a lifting capability in hover at 4000 ft, 950F,
of approximately 20,000 pounds. The rotor is appropriate for
wind tunnel testing in the NASA-Ames 40-by 80-foot wind tunnel
and for flight testing on an H-3 (S-61 series) helicopter or
NASA/Army Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA).

The second major task of the present investigation is to conduct
parametric analyses to determine mission requirements for which
TRAC rotor aircraft are competitive with other rotor VTOL
aircraft configurations, including pure helicopl.or and compound
helicopters with conventional rotor systems. A broad range of
design cruise speeds, altitudes, payloads, and ranges are
included.
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PHASE I: FULL SCALE ROTOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN
GENERAL CONCEPT DESCRIPTION

A schematic arrangement of the TRAC rotor blade is shown in
Figure 1. The basic retraction mechanism is a jackscrew which
serves as a primary tension member of the blade. Rotation of
this screw imparts a linear retraction or extension motion to
the retention nut (actually a series of nuts) and, through
tension-torsion straps, to the outboard half of the blade,
which is the main lifting member. A torque tube, which is a
streamlined ellipse in cross section, encloses the jackscrew,
transmits blade pitch control motion to the outboard blade,
and carries bending moments across the sliding joint. When
the rotor diameter is reduced, the outboard blade slides over
and encloses the torque tube. The outboard blade, with a full
airfoil cross section, comprises the outer half of the radius
when the blade is extended. The blade planform is unusual
in that the effective root cutout is very large; however, even
on a conventional blade the outboard half typically produces
90 percent of the total lift in hover, and the large root cut-
out produces only a few percent loss in hover efficiency
(References 5 and 6). The schematic drawing of Figure 1 does
not show a number of important features, including the multiple
nut/strap assembly, redundant jackscrew structure, or nut
reaction tube. These items are discussed in detail in the
following section.

The means for actuating the blade jackscrew is shown schemati-
cally in Figure 2. The heart of the mechanism is a differential
gear set contained within the rotor head. The differential
consists of upper and lower bevel gears and one bevel pinion
connected to each blade jackscrew through a universal joint.
The universal joint is coincident with the rotor flap and lag
hinges (not shown in the schematic). The upper and lower bevel
gears are each connected by coaxial shafts to a clutch or brake
at the bottom of the transmission. Stopping the lower bevel
gear with respect to the fuselage, while the rotor is turning,
forces the pinions of the differential to roll around the bevel
gear and thus turn the jackscrews and retract the blades.
Braking the upper bevel gear reverses the motion and extends
the blades. With both clutches released, there is no relative
motion and the rotor diameter remains fixed. The basic mechan-
ism is as simple and reliable as an automobile differential.
The gears are fully engaged at all times and the blades are
completely synchronized. No separate power supply is required,
as the system is driven in both directions by rotation of the
main shaft. The rotor diameter is under direct control of the
pilot and is not influenced by aerodynamic forces or torques.
It is mandatory that the clutches be released when the blades
reach the limit of extension or retraction. In normal operation
the clutches are released electrically by means of limit switches;
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however, mechanical safety systems ate incorporated in the
design to prevent over-retraction or extension in case of
failure of the primary system. Figure 2 does not show a
number of features, including these mechanical safety systems
or a rotor head brake designed to ensure that the diameter
change system is self-locking. These items are also discussed
in detail in the following section.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

ROTOR BLADES

A sin plified drawing of the major blade components, showing
retracted and extended positions and major dimensions, is shown
in Figure 3. A blade assembly drawing is shown in Figure 4,
and additional details of the root end assembly are shown in
Figure 5. The design is basically similar to the previous
design concept successfully demonstrated with the dynamically
scaled model, reported in Reference 1. A photograph of th model
blade components is shown in Figure 6. The physical arrangement
and, major components of the model and the present full-scale
design are the same except that the latter incorporates an
additional nut and pair of tension-torsion straps, plus a
secondary, internal torque tube (nut reaction tube) designed
to react nut torque during blade retractions or extensions,
rather than having the outer torque tube carry this load. The
model tests demonstrated that the nut torque caused a slight
blade twist effect which, in turn, caused a blade flapping
response during retraction. If the nut friction were different
in the four blades, this difference would also cause the blades
to go out of track, causing an increase in vibration level.
The nut reaction tube avoids these potential problems by trans-
mitting the nut torque directly to the main spindle in the
sleeve/spindle assembly. The nut reaction tube will twist in
response to the torsional moment, but an angular clearance
(+ 200 from the mean position) is provided between this tube
and the main torque tube so that no torsional contact results.
This angular clearance also accommodates the pitch motion of the
outer torque tube relative to the nut reaction tube, which is
fixed in pitch.

The outer blade spar shown in Figure 4 is design number 2
discussed in the section on the evaluation of various blade spar
concepts. This spar and number 6 were the two preferred spar
concepts. Because number 2 requires a thicker spar wall dimen-
sion than number 6, any structural arrangement that will provide
adequate clearances with design 2 will automatically accommodate
spar design number 6.

The main load path for the blade, consisting of the jackscrew,
nuts, and tension-torsion straps, is fully redundant. The
multiple nut/strap arrangement (six nuts and twelve straps)
distributes thread loads equally and provides a "fail-safe"
arrangement. The hollow jackscrew is also structurally redun-
dant. A central strap, anchored in a low stress area at the
root of the screw by means of an integral flange, passes through
the length of the screw and is retained by a nut at the tip.
This strap is prestressed in tension, putting the screw in
compression at zero centrifugal load and reducing the maximum
stress in the screw at full centrifugal load. The reduced screw
tension will improve the fatigue characteristics of the screw.
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Should a fatigue crack occur, the redundant strap will carry
the design ultimate load. To detect a crack in the screw, the
screw is pressurized in the same manner as utilized in the
Sikorsky BIM crack-detection system on the spars of conventional
rotor blades. A crack through the jackscrew wall would allow
the pressurized air to leak out, and the resulting drop in
pressure will activate a pressure switch to warn the pilot and
to deactivate the diameter-control system. The redundant strap
and retaining nut serve to maintain pressure seals at the two
ends of the screw.

The outboard end of the jackscrew is centered relative to the
torque tube and the nut reaction tube by means of two bearings
mounted on the tip of the redundant strap. One bearing housing
is anchored to the torque tube and the other to the nut reaction
tube. These bearings have been configured to retain any failed
component that might otherwise be thrown out through the blade
by centrifugal action and cause additional damage. Any of four
major components - the jackscrew, redundant strap, nut reaction
tube, and the torque tube - could conceivably fail due to fatigue,
but would be retained by means of the tip bearing arrangement.
It should be noted that if the redundant strap inside the jack-
screw should fail, the portion outboard of the fracture will
translate toward the tip a fraction of an inch so that the
rubber seal at the tip of the jackscrew will fail and the jack-
screw pressurization will be lost. Thus the pressurization
serves to monitor the integrity of the redundant strap as well
as that of the jackscrew.

The jackscrew has a double thread (sometimes referred to as a
"two-start" thread) because the resulting increased thread pitch
angle increases screw efficiency. It has a left-hand thread
because this makes the outer shaft of the two coaxial diameter-
change shafts (inside the main rotor shaft) serve the function
of the retraction shaft. Because blade retraction corresponds
to larger mechanical torques than does blade extension, it is
desirable to make the outer shaft the retraction shaft. The
jackscrew has a buttress-type thread profile, with the thread
thickness less than the space between threads. This design
minimizes the volume and therefore the weight penalty of the
threads and also permits considerably greater thickness on the
nut threads, which are fabricated from lower strength materials
and which are subjected to greater wear rates.

There are six nuts, individually supported by a pair of tension-
torsion straps, that transfer the centrifugal force from the 12
straps to the jackscrew. 1,ut number 1, closest to the rotor
head, has one pair of holes, counterbored to retain its pair of
straps. These straps pass freely through holes provided in the
other five nuts. Nut number 2 has two pairs of holes, one pair
of which is to retain its own pair of straps and one pair of
which is to allow straps from nut 1 to pass through. The same
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principle applies to all nuts, and nut number 6, closest to the
blade tip, has six pairs of holes. The two retention straps
for each nut are always diametrically opposite each other to
avoid any moment transfer from the straps to the nuts.

The reason for the multiple nut/strap configuration, which is
similar to that used on the dynamic model blade, is to provide
structural redundancy in case of failure of any component and
also to improve the thread loading distribution. If a single
nut were to be provided with a large number of threads, only
a few threads on each end would actually carry a signiZicant
loading because of elastic deformations which occur in both
screw and nut. The threads in the middle would not carry much
load. This would lead to overloading of the few end threads and
excessive wear or progressive static failure. The problem is
avoided by dividing the nut into a number of pieces with fewer
threads each. The strap geometry ensures that each nut carries
a full share of the load because the elastic stretch of the
strap under load is large compared to intial errors in providing
exactly correct strap lengths, particularly when the str~ps are
"tuned" on the bench, i.e., the assembly loaded to part load
and strap length adjusted as necessary to provide equal tension.

The blade incorporates the necessary features to provide these
adjustments, The twelve tension-torsion straps are threaded at
the tip and anchored into a drilled and tapped anchor block. The
six nuts, twelve straps, and the anchor block constitute a
subassembly which, by means of a bench installation on a jack-
screw, can be adjusted for equal load sharing. Cylindrical
lock nuts are then installed and the anchor block is bolted to
the blade tip block when the blade assembly is completed. Lock
plates, fitting over the squared ends of the tension-torsion
straps, are then installed to be certain that the straps cannot
turn in the anchor block.

The drawing of the six nuts shown in Figure 4 assumes that
thread inserts will be used. In a materials evaluation test
conducted under another Army contract, Reference (7), carbon-
graphite proved to be a highly desirable nut material in several
respects, including lo friction and low wear rates at contact
pressures and sliding velocities representative of the full scale
TRAC blade application. However, the material strength is
relatively low, and it would not be suitable as a material for
a one-piece nut. Thus an insert of carbon graphite is shown,
retained by a flange on the inboard end of the nut shell, which
is fabricated from titanium. A safety thread of beryllium
copper is also assumed. This thread does not normally touch
the screw threads, but provides a backup in case of excessive
wear or failure of the carbon graphite threads. The beryllium
copper, which has excellent strength and was the second best
of the various nut materials evaluated in the tests mentioned
above, also provides the sliding contact with the inside of the
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nut reaction tube, which fits closely around the nuts. Beryllimi
copper, used successfully in the model rotor tests, is also a
candidate as the primary nut material. If this material is
selected, no inserts or backup threads will be required; each
nut will be a single piece.

The blade tip block is used to support the outboard blade spar,
the tension-torsion strap anchor block, tip balance weights,
and the tip cap. The tip balance weights are similar to stan-
dard Sikorsky blade balancing practice and permit adjustment of
both span and chordwise moment balance. In addition to the tip
balance weights there are additional Lalance weights provided at
the root end of the outboard blade spar. This is to permit
adjustment of outboard blade !eight in addition to span balance.
Conventional blades do not need to weigh exactly the same in a
given rotor; as long as the span balance is the same, the cen-
trifugal force will be the same. In the TRAC blade, however,
the outboard blade moves during diameter change, and the weight
of the moving portion must be the same cn each blade of the
rotor, or else the span moment will change by different amounts
for different blades, and the rotor will go out of balance.

The bearing slide blocks for the blades are also similar to
those used on the model. The material arsumed is Nylatron GS,
a molybdenum-disulfide filled nylon, which was entirely satis-
factory on the model. Friction and wear properties are good,
it is relatively lightweight, and its elasticity will accommodate
minor dimensional variations that might occur along the length
of the spar or torque tube.

The TRAC blade is retained at the root end by the sleeve/spindle
assembly. The pri.mary load path is through the jackscrew,
retained by the jackscrew retention spindle and one set of
angular-contact ball bearings. The nut reaction tube is bolted
directly to the blade main spindle, and the torque tube is bolted
to an aluminum cuff which is integral with the outer housing
of the sleeve/spindle assembly and which is retained by a second
set of angular-contact ball bearings. Additional details of
the sleeve/spindle assembly are discussed in the following
section.

ROTOR HEAD

Hub Plates

The rotor hub, shown in the rotor head assembly drawing (Figure
7), follows the classic Sikorsky two-plate design. The lower
hub plate is splined to the main rotor shaft and is retained with
a pair of split-cone members and a mast nut, which is locked and
safetied to the main shaft. This retention system is identical
in principle to most other Sikorsky main rotor hub designs. The
lower hub plate transmits all of the vertical forces from the
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rotor blades to the shaft. The four arms of this hub plate have
"inverted omega" cross sections for high bending stiffness and
light weight. The upper and lower hub plates share the centrifu-
gal and tangential (torque) forces equally. The upper plate,
which is essentially a flat ring with four radial arms, is
fastened to the lower plate at the center of the hub through the
differential gear housing.

Hinges

The four hinge members or hinge crosses are mounted between theupper and lower hub plates, and the flap and lag bearings aremounted on these hinge members. These bearings are identical to
those used in the CH-53 series helicopters for the same purpose.These bearings were used because they have the desired load
capacity and are readily available. The design of these hinge
members differs from most designs in that the flapping bearingsare mounted with a wider than normal separation. This permits
a central hole in the hinge cross to accomnodate the jackscrewdrive shaft and the universal joint, which is coincident withthe flap and lag axes. The hole in the hinge member is shaped
to permit a blade lag or lead angle of up to 45 degrees, thus
permitting the blade to be folded parallel to the fuselage whenthe rotor head arms are 45 degrees from the air.raft longitudinalaxis. (See section on lag damper/fold actuator.)

Sleeve/Spindle Assembly

The flapping yoke is a three-piece member which connects the
flapping bearings to the blade spindle through a bolted flangeplate for ease of blade removal. The sleeve/spindle assemblycontains two concentric sets of angular-contact ball bearings.
The inner set, which uses the S-61 (H-3) series helicopter
pitch-change bearings (except that only five bearings are used
instead of seven), retains the jackscrew and carries the major
portion of the centrifugal load. During a diameter change,these bearings rotate continuously, but at no time do theyexperience any cyclic feathering motion. The outer set ofbearings acconmodates collective and cyclic feathering motions.These bearings carry only a small fraction of the centrifugal
load because they retain only the outer torque tube of the
blade. Because the highly-loaded bearing experiences no cyclicmotion and the cyclic-motion bearing carries only a small cen-
trifugal load, each bearing can be considerably smaller and
lighter than would be required if it had to carry both high
load and cyclic motion. Analysis of these bearings indicatethat a 1000-hour B-10 bearing life can be attained using grease
as a lubricant. Oil lubrication is superior for bearing life,
but grease lubrication is easier and less expensive for experi-
mental, demonstration hardware.
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The blade main spindle is the cylindrical member between the
two concentric sets of ball bearings. This member is bolted
directly to the flapping yoke, and all blade forces pass through
it. The two sets of ball bearings are 'supported by this spindle,
and the nut reaction tube (inner torque tube) is bolted directly
to it.

A centrifugally operated flapping lock (labeled "anti-flap/droop
stop" in Figure 7) is located inside the flapping yoke. This
is a cylindrical member with an external taper that is spring
loaded to contact a mating internal surface in the hinge cross.
At rpm values above 50 percent of normal, the spring is com-
pressed by centrifugal force to unlock the hinge. When rpm is
decreased, the locking member automatically returns to the locked
position. The taper provides a self-centering action so that it
is not necessary to have the flapping angle at exactly zero de-
grees in order to function.

A conventional pitch horn is bolted to the outermost sleeve of
the sleeve/spindle assembly. A "delta-three" angle of 30 degrees
provides a pitch-to-flap coupling ratio of -0.577 (one degree of
up flapping produces .577 degrees of down pitch angle). The
delta-three hinge provides additional flapping stability and
reduces control sensitivity at htgh rotor advance ratios. The
hinge geometry is similar to that utilized in the TRAC model
tests of Reference 1, except that the delta-three angle of the
model rotor head was 26.5 degrees.

Lag Damper - Blade Fold Actuator

In the present design study the TRAC rotor is fully articulated
and thus requires damping about the lag hinge to avoid potential
ground resonance difficulties. In this respect it is no differ-
ent than conventional articulated rotors. The TRAC rotor uti-
lizes a linear, hydraulic damper in accordance with Sikorsky
standard practice. In most Sikorsky main rotor designs the lag
damper is located in the plane of the blades, between the upper
and lower plates in the two-plate hub designs. Because of the
differential gear package and jackscrew drive members located
at the center of the TRAC rotor hub, it was not possible to
locate the dampers in this conventional manner. Instead, the
dampers are located below the lower hub plate as shown in
Figure 7. A plan view in the plane of the dampers is shown in
Figure 8. The housing of the damper is held by a trunion
arrangement supported by a flange on the main rotor shaft. The
piston rod is connected by conventional bearings to a horn or
crank member which is splined to an extension of the vertical
lag hinge member. Thus an angular motion of the blade about
the lag hinge is transformed to an axial displacement of the
damper piston.
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If the rotor were designed for operation only in the extended
blade mode and high-speed compound mode (blades retracted but
still rotating), the damper would be entirely conventional,
consisting of housing, piston with relief valves and orifices,
and an external reservoir with differential check valve to
accommodate the changing volume of fluid within the damper as
the piston is displaced. This configuration is the one shown
in Figure 8. In the present design study, the rotor is intended
to demonstrate in-flight stopping and blade folding in addition
to the other flight modes. Because the folding motion uses the
lag hinge rather than a special folding hinge, it becomes possi-
ble to combine the lag damping and fold actuation functions in
a s~ngle unit and to save weight relative to separate units for
the two functions.

The folded positions of the blades are shown in Figure 9. This
drawing assumes separate actuator cylinders on top of the rotor
head rather than combined damper/actuator units, but the fold
angles are the same. After rotor stopping but prior to blade
folding, the rotor head is indexed so that the hub arms are
45 degrees to the aircraft loihgitudinal axis. There are two
positions around the azimuth that will provide the desired fold
positions; the rotor head is indexed by means of a small auxil-
iary drive unit clutched into the tail rotor drive shaft, with
a detent to stop the head in the correct position. Rotor head
indexing is a feature found on several Sikorsky helicopters
having an automatic blade fold capability.

Two blades are folded forward and two folded aft, so that all
four blades are parallel to the aircraft longitudinal axis. In
an actual stowed rotor aircraft design there would be additional
mechanisms for blade stowing (see description of possible sys-
tems in the mission studies portion of this report), but in the
present preliminary design study only rotor stopping and blade
folding are provided.

While the blades are being folded the rotating control rods
remain connected to both the blade pitch horns and the swash-
plate. The pitch-lag coupling, which is designed to be essen-
tially zero for in-flight lag motions, becomes significant for
large lead or lag motions. This effect is utilized in providing
blade pitch inclination in the folded positions and provides
interblade clearance, allowin' the blades to "nest" in a nose-
down pitch attitude after initiating the blade fold cycle atzero pitch.

An integrated damper/actuator unit was invest-4ated and is shown
in Figure 10. It is actually a coaxial unit, with a damper
system on the outside that is operationally independent of the
fold actuator on the inside. The damper system is an entirely
conventional hydraulic lag damper which provides a damping force
whenever there is motion of the piston within the cylinder. The
only unique feature of the damper is the fact the damper piston
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rod is the housing of the coaxial hydraulic actuator. The
piston of this actuator is contained within the damper piston
rod. This piston is integral with its piston rod, which is
connected to and is actually a part of the base of the damper
housing. Thus the location of the actuator piston is fixed
relative to the damper housing. Drilled holes through the
actuator piston rod permit two oil lines to be connected to
form fluid paths to either side of the piston.

A third small floating piston is at the very center of the unit
to serve the purpose of providing a mechanical lock when the
desired bl&de fold position is reached. It accomplishes this
by means of chamfered surfaces which displace three lock dogs
(equally spaced around the periphery) into the recessed groove
provided on the inside surface of the damper piston rod. This
floating piston and lock dog arrangement does not represent
new or unusual technology; similar devices have been utilized
in many applications, including use by Sikorsky Aircraft in
landing gear retraction and tail rotor pylon folding systems.
Other components of the system include a follower arm and a

spring-load roller and check valve system as shown in Figure 10.
The spring Dn the roller exerts a force in the direction to hold
the roller away from the follower arm. The system also includes
a rotary flu coupling (fluid slipring), at the bottom of the
transmission, and a safety valve, shutoff valve, and a direc-
tional control valve, all located within the aircraft fuselage
at a convenient point between the fluid slipring and the hydrau-
lic pressure supply.

The operations of the system is described below:

1. Damping Mode

The rotor turns at full or reduced rpm and the blades are
fully articulated. Damping is provided in a conventional
manner by orifices and relief valves in the damper piston.
Variable volume within the damper housing due to piston
displacement is accommodated by the differential check
valve and the external fluid reservoir. The hydraulic
fluid in the actuator is free to move back and forth in
a circuit which includes lines down the center of the
rotor shaft, the fluid sliprings, the shutoff valves (in
the unpowered, open condition), the directional control
valves, where the two lines are vented together, and also
to the hydraulic system reservoir through the "return"
line. During damping imotion, oil is pumped back and forth
at low pressure through this circuit, with the reservoir
serving to accommodate the changing fluid volume within
the actuator cylinder.
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2. Locking the Lag Motion for Rotor StoppAn

During the rotor stopping mode, the hinges must be locked
at speeds below approximately 50% rpm to prevent excessive
blade motions. The flapping motion is locked automatically
by a centrifugally-actuated spring device previously des-
cribed. The lag motion is locked hydraulically, either
manually by the pilot or by an rpm-sensitive switch. The
hydraulic lock is effected simply by closing the shutoff
valve in the circuit, preventing any fluid flow in either
line. Because an axial motion of the damper/actuator
assembly would require a change in fluid volume within the
actuator cylinder, a hydraulic lock results whenever the
shutoff valve is closed and the blade will stay in what-
ever position it was in just prior to the closing of the
valve. Normally this position will be close to zero lag
angle. Although leakage could allow very slow movement
over a period of many minutes, the hydraulic lock is
adequate for the short period required to stop the rotor.

3. Blade Folding

After the rotor is stopped and indexed to the proper over-
all azimuth position, the pilot activates the fold command,
which affects all three valve units. The safety valve is
energized, so that high pressure hydraulic fluid reaches
the manifold which contains the other two valves. The
directional control valve is energized to direct the high
pressure fluid to the lower fluid line shown in Figure 10
and to connect the other line to the return (reservoir).
The shutoff valve is de-energized to open both lines.
This combination of events directs the high pressure supply
to the line marked "Fold" in Figure 10 and vents the
"Spread" line to the reservoir. Hydraulic oil flows through
the "Fold" line, through the check valve assembly (the
check valve is held open by the compression spring) and
into the actuator cylinder, where the high pressure forces
the damper piston to move to the left relative to the
actuator piston, in turn forcing the blade to lag in the
desired direction for the fold position. This motion
continues until the blade is in the full 450 fold position,
where the piston bottoms against the end of the cylinder.
In this position the locking dogs are free to translate
radially outward into the recess in the cylinder wall,
and the floating piston, driven by its compression spring,
drives the dogs into the recess. The motion of the float-
ing piston actuates an electrical microswitch which tells
the pilot that the blade is locked. When all four blades
have been confirmed to be locked, the pilot disconnects
the hydraulic pressure from the circuit and the blades
remain positively locked by purely mechanical means, with
no time limit.
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4. Blade Unfolding

When the pilot wishes to unfold the blades, the "Spread"
command affects three valves as before, except that the
directional control valve connects the high pressure to
the "Spread" line and the "Fold" line is connected to
the return. High pressure oil flows to the check valve
assembly. This pressure is vented to the chamber above
the small piston in this assembly, and this pressure would
overpower the compression spring and close the two check
valves, except that the roller, in contact with the right
end of the follower arm (not as shown in Figure 10) pre-
vents such motion. Thus, the oil flows through the check
valve assembly and into the actuator, where it is directed
through the piston to the right side of the cylinder. The
high pressure on the right side of the piston first forces
the floating piston to the left, against its compression
spring, thus unlocking the lock dogs. Then the pressure
serves to force the damper piston rod to the right, and the
lock dogs are displaced radially inward to their original
position by the chamfered surface on the lock dogs and the
recess. The actuator motion continues, with blades moving
in the desired direction, until the curved recess in the
follower arm allows the roller in the check valve assembly
to drop down and shut off the oil flow. The high pressure
oil then serves to keep the check valves closed and a
hydraulic lock situation is again present, preventing the
blade from moving. It is difficult to ensure that all
four blades will fold or unfold at exactly the same rate,
and so the follower arm/roller/check valve system is
provided to stop each blade individually when it gets to
the desired position (nominally 0* lag). Microscwitches
can be included to provide the pilot with a positive signal
that the Spread cycle is completed as desired.

5. Unlocking the Lag Motion After Starting Rotation

The hydraulic lock is held automatically with the blades
at 0* lag as long as the pressure is connected to the
spread line. After the rotor is started and the desired
rotational speed reached, the pilot unlocks the lag motion
by disconnecting the pressure from the system via the
directional control and safety valves. The compression
spring in the check valve assembly returns the check valves
to the open position, and the system is back in the damping
mode described in paragraph 1 above.

It should be noted that the damper/actuator unit shown in Figure
10 folds the blade in the lag direction. Two of these units,
for diametrically opposite blades, are required. The units for
the other two blades are similar except that the actuator is
configured to fold the blades in the lead direction instead.
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This requirement is the same whether separate or integrated
damper and fold actuator units are utilized.

DIAMETER CHANGE SYSTEM

The diameter change system, excluding the blades themselves,
is shown in Figure 11. It is comprised of the differential gear
assembly in the rotor head, coaxial shafts, clutches or brakes
below the transmission, a friction brake on top ot the rotor
head, mechanical locking and safety devices, and a diameter
measurement and control system.

Differential Assembly

The differential assembly, shown in Figures 7 and 11, is located
within the main rotor center housing between the upper and lower
hub plates. It is of a standard spiral bevel type having two
input bevel gears and four output pinions. Gear ratio (pinion
rpm/bevel rpm) is 3:2. The blade retraction input bevel gear
utilizes the upper end of the main rotor shaft as its bearing
support housing. A top cover plate mounted on the upper hub
plate provides access to the internal portion of the rotor hub
and differential assembly and also is the bearing support housing
for the blade extension input bevel gear. The center housing
provides the support and bearing housings for the four output
pinions. The output pinions are lock-spline connected to their
respective output shaft and universal assemblies. The output
shafts are loose-spline connected to the blade jackscrew at the
blade root.

Design investigation included the possibility of using standard
straight bevel gears since the operation is bidirectional.
However, analysis of operating loads showed that a spiral bevel
gear arrangement with a pressure angle of 200 and spiral angle
of 250 is preferred. The gear loads and load direction are
significantly changed to permit use of much smaller bearing
sizes.

The differential is designed so that complete disassembly of the
differential may be made on the aircraft after blade removal has
been accomplished.

Main Rotor Internal Shafting

Located t-ithin the S-61 main rotor shaft are three concentric
shafts, as shown in Figures 11 and 12. The two outer shafts,
each connected to one of the two input bevel gears of the
differential, are a direct part of the diameter-change mechanism.
They extend down from the differential assembly through the main
rotor shaft to the base of the transmission where each termi-
nates at a clutch disc. The shafts are supported at the upper
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end by their respective bevel gear bearings. These bearings
each consist of a pair of tapered roller bearings. The lower
end of each shaft is supported radially by a needle bearing
which reacts the clutch input torque loads. The outermost
shaft of these two (just inside the main rotor drive shaft) is
the retraction shaft; the inner shaft is the extension shaft).

The third (innermost) shaft is constrained to rotate with the
rotor head and main shaft and provides three functions:
(1) The shaft moves vertically and provides the normal mechani-
cal means of operating the blade position lock. (2) The shaft
moves vertically and operates the mechanical blade overtravel
safety limit stop. (3) The shaft, which is a hollow tube,
provides the passageway for blade-fold hydraulic lines and
electrical instrumentation wires. The lower end of the shaft
is equipped with both hydraulic and electrical sliprings. The
shaft is supported by and actuated through a thrust bearing and
connecting linkage to a lock-actuating cylinder.

Clutch Control System

Two clutch calipers are mounted in "pLggy-back" fashion to a
common mounting bracket attached to the lower transmission
housing. The calipers are of standard disc brake type modified
for the special mounting configuration and for use in a hori-
zontal position, which includes relocation of input supply ports
and bleed ports. The calipers are sized for operating static
torque loads since the actual kinetic energy dissipation is
negligible. System hydraulic supply pressures are obtained
from the aircraft main hydraulic system. Each actuating clutch
requires a different operating pressure, because of the specific
torque load requirements, obtained through pressure regulators.
A pressure of 2200 psi is required for the retraction clutch
and a pressure of 650 psi is required for the extension clutch.

A schematic drawing of the clutch control system is shown in
Figure 13. A three-position switch in the cockpit commands
retract or extend operation, with a self-centering spring for
the neutral or stop position (constant diameter operation).
This switch controls the two solenoid valves shown on the right
side of Figure 13, which direct the hydraulic oil through bypass
valves to the retraction or extension clutch as appropriate.

Two solenoid-operated bypass valves provide automatic cutoff of
the clutch hydraulic pressure when the blades are at their nor-
mal limit of travel. The diameter measurement system, described
in a following section, actuates limit switches which control
these valves. Thus, even if the pilot continues to command a
diameter change after the normal blade travel limit is reached,
the clutch will disengage at the proper point.
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To provide for malfunction of either the bypass solenoid valves
or the diameter measurement system, a mechanically cont°colled
bypass valve is also incorporated. A traveling nut safety
device, described in a following section, moves the instrumenta-
tion/lock shaft vertically downward in case the blades extend
or retract beyond normal limits. Before physical limits in
the blades are exceeded, the shaft motion, through a mechanical
connection (shown schematically in Figure 13), will dump the
clutch hydraulic pressures by means of this bypass valve.

Another function of the mechanically operated bypass valve is
to ensure that the clutches will not operate inadvertently when
the rotor diameter lock is engaged. The pilot must disongage
this lock, by means of another switch which connects with the
lock-control solenoid valve. The instrumentation/lock shaft
must translate far enough to disengage the diameter lock
mechanism on the rotor head before the bypass valves can be
actuated to permit hydraulic pressure to reach the clutch
calipers.

Rotor Diameter Indication

Located at the base of the transmission assembly between the
two clutch discs is a miniature gear differential that is part
of the mechanical system to measure and control rotor diameter
(Figure 11). The differential senses relative motion of the
retraction and extension shafts. During constant rotor diameter
operation the two shafts rotate in unison at main rotor shaft
speed but during a diameter change there is relative motion
between the shafts. The miniature differential is geared to
the two shafts by means of small ring gears located between
the two clutch discs. One of these gears meshes directly with
one of the spur gear inputs on the miniature differential, and
the other is connected to the other gear input through an idler
gear to reverse the direction. In this manner the centerbody
of the differential does not rotate during constant rotor
diameter operation, but does rotate during a rotor diameter
changes The rotation of the differential centerbody, which
is the output function which averages the two input rotations,
is in one direction during a diameter decrease and in the
opposite direction during a diameter increase. The number of
turns of the centerbody is in direct relationship to the rela-
tive angular displacements of the two shafts.

The output (differential centerbody rotation) is mechanically
geared to a multiple-turn potentiometer used for cockpit display
of rotor diameter. The differential output also operates a
miniature jackscrew with a traveling nut used to operate minimum
and maximum rotor diameter limit switches, that are part of the
clutch control system.
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The diameter measurement and control system is identical in
basic concept to the system utilized in the TRAC dynamic model
tests, Reference 1. The model system was not equipped with the
redundant safety features provided in the present design, but
it functioned exactly as desired during the test program.

Rotor Head Friction Brake

An auxiliary friction device is incorporated on top of the rotor
head to permit control of the overall mechanical efficiency of
the retraction system. A disc brake is utilized, as shown in
Figures 11, 12, and 14, with spring-loaded calipers. The brake
disc is loose spline-connected to the extension shaft and thus,
geared to the rotor head differential gear set. The disc also
functions as part of the diameter lock system, described in the
following section. The reason for adding friction is to avoid
the possibility of an inadvertent, self-actuated diameter in-
crease due to centrifugal force, when the lock system is disen-
gaged. An overall system efficiency of slightly below 50 percent
is desired, because any value less than 50 percent is desired,
because any value less than 50 percent makes the system self-
locking, a highly desirable attribute. The efficiency of the
jackscrew in the blade will be higher than 50 percent in most
cases, so the external brake is incorporated to add friction
without contributing to heating or wear of the blade components.
Another reason for desiring approximately 50 percent efficiency
is that this value dissipates rotational kinetic energy at just
the right rate to permit diameter reduction without a tendency
to either increase or decrease rotational speed.

The brake disc is of conventional type. It is slotted for con-
trol of distortion due to heat generated during a diameter
change. It should be noted that the brake functions only during
a diameter change, which takes approximately 36 seconds for full
travel at full rotor rpm. At all other times there is no rela-
tive motion between the brake disc and the rotor head.

A rotor head friction brake of similar basic concept was incor-
porated on the wind tunnel model of the TRAC rotor (Reference 1).
This system performed as desired during the tests.

Diameter Lock System

The rotor diameter lock, shown in Figures 11, 12, and 14, is
mounted on top of the rotor head and consists of two locking
pawls and associated support brackets, over-center springs and
connecting linkages. The friction brake disc is a common part
to both the lock mechanism and the rotor head friction brake.
Special slots located on the periphery of the disc mate with
the locking pawls to prevent relative motion between the rotor
head and the diameter change mechanism, mechanically locking
the diameter at a constant value as long as the pawls remain
engaged. Six equally-spaced slots (located midway between the
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longer but narrower distortion-control slots) permit engagement
of the lock at increments of 60 degrees of rotation. With the
3:2 gear ratio of the rotor head differential, this corresponds
to 90-degree rotation increments of the pinions and the jack-
screws. This in turn permits the universal joints in the jack-
screw drive shafts to be oriented correctly, with one of the
hinge axes vertical, facilitating the 45-degree fold angle about
the lag hinge, required in the blade fold operation.

During normal operations the lock pawls are operated by vertical
motion of the instrumentation/lock shaft, through the linkage
on top of the rotor head. Raising the shaft fully releases the
pawls from engagement with the slots in the disc and places the
pawls in an 8-degree over-center position, where they stay during
diameter change operations. When it is desired to reengage the
lock, lowering the shaft brings the pawls back into contact with
the disc. Usually the slots will not be in correct alignment
initially, and the shaft will not move to the full down position.
However, with a momentary diameter change command from the pilot,
the desired alignment will take place and the pawls will snap
into place by action of the over-center spring arrangement and
circular arc slots provided in the locking pawls. The shaft
will translate to the full down position and actuate a position
switch to notify the pilot of a fully-locked condition. It
should be noted that an override spring in series with the lock-
actuating cylinder (Figure 13) permits the piston to travel the
full distance required even when the shaft has not yet moved
fully down. Another position switch, on the actuator, permits
the pilot to verify that the lock command has been executed by
the actuator even though the locking pawls might not have en-
gaged.

Over-Travel Safetyto System

A mechanical safety system has been incorporated in the design
to provide automatic locking and shutoff of clutch hydraulic
pressure if, for any reasons, the normal system fails to func-
tion properly. The heart of this safety system is a traveling
nut located between the instrumentation/lcck shaft and the
extension shaft, as shown in Figures 11 and 12. The extension
shaft is internally threaded (double thread, right hand) and
the instrumentation/lock shaft is externally splined. The
traveling nut is threaded externally and splined internally to
mate loosely with the two shafts.

During constant rotor diameter operation there is no relative
motion between the coaxial shafts, but during a diameter change
a relative rotation occurs. The traveling nut is constrained
by the spline to rotate with the instrumentation/lock shaft,
and, because of the threaded interface with the extension shaft,
it is constrained to translate axially, with the direction
dependent on whether the rotor diameter is increasing or de-
creasing. A diameter increase causes the nut to travel upward,
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and a diameter decrease results in the nut traveling downward.
Before the rotor blades encounter physical limits to diameter
change, the traveling nut reaches limits built into the diameter
change mechanism. During a blade retraction overtravel the nut,
translating downward, directly contacts a shoulder near the
bottom of the lock/instrumentation shaft (Figure 12), forcing
the shaft to move downward and engaging the lock system. Be-
cause of the override springs between the actuating arm and the
lock actuating cylinder (Figure 13), the actuating arm will
displace and cut off clutch hydraulic pressure in the normal
fashion even if the lock actuating cylinder is in the full un-
lock position.

During a blade extension overtravel the traveling nut reaches
the top of the rotor head and contacts a flanged sleeve which
is loose-splined to tle lock/instrumentation shaft (Figure 12).
This flanged sleeve is mechanically connected through linkages
to the shaft cross beam at the very top of the lock/instrumenta-
tion shaft in such a manner as to force the shaft to translate
downward. Just as in the case of blade retraction overtravel,
the locks then engage and the clutch hydraulic pressure is cut
off.

It should be noted that during operation of this safety stop
system, the brake disc may be rotating at full rpm relative to
the rotor head. To allow the locking pawls to engage under
these conditions, accelerating ramps are built into the disc
(Figure 14) to allow the pawls to have an appreciable radial
velocity when proper alignment occurs. The over-center springs
are stiff enough and the pawls light enough to permit the pawls
to engage even at full relative rpm. Fortunately, the angular
momentum of the entire retraction system is quite small so that
there is no shock load difficulty.

Once the overtravel safety stop system has engaged, subsequent
disengagement in flight is not possible with the system as
designed. It is entirely feasible to incorporate a special
electric or hydraulic actuator on the rotor head to retract the
pawls from the brake disc, thus freeing the system to revert to
normal operation in flight. For an experimental demonstration
rotor system, however, this was not felt to be required. If
the rotor becomes locked at minimum diameter by the safety stop
following a system malfunction, a fixed-wing type landing would
be required, an operation for which the RSRA test vehicle has
been designed. Unlocking the system and returning it to the
normal operating condition would then be a ground maintenance
item.

BIM Detection System

Located within the inboard end of the redundant strap is a BIM
switch for monitoring the condition of the jackscrew at all
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times. The pressurized portion of the jackscrew is ported
through the head of the redundant strap to a pressure switch.
The switch is normally held in a closed circuit condition by
the pressure. The signal from this detector passes through two
sets of electrical sliprings. One is located on the differential
pinion outpat shaft and the second is the slipring below the main
transmission. The control is such that a pressure drop in the
jackscrew or an open circuit anywhere in the detection system
renders the extension-retraction mechanism inoperative. If a
blade jackscrew should fail, the redundant strap will carry the
full centrifugal load, but it probably would not be possible to
change diameter safely. The BIM system safety circuit will
prevent a diameter change if the jackscrew develops a crack
large enough to let the pressure bleed out.

Lubrication

Differential GearAssemb_!L

The center portion of the main rotor hub is designed to
serve as an oil reservoir'. All shaft and gear hub penetra-
tions are sealed using standard type lip seals for oil
retention and foreign matter exclusion. The output pinions
and the retraction shaft tapered roller bearings are oil-
lubricated. The extension shaft input bevel gear bearings
are grease-lubricated.

Lower Shaft Bearing

The lower extension and retraction shaft needle bearings
are grease lubricated and sealed.

liniature Differential Assembly-

The miniature differential bearings and support bracket

idler bearings are prelubed and sealed.

Lock Shaft

The lock shaft actuation thrust bearing is prelubed and
sealed.

Universal Joint

Jackshaft universal joints are grease-lubricated.

Lock Mechanism

All lock mechanism linkages and joints are dry film lubri-
cated. The dry film lubricant has been selected because
of the presence of friction-brake-lining dust in the area
of the lock mechanisms, as well as normal airborne dust
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and abrasive particles.

Mechanism Teardown and Inspection

The entire design of the blade retraction-extension system was
developed for ease of assembly and disassembly. All shafts are
removable from the top of the rotor head. The extension shaft
and the lock/instrumentation shaft are easily removed for
inspection of the traveling nut. All connections to shaft ends
are through spline connections. The top of the rotor hub has a
cover that serves also as the extension bevel gear bearing
housing that can be removed for differential gear inspection.

Clutch calipers, clutch disc, miniature differential, lock
actuating mechanism and control hydraulics are all external and
located at the base of the transmission.

3
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DESIGN ANALYSIS

PERFORMANCE AND SIZING

In accordance with the contract, the TRAC rotor should have a

steady-state design lift capability in hover at 4000 ft, 950 F,

of approximately 20,000 pounds. The criterion selected for the

analysis was a rotor lift of 21,000 pounds, to provide a net

lifting capability of 20,000 pounds with an airframe vertical

drag allowance of 5 percent.

A diameter of 56 ft was tentatively selected as appropriate for

the design requirements. An outer blade chord of 28 in. was

also selected to provide a blade aspect ratio identical to that

of the previous preliminary design study and the dynamic model

reported in USAAVLABS Technical Report 73-32, Reference 1,
because of the requirement to not deviate substantially from this

successful baseline design. These dimensions provide a useful

blade area (bR, where b is the number of blades, C is the

thrust-weighted mean chord, and R is the extended radius)
approximately the same as for the standard H-3 rotor system,
which has a useful lifting capacity of 20,000 pounds or somewhat

more, depending on the mission.

A comparison between the TRAC rotor and other Sikorsky rotor

systems in the same general size category is shown in Table 1.

It can be seen that in most respects the TRAC rotor has dimen-

sional and blade loading parameters which are typical of other

helicopter systems. The important parameter of dimensionless

blade loading, CT/a, is essentially the same as for the H-3 and

H-34 aircraft. The Sikorsky YUH-60A UTTAS is a higher perform-

ance pure helicopter than the other two and for this reason uses

lower values of CT/a. Because the T1AC rotor will be used in

aircraft configurations having wings and auxiliary propulsion

systems, it is not necessary to utilize low CT Ia values to

achieve high speeds. In fact, in the mission studies compari-

sons described in the seuond major section of this report, 
all

configurations with wings and auxiliary propulsion systems 
are

assumed to operate at hover CT/a values of 0.12, substantially

above the value selected for the flightworthy demonstration

rotor. Thus, the present design is conservatively sized for a

20,000-pound lift capability. Rotor thrust at the normal design

tip speed at 4000 ft, 950 F, for a CT/a values of 0.12, is over

24,000 pounds.
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Table 1 indicates that the TRAC rotor utilizes a lower aspect
ratio blade than do the conventional systems because of the
fact that the outer blade half is in compression rather than
tension, and the lower aspect ratio is needed to keep well clear
of the compression buckling condition. Disc loading of the TRAC
rotor is somewhat higher than for the comparison helicopters,
but studies of compound helicopters or stowed rotor configura-
tions have generally shown that optimum disc loadings are higher
than for pure helicopters, and the value shown for TRAC is in
line with this general trend. The mission analysis comparison
studies described elsewhere in this report also confirm this
trend.

Calculations of hover performance were made to verify the lifting
capacity of the TRAC rotor. The calculation procedure used was
the Sikorsky circulation - coupled wake program which utilizes
a prescribed rotor vortex wake geometry which is based on the
spanwise rotor load distribution and which generally agrees with
experimental rotor performance to within + 2 percent of thrust.
Correlation of this method was conducted With the experimental
results reported in References 5 and 6 to verify that the method
would give reliable results for different twist values and high
root cutout values. Generally good correlation results were
obtained. The calculations confirmed that the assumed TRAC rotor
geometry would provide the desired lift capacity in hover without
encountering blade stall.

Forward flight performance calculations were also made, utilizing
the Sikorsky Skewed Flow/Generalized Rotor Performance Method,
for flight speeds in the range of 40 to 140 knots. For speeds
below 40 knots, the results were faired into the hover power
requirement. Results of these calculations are shown in Figures
15 and 16 for sea level standard and 4000 ft, 950 F operating
conditions respectively. Rotor lift is held constant at 21,000
pounds and rotor propulsive force corresponds to an airframe
parasite area of 20 ft2. Curves are shown for blade twist values
of 0* and -8* and for tip speeds of 100% normal (tip speed
660 ft/sec) and 105%. At sea level standard conditions, no
significant blade stall is encountered at speeds up to 100 knots
at any condition (blade stall parameter b CQd as defined in

0"

Reference 8). At the 4000 ft, 95*F condition (Figure 16), the
100% rpm, zero twist blade case is severely stalled at forward
speeds above 60 knots. However, by the simple expedient of
increasing rotor rpm by 5 percent (within the usual engine rpm
control range) the stall is alleviated sufficiently to allow an
increase in flight speed of approximately 40 knots for any degree
of stall. Use of blade twist also alleviates stall and reduces
power requirements throughout the speed range. One of the
design criteria assumed for the TRAC rotor was that it should
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be able to operate as a pure helicopter up to at least 100 knots
forward speed. Although this capability is not absolutely
required because of the presence of a wing and auxiliary pro-
pulsion system on all TRAC rotor configurations under considera-
tion in this program, the operational flexibility afforded by
such a capability is judged highly desirable. This criterion
is barely met for the untwisted blade twist at 105% rpm at 4000
ft, 950 F, but the -80 twist provides a comfortable margin at
the 105% rpm condition. Because of the performance benefits,
the -80 twist was selected after the blade design and aeroelastic
analysis studies established that desirably low vibratory
stresses could be achieved with this twist.

It was concluded that the rotor dimensions selected are correct
for achievement of program objectives.

INVESTIGATION OF OUTER BLADE SPAR DESIGN CONCEPTS

Eight distinct design concepts for the outer blade spar were
considered during the preliminary design of the full-scale TRAC
rotor system. Cross section drawings of these concepts are shown
in Figure 17, and the calculated section properties are summa-
rized in Table 2. The external airfoil dimensions (28-inch
chord, 632A016 airfoil section) were kept constant during this
investigation. Not all of the concepts were developed to the
same degree; some were dropped from consideration before being
refined because preliminary analysis indicated lack of promise.
For this reason the Table 2 comparisons might be slightly mis-
leading with regard to the relative merits of some of the
configurations.

Configurations 2 and 6 were selected as the final candidates for
the preliminary design of the full-scale flightwcrthy rotor, with
number 6 considered to be the preferred choice. They are essen-
tially equivalent in mass and stiffness properties which provide
acceptable aeroelastic characteristics for the intended operating
spectrum, and are believed to be satisfactory from the standpoint
of manufacturing feasibility. The choice between the two has no
significant impact on the design of other blade components, rotor
head, or retraction system. Configuration 8 was investigated as
a lighter weight solution that has a somewhat higher manufactur-
ing risk at the present time, but is projected to be the pre-
ferred solution in the 1980 time frame.

The design constraints on the TRAC outer blade spar are differ-
ent from those on a conventional blade. One difference is the
requirement that the outer blade spar provide adequate space for
the inboard blade components when the blade is telescoped.
Another difference is that the TRAC outer blade spar is in con-
pression, rather than tension. The compressive force dictates
that the blade must be stiff enough overall to avoid column
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buckling, and that the spar wall must be stiff enough to
avoid local buckling. Thus, the TRAC outer blade utilizes
somewhat thicker than normal blade airfoil sections; the spar
is designed for higher than normal flapwise stiffness; and the
spar wall thickness tends to be greater than for a conventional
blade. Aeroelastic analysis has demonstrated that a key factor
in keeping the outer blade vibratory stresses low is to provide
a high ratio of blade flapwise bending stiffness to unit weight.

Blade configuration number 1 has a structural concept the same
as that of the dynamic model blades described in Reference 1,
except that the flapwise stiffness has been increased by the
addition of boron fiber/epoxy elements as shown. The boron
increases the stiffness to the point where a significant blade
twist, desirable from a performance standpoint, can be intro-
duced without incurring excessive vibratory stresses. As
discussed in the following section, aeroelastic analysis indi-
cates that the original blade spar structure, without the boron
stiffening, is satisfactory for an untwisted blade, but not for
the desired extended-twist value of -80. Blade configuration 1
utilizes an extruded aluminum nose section, machined internally
as required to provide the constant dimensions along the length
to accommodate the bearing slide blocks which are mounted on the
torque tube. The nose section is bonded to the al.uminum honey-
comb sandwich which forms the aft spar wall. The boron/epoxy
elements are preformed and bonded in place with the outer spar
skin. The trailing edge fairing is of generally conventional
construction, but is one continuous structural unit rather than
the multipocket nonstructural trailing edge used on most Sikorsky
aluminum main rotor blades.

Blade configuration 2 is similar to configuration 1, but reduces
weight by extending the honeycomb sandwich construction forward
of the quarter chord line. Whereas spar 1 used the solid alumi-
num extrusion to provide chordwise balance about the quarter
chord line, spar 2 utilizes brass (selected because of its
relatively high density and its coefficient of thermal expansion
which is similar to that for aluminum), located as far forward
as possible. Fabrication is with formed sheet aluminum skins
and aluminum flexcore honeycomb precut to the exact thickness
desired. The spar components, including the brass counterweight
and prefabricated boron/epoxy slabs, are bonded together in two
steps in an autoclave, over a solid mandrel which provides the
closely-controlled internal contour required. The trailing edge
fairing is of the same relatively standard construction as that
for blade configuration 14 The stiffness-to-weight ratio of
blade 2 is not quite as high as for blade 1, but is high enough
to provide the desired aeroelastic characteristics, and the
weight is less. Blade configuration 2 was selected as one of
the two preferred candidate designs for the present study.
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Blade configuration 3 utilizes an open C-section aluminum extru-
sion, and a second open aluminum channel member to form the rear
spar wall. Because both sections are open, they can be machined
to provide the desired internal dimensions to accommodate the
bearing slide block. However, it is anticipated that there
might be some difficulty in matching the tapered joints between
the two members to a sufficient accuracy along the full length
of the spar to provide a reliable bond. Also, with the wall
thickness required to avoid local buckling, the spar is consid-
erably heavier than desired. Another disadvantage is that the
stiffness-to-weight ratio is too low to permit the use of blade
twist. This ratio could be increased by adding a high specific
modulus material such as boron or graphite fibers, but only at a
still higher weight penalty.

Blade configuration 4 also utilizes an open aluminum C-section
extrusion. In this case, the section is closed with a steel
channel for chordwise balance and a wet-layup graphite/epoxy
nose splice to minimize the problems of providing a good bond
in the joint. A layer of unidirectional boron/epoxy is applied
to the rear spar wall to prevent the elastic axis of the spar
from being too far forward. This configuration is also judged
too heavy and has too low a stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Blade configuration 5 utilizes a single-piece closed aluminum
D-section spar extrusion. Chordwise balance is achieved by a
solid nose, and beads provide stiffness to avoid local buckling
of the spar wall. Internal broaching can be used if required to
achieve the required dimensional tolerances along the points
of contact with the bearing slide blocks. Fabrication risks are
relatively low, but it is not certain that the aft portion of
the spar has sufficient resistance to vertical shear deformations
in flight. This design is lighter than configurations 3 and 4,
but still heavier than desired, and the stiffness-to-weight ratio
is relatively low.

Blade configuration C utilizes a filament-wound graphite/epoxy
spar. Because of the very high specific modulus (ratio of
modulus of elasticity to density) of graphite, this material
permits lighter weight, thinner spar walls, and higher bending
stiffness-to-weight ratios than does an all-aluminum structure.
The fiber orientation is mixed: 60 percent at + 150 to the span
axis and 40 percent at + 450. The low-angle fibers provide the
desired beam bending stiffness and the 450 fibers provide tor-
sional stiffness. The spar is wound over a mandrel with the
internal stainless steel abrasion strips already in place. The
external leading-edge abrasion strip and graphite and fiberglass
cover sheets are laid over the wound spar, and this whole sub-
assembly is cured in an autoclave in a single operation. The
nonstructural leading-edge counterweight, such as lead shot in
a rubber or epoxy matrix, is installed after the mandrel is
removed. The trailing-edge fairing, made with fiberglass skins
and Nomex honeycomb, is also bonded on in a separate operation.
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Blade configuration 6 is relatively light weight and has the
desired stiffness-to-weight ratio. Along with configuration 2,
it was selected as one of two candidate designs for the present
study. The cost of graphite fibers has been high in the past,
but has dropped considerably in recent times and is expected
to continue to drop for some time, to the point where cost rela-
tive to conventional materials is not a major consideration.
Labor hours should be less than for most other configurations.
For the long term it is expected that this material is to be
preferred over the alternative materials shown in the various
esigns for the TRAC outer blade spar.

Blade configuration 7 is similar to blade 6, but assumes a hand
layup of the upper and lower spar walls which are precured,
followed by a wet layup of nose and trailing edge splices. The
unidirectional fiber layers are oriented 55 percent at 0* (paral-
lel to span axis) and 45 percent at + 450 . Structural properties
similar to blade design 6 are obtained, but the greater number
of operations plus the four splices in the spar wall suggest that
configuration 6 is to be preferred.

Blade configuration 8 combines the virtues of blades 2 and 6 and
providesthe lightest solution investigated. An extra-high
modulus graphite (available commercially now) provides adequate
stiffness with less material than for blade 6. A sandwich con-
struction provides the necessary wall stiffness to avoid local
buckling. This spar is also filament wound, but in two steps,
with a layer of flex-core honeycomb mounted on the inner graphite
skin and a counterweight installed prior to winding the outer
graphite skin. The internal stainless steel liners, external
abrasion strip, and outer cover are bonded integrally with the
spar in the same manner as fcr blade 6. The fiber orientation
mix is the same as for blade 6. Blade configuration 8 is be-
lieved feasible at present, but because it entails slightly high-
er manufacturing risks and higher material properties than blade
6, it was not considered a candidate for the preliminary design
of the experimental full-scale rotor. Its superior weight pro-
perties make it an appropriate candidate for a 1980 time frame
production prototype.

Fabrication of Spar Samples for Designs 1, 2j and 6

As part of the evaluation of the various spar concepts, full-size
cross section samples of three of the designs were fabricated to
investigate feasibility of manufacture. To evaluate manufactur-
ing problems of blade spar configuration 1, a short sample ( ' 10
inches) was fabricated and is shown in Figure 18. The aluminum
nose was obtained from a scrap section of spar extrusion previ-
ously fabricated for the TRAC design selection test program,
Reference 7. The unidirectional boron/epoxy elements were pre-
fabricated in a separate mold, and the aluminum skins for the
honeycomb sandwich were brake-formed. The components were bonded
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together with AF-126 film adhesive over a wood (pine) mandrel,

under vacuum bag pressure. Although several imperfections were

noted in the finished product, partly due to shrinkage of the

wood mandrel, the general feasibility of manufacture was estab-lished.

A 2-foot sample length of spar configuration 2 was also fabri-

cated, as shown in Figure 19. As in the sample of spar 1, the
aluminum skins were brake-formed to shape. In production, rolled
or stretch-formed skins would be utilized. The unidirectional
boron/epoxy slabs were prefabricated in a closed metal mold. The
inner skins and the flex-core honeycomb were laid up over a
mahogony mandrel, with AF-126 film adhesive, and cured under
vacuum bag pressure in one operation. The tapered edges of the
honeycomb were then machined by means of a circular saw blade
in a milling cutter. The brass leading-edge counterweight
(shaped in a separate operation), the boron/epoxy slabs, and the
outer aluminum skins were then bonded to the inner components,
in a second operation, using AF-126 adhesive between skins and
other components and FM-37 foaming adhesive between the boron/
epoxy slabs and brass leading-edge piece and the tapered edges
of the honeycomb. The quality of this spar sample, although not
perfect, was considered to be very good for the simple tooling
utilized. It is believed that good quality, full-length spars
of this design concept could be successfully produced.

To evaluate the filament-wound graphite/epoxy spar concept,
design number 6, a 4-foot sample was fabricated and is shown in
Figure 20. The "basket-weave" appearance results automatically
from the winding technique in which a 1/2-inch-wide tape of
graphite fibers is laid down in a helical pattern, back and forth
between one end of the spar and the other. The exposed surface
layers consist of + 450 fibers; there are also internal layers
at + 150 to tie spin axis. This work was performed to Sikorsky
specifications by a vendor, Fiber Science, Inc. The sample in-
cluded the basic filament-wound structure and the internal stain-
less steel liners, but not the external leading-edge abrasion
strip, the composite cover sheet, or the leading-edge counter-
weight. The spar was wound over a solid plaster mandrel which
was shaped to the desired internal dimensions, and then cured
under vacuum bag pressure. The sample was very successful, with
excellent internal dimensional control, good external dimensions,
and apparent good compaction and uniformity of the composite
structure. The integral bonding of the internal stainless steel
liners was also highly satisfactory. This sample provided con-
vincing evidence that the material and particular fabrication
technique can be used with confidence for production of full
sized blade spars. It is anticipated that the completed spar can
be produced at relatively low cost because of the minimum number

of labor hours required. Based on the sample spar, this design
is judged to be the most promising of the spar concepts investi-
gated, and is the preferred choice for the rotor preliminary
design.
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AEROELASTIC ANALYSES

Preliminary Studies

Blade loads were calculated by means of the aeroelastic analysesdescribed in Reference 9. These analyses were used initially
to obtain gross effects of blade twist, tip speed, and sparstiffness on vibratory flapwise stress of the outer blade for
the fully extended condition (helicopter mode). Blade properties
were scaled up from the previously tested dynamic model blades,which were of all-aluminum construction. It was established thatvarying tip speed in the range of 650 to 700 feet per second hadno appreciable effect on calculated loads. Twist had a signifi-
cant effect; vibratory stress at a typical flight speed of 100knots was Increased by nearly So percent when twist was changed
from zero to -8 degrees. Because previous studies had indicatedthat spar stiffness-to-weight ratio was important in determiningvibratory stresses, the effects of adding a very high stiffness-to-weight material was investigated. The replacement of approxi-mately 20 percent of the aluminum in the spar with unidirectionalboron/epoxy reduced weight slightly and increased the bendingstiffness of the outer blade by more than 60 percent. The aero-elastic analysis indicated a 50-percent drop in the vibratorystress. These effects are shown in Figure 21. Although the peakvalue shown is only about 4400 psi, correlation studies betweentheory and experiment indicated that the theory gave reasonablequalitative agreement but underpredicted the stress magnitude.This is at least partly attributable to fuselage-induced flowfield effects present in the model tests, not considered by thetheory. Although the ratio of experimental to predicted stressvaries with the particular operating condition, a factor of 1.5is believed to be reasonable for the critical conditions for atwisted blade. Thus, a calculated vibratory stress of 4400 psi
corresponds to 6600 psi, near the allowable fatigue limit foraluminum. Other operating conditions investigated indicatedstresses well beyond acceptable limits for the all-aluminum blade.Thus, the two-to-one drop in stress calculated for the boron-rinforced spar is an important factor in Permitting the incor-poration of blade twist into the design.

It should be noted that the boron-stiffened spar also reduced thecalculated vibratory bending moment in the outer blade spar byapproximately 20 percent. The drop in stress and deflection ofapproximately 50 percent results partly from this decreasedmoment and partly because of the higher effective structuralmoment of inertia of the spar. These calculations establishedthe desirability of using an advanced composite material in theouter blade spar and the boron-stiffened aluminum spar design,otherwise similar to the dynamic model blade spar, became bladedesign no. 1 of this study. As noted in the section on thedesign of the outer blade spar, eight designs were considered.Spar designs 2 and 6, which were selected as most desirable forthis preliminary design study, have essentially equal mass and
stiffness properties.
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Blade Natural Frequencies

The acroelastic calculations were conducted using spar properties
calculated for blade design 6, but may be considered to apply to
blade 2 as well. Blade physical properties used in the calcu-
lations are tabulated in Table 3. It should be noted that
although the proper mass distribution for tension-torsion straps
are used in the analysis, the proper stiffness properties could
not be used. For one thing, the actual blade design incorporates
12 straps, whereas the analysis is limited to two. Also, the
analysis for natural frequencies and mode shapes would not con-
verge when an appropriate representation of equivalent strap
stiffness was incorporated; it was necessary to assume substan-
tially higher strap stiffness values to make the program function.
Thus, the calculated frequencies and loads for the straps are
not correct, but it is believed that this fact has a negligible
influence on the behavior of the other blade components.

Calculated natural frequencies for the full-scale TRAC rotor
blade are presented in Figures 22 - 24 as a function of rotor
speed for three blade length conditions: 100, 80, and 60 percent

of full diameter, respectively. Because the analysis contains
four major elastic structural element items, namely torque tube,
outer blade, jackscrew and straps, each with their own degrees
of freedom, the elastic modes are not as simply defined as for
a conventional blade having a single major elastic structural
element. Each natural frequency point has a mode shape similar
to those shown in Reference 9, in which each of the four elastic
elements participate to a greater or lesser degree. For the
so-called "rigid body" modes, flap and lag, all elements move
together except for small deviations about the mean. The torsion
mode is well defined because only the torque tube and outer blade
participate in this mode. The bending modes, however, might have
either a single element showing prominent deflections or several.
The letters adjacent to the calculation points on Figures 22 - 24
are a key for identification of the elements which participate
in that mode. The label B (for blade) indicates that the out-
side elements, the torque tube and outer blade, show the pre-
dominant deflections. These two elements are always coupled,
with the outer blade usually showing the greatest deflection
magnitudes. These modes are the most significant ones in deter-
mining blade stresses. The label J indicates that the jackscrew
is the primary participant, and the label S indicates that the
strap is the primary participant. In some cases, two letters are
shown - this indicates that the mode is more complex, with both
identified elements participating substantially in the motion.
(The first letter in such cases indicates the element with the
greater deflection magnitude.) It should be noted that it is
not always possible to identify a curve as representirn deflec-
tions of only a particular element; as rotor speed changes, the
nature of the vibratory mode can change. Thus, in Figure 22(a)
the third circular-symbol curve above the horizontal axis (having
a frequency of approximately 33 rad/sec at zero rotor speed)
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represents a strap vibratory mode at low rotor speeds but becomes
a blade mode at higher rotor speeds. Such a change in character
usually results whenever there is a near-coalescence of frequen-
cies of two components in either the flapwise or the edgewise
planes.

Portions of some of the curves shown, such as in Figure 23(b),
are extrapolated from calculated points. This was done because
the computer program would not identify roots to the differential
equations of motion in these regions, even though it is certain
that roots exist. Despite considerable investigation of this
phenomenon, the reason for the lack of success in establishing
roots in these cases was not established. From the nature of
the physical problem, the extrapolated frequencies cannot be
too far wrong.

The variation of natural frequencies of the primary modes with
changing rotor diameter, for the 100-percent rpm condition, is
shown in Figure 25. The bending and torsion frequencies of the
blades (external. components) all increase as diameter is reduced,
as would be expected by the reduction in length and addition of
the stiffnesses of the telescoped components. Flapping and lag
frequencies stay nearly constant. The jackscrew bending fre-
quency, however, reduces as the diameter is decreased, because
of the reduced centrifugal load supplied by the nut and the more
inward location of the point of application of the centrifugal
load.

Analysis of Selected Blade Design

An important part of the evaluation of the selected blade design
was the calculation of vibratory stresses for a range of flight
conditions. The conditions evaluated are summarized in Table 4,
and include a range of forward speed from 100 to 360 knots,
three values of diameter, variations of lift and propulsive
force, and evaluations of the effects of gusts and operation at
altitude.

The nominal design operating envelope and structural design en-
velopes are shown in Figure 26. The letters next to the indi-
cated points reference the cases listed in Table 4. The solid
line connect the points selected as the nominal design operating
envelope. This represents the normal limit operating conditions
assumed for the rotor. At 100 knots, case B, the rotor is
designed to fly as a pure helicopter at a gross weight of 20,000
pounds (21,000 pounds lift specified to allow for an airframe
download), with propulsive force adequate to overcome an airframe
parasite area of 22 ft2 . At 150 knots, case D, the lift is
reduced to 10,000 pounds and the propulsive force to zero.
Cases F and G correspond to the diameter reduced to 80 percent,
with lift requirements reduced as forward speed is increased.
Cases J and M represent nominal zero lift conditions (zero
collective pitch and rotor inflow - calculated lift was slightly
negative) at minimum diameter.
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The dashed line in Figure 26 represents the cases selected to
represent the nominal structural design envelope, and was intend-
ed as a more severe operating envelope to be used for analysis
of blade vibratory stresses, to provide a safety margin beyond
the nominal design operating envelope. The first three cases,
A, C, and E, are for operation in the pure helicopter mode at
an assumed lift or 18,400 pounds. This value, rather than the
higher lift previously discussed, was selected because it
corresponds to the design gross weight of the NASA/Army Rotor
Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA) in the pure helicopter mode.
The other cases represent reduced diameter and reduced lift
values following a trend similar to but more demanding than
the nominal design operating envelope. The two highest speed
points, L and Q, correspond to reduced rpm operation.

The maximum calculated blade vibratory flapwise moments for the
cases indicated in Figure 26 are shown in Figure 27. As anti-
cipated, the general trend was for vibratory moment to increase
with forward speed, particularly at the design dive speed of
36 knots. Surprisingly, one of the points (L) thought to be a
relatively severe operating condition at 300 knots, turned out
to have relatively low stresses. Case J, with a lower lift at
the same speed, had higher stresses. A similar phenomenon
showed up again when the effect of a mild (8 ft/sec) vertical
gust was investigated, as shown in Figure 28. In all cases the
lift increased substantially due to the gust, but at full rpm
the vibratory blade moments decreased, both at 300 and 360 knots.
Only at 360 knots and reduced rpm did the calculated vibratory
moment increase. Thus, in most cases it is preferable to carry
a positive lift on the rotor to minimize stresses at high flight
speeds. This phenomenon has not been explained but presumably
results from the combination of blade twist and the high advance
ratio operation.

The effect of altitude on rotor loads is shown in Figure 29.
As anticipated, the magnitudes of both lift and vibratory
moments decrease as altitude is increased. Whereas the blade
vibratory moments are excessive for steady state operation at
360 knots at sea level, they are reduced to acceptable values
at altitude.

The calculated spanwise distribution of vibratory flapwise
moments and stresses are presented in Figure 30 for all of the
conditions listed in Table 4. The calculations were made with
the significant blade modes including flapwise, edgewise, and
torsional degrees of freedom. Only flapwise results are shown
because the edgewise and torsional moments and stresses were
much lower in magnitude. In addition to the basic moment scale,
which is common to all blade components, vibratory stress scales
are also shown in Figure 30. These stress scales apply to the
long-length, minimum stiffness, constant-cross-section portions
of the various components as identified in Table 3.
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)
In all cases shown in Figure 30, the maximum vibratory 

moment

occurs on the outboard blade. However, because of the relatively

high section modulus of the outboard blade relative 
to thet of

the torque tube, the maximum vibratory stress frequently is

higher on the torque tube. Although allowable vibratory
stresses cannot be precisely determined without considerable
fatigue testing of full-scale components, the anticipated
allowable vibratory stresses are on the order of 7,000-10,000 psi

for the aluminum torque tube, 15,000-18,000 psi for the graphite/

epoxy outer blade spar, and 15,000-20,000 psi for the steel

jackscrew. On this basis, and allowing a 50 percent increase
above calculated stresses, the outboard blade stresses are
limiting only at 360 knots at sea level; the torque tube
stresses are acceptable for all of the nominal design operating
envelope points (Figures 26 and 27) at sea level, except at the
maximum speed of 360 knots, but are excessive for some of the
nominal structural design envelope at sea level; and the jack-
screw stresses are acceptable except for 360 knots at sea level.
At 360 knots, operation at altitude above 10,000 feet will pro-
vide acceptable stresses on all components.

Additional analyses were conducted of combined stresses in the
outer blade spar and torque tube, and of bearing stresses in the
sliding blocks of the blade components. These analyses were
routine stress checks and did not indicate any unusual problems
to be overcome. In addition to these checks, stress calculations
were conducted for the blades in the minimum diameter, locked-
hinge, zero rotation mode at 150 knots at sea level. At this
flight condition a lift corresponding to the maximum lift
coefficient along the full length of the blade could be sustained
without exceeding the static strength limit of the components.

BLADE INTERNAL COMPONENT DESIGN

The design of the blade was an iterative process in which various
assumptions of loads and blade properties were made and then
modified as required to provide adequate strength and minimum
weight. Description of the blade internal components is limited
to the final configurations and ignores the iterative process.

The centrifugal load distribution in the various blade components
at full blade extension is shown in Figure 31. The outboard
blade starts at the 50% radial station (14 feet) and extends to
the tip. This component is in compression. At the tip this
load is picked up by the tension-torsion straps and is del.vered
through the set of six nuts to the jackscrew, and finally to
the sleeve/spindle assembly, with each of these components adding
its own centrifugal load. The torque tube and nut reaction tube
are each independently supported by the sleeve/spindle assembly.
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Jackscrew & Redundant Strap

The static design criteria for the3e members is that the ultimate
load (1.5 times centrifugal force at 125% rpm at full blade
extension) must be carried by either the jackscrew or the
redundant strap, so that failure of' either one will not result
in system failure. The material assumed is maraging steel, such
as Vascomax 300, with a minimum ultimate tensile strength of
280,000 psi.

Calculated centrifugal force at the nut at 100% rpm and 100%
extension is 56,600 lb, and at the root end of the screw the
CF is 67,000 lb (Figure 31). The ultimate static load at the
root end is 67,000 x 1.5 x 1.252 - 157,000 lb, and the required
tensile area for both the jackscrew and redundant strap is
157,000/280,000 - 0.561 in.2 . The maximum normal working stress
with both members intact is 67,000/(2 x 0.561) = 59,700 psi.
If the redundant strap is preloaded to 10 percent of the normal
centrifugal load of 67,000 lb on assembly, the division of load
between the strap and the jackscrew will be approximately
37,000 and 30,000 lb respectively, and the normal working stress
at 100% rpm and 100% extension will be approximately 66,000 psi
on the redundant strap and 53,500 psi on the jackscrew. The
ground-air-ground (GAG) cycle stresses can be considered to be
a steady stress plus a very low frequency vibratory stress,
each of which is one-half of the above numbers, 33,000 and
26,750 psi for the strap and jackscrew respectively. These
GAG cycle stress values are considered low for the selected
material, even when a stress concentration factor of 3 is
applied to account for the structural discontinuity of the
jackscrew threads.

The threaded portion of the jackscrew has an outside diameter
of 2.000 inches, a pitch diameter of 1.840 inches, and a minor
diameter of 1.680 inches. The internal diameter (bore) of the
jackscrew is 1.452 inches and the diameter of the internal
redundant strap is 0.845 inches. The screw thread is double,
left hand, with three threads to the inch and a lead of 2/3
inch. The threads are a buttress type, with a contact face
angle of 14-1/2 degrees and the opposing face angle of 22-1/2
degrees. The thread is similar to that recently selected for
full scale laboratory tests of jackscrew/nut combinations,
Reference 7. At the full rotor rpm of 225 and the 3:2 gear
ratio of the differential, the jackscrew rpm is 337.5. This
provides a rate of change of blade length of 3.75 inches per
second and a total time for diameter change between 100% and
60% of 36 seconds.

The reason for the double thread is the increased screw
efficiency and consequent reduced heat dissipation requirements
in the blade. This effect is illustrated in Figure 32. The
key elements are coefficient of friction and thread pitch
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(helix) angle; the double thread permits double the pitch angle
for given thread proportions. An overall retraction system
efficiency of slightly below 50% is desired in order to make
the system self-locking, but it is better to introduce friction
by means of the rotor head brake rather than in the jackscrew.

Tens ion-Torsion Straps

The structural design criterion established for the tension-
torsion straps is that the strap package must carry the full
ultimate load with two straps failed and the remaining 10 straps
loaded unequally such that the highest strap stress is 110%
of the mean stress of the remaining straps. For the rotor
overspeed condition of 125% rpm and a factor of safety of 1.5,
the relationship between normal working stress and material
ultimate tensile stress which will satisfy the criterion is

Ultimate tensile stress 12
Normal working stress @ 100% rpm m (1.25)2 x 1.5 x 1 x 1.10 = 3.094.

The material selected for the strap is maraging steel with a
minimum ultimate tensile strength of 280,000 psi; the above
factor permits a normal working stress of 90,500 psi.

At 100% rpm and full extension, the centrifugal force of the
outboard blade, which is the value of the tension at the out-
board end of the straps, is 45,100 pounds. The required total
strap area at the tip is 0.498 in. 2, or an individual strap
area of .0415 in.2 , requiring a strap diameter at the tip
(excluding the enlarged diameter, threaded portion) of 0.230
inch. Inboard of the tip the diameter must be increased on a
long taper to compensate for the increase in centrifugal force
due to the strap mass. At the root end the strap diameter is
0.253 inch.

The straps are anchored in the nuts by means of a .450-inch-
diameter, integral shoulder arrangement, as shown in Figure 33,
to fit in counterbored holes in the nuts. The root end of the
strap just outboard of the shoulder has a diameter of .350 inch,
to fit snugly in the through-bore in the nut. This diameter is
larger than the main body of the strap to permit passage of the
.350 O.D. threaded tip of the strap during assembly. The in-
creased diameter of the threaded end permits the full tensile
strength of the strap to be developed, The square tip extension
provides a means for wrenching for length adjustment and also
a meaus for locking the rotation of the strap, as discussed in
a previous section.

Blade Retention Nuts

Six nuts, each with five threads plus a safety thread (not
normally in contact) are provided. The centrifugal force at the
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nuts at 100% rpm and 100% extension is 56,600 pounds, or an
average of 56,600/30 = 1887 pounds per thread. The nominal
projected contract area per thread is .925 in. 2, so that the
nominal contact pressure is 2040 psi. However, it cannot be
assumed that the five threads of each nut carry equal load, even
though the multiple nut/strap configuration provides that each
nutcarries an equal load. Elastic deformations in both the
jackscrew and the nuts will tend to load up the inboard end
threads of each nut and unload the threads toward the tip.
Lapping the nuts against the screw under load will permit a
more even load distribution, and this operation is recommended
to accomplish better thread load sharing. Wear in service will
also tend to improve thread load sharing, provided that lubri-
cation breakdown does not occur as a result of excessive initial
contact pressure. In the present analysis it is assumed that
lapping will provide at least an equivalent of 50 percent thread
contact under load, so that the contact pressure of the effective
threads is not more than double the nominal pressure. Thus,
contact pressure = 4080 psi. The corresponding shear stress at
the base of the nut thread is 2400 psi. This compares with an
ultimate shear stress of approximately 8000 psi for the P-3310
carbon-graphite threads and very much higher values for the
alternate nut material, beryllium copper.

Jackscrew Lubrication

The jackscrew is lubricated with Vitrolube dry film. This
coating, consisting of molybdenum disulphide and other solid
lubricant materials in a vitreous base, proved to be superior
to other lubricants investigated in a materials study conducted
under the Reference 7 contract. It worked very well with both
carbon graphite nut material and beryllium copper. The carbon
graphite by itself is also a good solid lubricant material.
The recommended materials were tested extensively in combination
in the Reference 7 tests at contact pressures (p) up to 6000 psi
and sliding velocities (V) up to 190 feet per minute, for a "pV"
value of 1.14 million. A limited number of overload tests were
also conducted up to 10,000 psi contact pressure, up to pV
values of 1.9 million. In the present design, the sliding
velocity at the pitch diameter of the screw is 164 feet per
minute at 100% rpm (225 rotor shaft rpm, corresponding to a
jackscrew rotational speed of 337.5 rpm). With a calculated
contact pressure of 4080 psi, the nominal pV for the present
design is 669,000, substantially less than the maximum Reference
7 test values. Based on the referenced tests, it is anticipated
that a coefficient of sliding friction on the order of .05 will
be achieved. If all of the frictional heat were absorbed by the
body of the jackscrew, the rise in temperature would be approxi-
mately 50*F. Thus dissipation of frictional heat is not anti-
cipated to be a significant problem. Centrifugally pumped
cooling airflow can be readily provided, however, by the simple
technique of providing a small opening at the root of the blade
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(with a filter to keep out dirt) and an exit at the blade tip.
The total pressure drop available from the centrifugal pumping
action is equal to the dynamic pressure corresponding to the
rotor tip speed - over 500 lb/ft 2 for the fully extended blade
at full tip speed at sea level.

DIAMETER-CHANGE SYSTEM LOADS

Loads in the diameter-change system are primarily a function of
blade jackscrew torque, which in turn depends on thread pitch
angle, coefficient of friction, applied centrifugal force (which
is dependent on outer blade mass distribution and rotor rpm),
and on whether the blade is being retracted or extended. The
basic equations for jackscrew torque were defined, and the vari-
ation of torque per unit centrifugal force with coefficient of
friction (between jackscrew and nuts) for the selected jackscrew
design is shown in Figure 34. For blade extension, a negative
torque is shown at friction coefficients less than approximately
0.12. This means that centrifugal force would cause the jack-
screw to spin and the blades to extend without the extension
clutch being applied; it is for this reason that the rotor head
friction brake is incorporated to make the system self-locking.

Tests conducted under Reference 7 have indicated that coeffi-
cients of friction in the range of .05 to .10 should be antici-
pated as long as the dry film lubricant utilized remains intact.
As the film gradually breaks down with extended usage, the
friction increases, slowly at first and then rapidly, to approxi-
mately 0.2 at the end of the usable lubricant service life. The
criteria selected for the design of the system, except for the
rotor head friction brake, are Cf = .10 for normal operation

(assumed 98% of time), CE = .20 for incipient lubricant break-

down (2% of time) and Cf = .30 for maximum static load calcula-

tion. Because the rotor head friction brake is designed to add
friction when the jackscrew friction is low, a jackscrew/nut
coefficient of friction of only .05 was assumed in sizing the
brake.

The loads are based on a centrifugal force applied to the jack-
screw at the nuts of 57,000 pounds (full extension and full rpm).
Torques are based on the criteria stated above and the relation-
ship shown in Figure 34, increased by 5 percent to account for
the friction between the nuts and the nut reaction tube, plus
900 in.-lb for jackscrew bearing friction. The resulting torque
loads per blade are as follows:

For retraction case, torque is 12,800 in.-lb for normal operation
(98% of the time), 18,500 in.-lb for incipient lubricant break-
down (2% of time), and 24,400 in.-lb for maximum static load.
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The corresponding values for the extension cases are zero, 5300,
and 10,500 in.-lb respectively.

The design of the differential gears and bearings is based on
the above loads, with appropriate allowance for the decrease in
loads as the blade retracts. The calculated prorated service
life of the gears and bearings was more than double the design
goal of 5000 complete diameter change cycles.

The coaxial shafts and clutch system were designed on the basis
of maximum static loads, plus the rotor head friction brake
torque. The friction brake design torque is 17,800 in.-lb,
reacted by four spring-loaded calipers, each with two friction
pads. In one retraction or extension, the energy dissipation
by the brake is 1.26 x 106 foot pounds.

ROTOR WEIGHTS SUMMARY

Calculated weights for the TRAC blade and retention system are
summarized in Table 5. The weight of each blade is 337 pounds;
the division of this weight among the various blade components
is illustrated in Figure 35. The outer blade is the heaviest
of the four major assemblies, followed by the torque tube, the
jackscrew, and the nut/strap assembly. The spanwise weight
distribution for the blade and retention system is shown in
Figure 36. Except for the mid-span region, where the blade
segments overlap, the distribution is quite conventional.

Weights for the overall rotor system including blades, rotor
head, and diameter change mechanism are summarized in Table 6.
Total rotor system weight, including blade folding, is 2696
pounds. This value is 13.5 percent of the nominal design lift
capability of 20,000 pounds. However, the rotor as designed
is capable of higher lifts; for a blade loading parameter CT/O

of 0.12 at 4000 ft 950F, rotor lift is 24,000 pounds. The rotor
of weight is 11.2 percent of this higher lift figure. Also shown
in Table 6 are estimated weight savings that should be achievable
if the rotor were designed for a 1980 initial operational capa-
bility (IOC). Most of these savings are based on use of a
lighter outer blade spar (blade design 8 as discussed in the
section on outer blade spar design concepts), which reduces
blade centrifugal loads, rotor head loads, and retraction system
loads. Some additional reduction in diameter change system
weight is obtained by substituting titanium for steel. In total,
the weight reduction is approximately 200 pounds. The 1980 IOC
weights were used as the basis of the weight trending equations
utilized for the parametric mission comparison studies, described
in the other major section of this report.

A comparison between rotor system weights for the TRAC rotor and
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corresponding values for the SH-3H helicopter (which has compara-
ble total blade area and lifting capability - see Table 1) is
shown in Figure 37. The SH-3H is a recent production model of
the S-61 series and has a power blade fold system, as does the
TRAC rotor. The blades of the TRAC rotor (present preliminary
design) are 33% heavier than those of the SH-3H. Hub, hinge,
and blade retention weight values are similar. Blade fold on
the SH-3H is substantially heavier than for the TRAC rotor
because of the need for separate folding hinges, not required
on TRAC. Total rotor weight is 16% heavier than for the SH-3H;
the 1980 IOC estimate is only 7% above the current SH-3H value
(obviously, weight reductions should also be possible for the
SH-3H rotor). In terms of total rotor weight per unit effective
blade area (baR), the values are 11.26 lb/ft2 for the present
TRAC design, 10.40 for the 1980 TRAC, and 9.88 for the SH-3H.
The value for the YUH-60A UTTAS, without pwer blade fold capa-
bility, is 8.12 lb/ft2 . Based on the present investigation, it
is estimated that the weight penalty for the TRAC rotor system,
compared to conventional rotor systems of comparable technology
level, will be on the order of 15 to 25 percent, depending on
the application.
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PHASE II: AIRCRAFT PARAMETRIC MISSION STUDIES

Parametric analyses were conducted to determine mission require-
ments for which TRAC rotor aircraft are competitive with conven-
tional rotor VTOL aircraft configurations. Prior analyses and
model test results have shown that the variable-diameter TRAC
rotor concept will provide positive aerodynamic benefits and
other benefits in the cruise mode of high-performance rotary-
wing aircraft. However, quantitative comparisons with conven-
tional-rotor aircraft, including proper assessment of structural
weight penalties of the TRAC system, had not previously been
made. The present study is intended to provide a realistic
assessment of the overall merits of the TRAC rotor system and
to identify long-term potential applications.

The conventional rotor configurations considered include the
pure helicopter and both full rpm and slowed rotor compound
helicopters. The TRAC rotor configurations include both full
rpm and slowed rotor compounds and the stowed-rotor aircraft
wherein the rotor is stopped and folded away during cruise
flight. Mission variables considered include a substantial
range of design speeds, payloads, ranges, and cruise altitudes.

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

There are seven rotary-wing aircraft configurations considered
in this study. All are single main rotor designs, as follows:

1. Current technology pure helicopter. The pure helicopter
derives all lift and propulsive force from the main rotor, and
for this reason is relatively restricted in cruise speed and
altitude capability by retreating blade stall limits. By
"current technology" is meant the state of the art corresponding
to helicopters presently in the development cycle, such as the
Sikorsky/Army Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System, YUH-60A
(UTTAS).

1A. Helicopter with auxiliary propulsion. A limited evaluation
of this configuration was added to the study. This aircraft
derives all lift from the main rotor, but has an auxiliary pro-
peller to provide all or part of the propulsive force in the
cruise mode.

2. Full rpm conventional rotor compound helicopter. The
compound helicopter is derived from a pure helicopter by the
addition of a fixed wing to provide part or all of the lift in
cruise flight and an auxiliary propulsion system (propellers,
fans, or jets) to provide part or all of the propulsive force.
In this manner the limitations of retreating blade stall are
avoided and higher speeds and altitudes can be achieved than for
the pure helicopter. "Full rpm" means an rpm variation of not
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more than +5 percent from the design hover rpm value, to avoid
complexities in engine controls, transmission design, accessory
systems, and vibration-control systems.

3. Slowed conventional rotor compound helicopter. This
configuration operates at reduced main rotor rpm in cruise
flight to avoid performance and noise penalties with excessive
advancing blade Mach number. Cruise rpm will typically be in
the range of 75 or 80 percent of the hover value and represents
a compromise between performance considerations and rotor dyna-
mics (blade stresses, flapping response, and aeroelastic sta-
bility). The slowed rotor compound provides higher speed
potential than the full rpm compound, at the expense of possible
complexities in engine controls, transmission design, accessory
systems, and vibration-control systems.

4. Full rpm TRAC rotor compound helicopter. The TRAC rotor
achieves a substantially lowered tip speed in cruise flight by
means of reduction in diameter, so that the need for reduced
rpm is eliminated except at very high forward speeds. As in
the case of the conventional rotor compound, "full rpm" is
taken to mean a variation of not more than +5 percent from
the design hover value.

5. Slowed TRAC rotor compound helicopter. The highest possible
cruise speed potential for a compound helicopter is achieved by
a combination of reduced diameter and reduced rpm, which serves
to delay advancing blade Mach number limits to the maximum ex-
tent.

6. TRAC stowed rotor aircraft. The TRAC rotor makes feasible
the stowed rotor concept, wherein the rotor is stopped in flight
and folded away into the top of the fuselage, converting the
aircraft from a helicopter at low speeds to a fixed-wing aircraft
at high speeds. This concept would represent an extremely severe
technological challenge with a conventional rotor system because
of problems with stability, control, and blade aeroelastic behav-
ior, but dynamic model tests have demonstrated that the stowed
rotor configuratiqn should be a straightforward development with
the TRAC rotor. This aircraft category will have low drag and
high specific range, with a virtually unlimited speed potential,
at the expense .of the additional structural weight and complexity
associated with stowing the rotor in the fuselage.
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ANALYTICAL METHOD AND ASSUMPTIONS

DESIGN MATH MODEL

The parametric mission studies were accomplished with the aid
of the Sikorsky Aircraft Helicopter Design Model (HDM) computer
program. This computerized math model permits a much more
detailed analysis and better optimization of aircraft design
than would otherwise be possible. A general description of HDM
is presented in Appendix A.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

In order to provide consistent ground rules for the parametric
mission studies, a set of general specifications was established.
These specifications, which influenced the studies through the
mechanism of weight trending equations, fuel consumption rates,
etc., were intended to be appropriate for typical Army mission
requirements. The flight profile is generally representative
of a transport mission. It is believed that the comparative
results of this study can be applied to other types of missions
as well; however, no mission evaluation in this sense were
conducted.

The general specifications are listed in Appendix B. In brief,
these specifications call for a single main rotor, with tail
rotor or fan-in-fin, main rotor disc loading not greater than
15 psf, design limit load factor of 2.5g, retractable landing
gear, and twin engines assuming rubberized characteristics.
Performance requirements include specification of a vertical
rate of climb of 500 feet per minute at design gross weight at
4000 ft 95°F at 95% of intermediate rated power (30 minute
rating). Payloads from 2000 to 10,000 pounds and ranges from
200 to 500 nautical miles were considered.

Various general assumptions were required as inputs to the
helicopter design model. For the most part, these assumptions
follow standard state of the art practice. The important aero-
dynamic and dynamic assumptions and criteria that might have
an impact on the comparisons between various aircraft configura-
tions are presented in Appendix C. Items included are allowable
blade twist and blade loadings, airframe parasite drag, weight
allowance for vibration control, rotor gust response criteria,
and wing aerodynamic design criteria.

The general weights trending methodology utilized in the present
study is present in Appendix D. Included is a summary of weights
equations developed for the TRAC rotor.
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RANGE OF MISSION VARIABLES

The various combinations of aircraft configuration type and
design mission parameters (payload, range, cruise altitude, and
design cruise speed) which were investigated are summarized in
Table 7. In addition to these combinations, there were a few
additional cases investigated which fell outside the range of
variables indicated. The total number of HDM cases was approxi-
mately 200. For each aircraft configuration, a baseline design
point was specified, as indicated by the circled check marks in
Table 7, at which optimization studies were conducted, including
preliminary design layouts. Baseline mission payload, range,
and cruise altitude were the same for all configurations (5000
pounds, 350 nautical miles, and 4000 ft 95OF respectively).

Each configuration had a range of design cruise speeds, selected
to cover the anticipated range of interest and as limited by
excessive advancing blade Mach number. As the configurations
progress in sophistication from the pure helicopter, at the top
of Table 7, to the TRAC stowed rotor, at the bottom, the range
of possible design cruise speeds generally increases and so the
number of combinations investigated generally increased. The
baseline design speed also increases steadily from one configura-
tion to the next, r:eflecting the anticipated result that the
optimum cruise speed would increase from one configuration to
the next in some sort of progressive fashion.

A range of disc loadings was investigated for each configuration
at two or more design cruise speeds. Optimum disc loadings based
on this study were used for the remainder of the design points.
For each aircraft configuration, a parametric variation of each
major mission variable was then made about the baseline mission.
Two additional payloads were investigated for the baseline range
and altitude, two different ranges were investigated for the
baseline payload and altitude, and three different altitudes were
investigated for the baseline payload and range. A range of
design cruise speeds was also investigated for these various
mission combinations. Direct comparisons of the various configu-
rations for identical missions is possible where the range of
design cruise speeds overlap. Many comparisons are also possible
for missions which are identical except for cruise speed.

Based on results of the parametric investigation, a point design
study was made for each of the aircraft configurations, for which
more specific information was developed, including three-view
drawings, performance curves, etc. The point design cases are
indicated by the squared check marks in Table 7. The design
cruise speeds selected were the same as for the baseline points,
but different standard-day cruise altitudes were selected as
more nearly optimum for the various configurations.
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

DISC LOADING OPTIMIZATION

The initial task in evaluating the various aircraft configura-
tions was to evaluate the effects of disc loading on overall
performance and to select disc loadings for the remainder of the
investigation. The criterion selected was that the optimum disc
loading for a given configuration and design cruise speed was
that which resulted in minimum gross weight. The disc loading
optimization study, carried out for 4000 ft 95°F cruise condi-
tions and for the baseline payload and range (5000 lb and 350
nautical miles, respectively), is summarized in Figure 38. For
each of the seven aircraft configurations, the helicopter design
model calculation was run for at least three disc loading values
at various design cruise speeds. In each case, a minimum gross
weight design solution could be defined, although the "bucket"
of each curve is quite shallow. (If specific engines rather
than "rubberized" engines were used in the analysis, the minimum
points would be much more sharply defined.) These results indi-
cate that the results of the investigation are not critically
dependent on the disc loading assumption, as long as a value
reasonably near the optimum is utilized. This also makes the
use of the same disc loading over a range of mission payloads,
ranges, and cruise altitudes a reasonable assumption, even though
it is not entirely accurate. Comparisons between the various
configurations, the main point of the investigation, should be
valid.

Optimum disc loadings vary from 6 lb/ft 2 for the pure helicopter
to 15 lb/ft 2 for the slowed rpm TRAC compound at 350 knots. The
general trends are shown more clearly in Figure 39, which pre-
sents optimum loadings as a function of cruise speed. Bands
rather than lines are shown because of the shallowness of the
curves in Figure 38. It was found that results were divided into
three separate bands: one for the configurations with high rotor
tip speed in cruise, one for those with reduced tip speed in
cruise, and one for the stowed rotor aircraft. The general up-
ward trend of optimum disc loading with forward speed can be
explained on the basis of the balance of power required in hover
and in cruise. At high cruise speeds, the cruise power is high
because of the combination of airframe drag and rotor equivalent
drag. When cruise power is high, the same power can be utilized
in hover, permitting higher disc loadings than could be used for
a low-available-power aircraft. Because high disc loadings tend
to minimize airframe weight, high cruise power favors high disc
loading solutions. This tendency also explains the three sepa-
rate bands. When tip speeds are reduced, rotor drag is reduced
and, therefore, cruise power is lowered, favoring reduced disc
loadings because of the hover power consideration. Similarly,
the stowed rotor has the lowest drag in cruise and, therefore,
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for a given cruise speed, lower optimum disc loadings than the
various compound helicopter configurations.

BASELINE STUDIES AT 4000 FT 950F CRUISE

A summary plot of gross weight, empty weight, and consumed fuel
for the seven configurations for the range of design cruise
speeds investigated is presented in Figure 40. These results
are all for the baseline mission of 5000 lb payload and 350
nautical miles range. As can be seen, comparative trends shown
by the curves of gross weight tend to be repeated in both the
empty weight and consumed fuel data.

As was expected, the pure helicopter, configuration 1, shows the
lightest weights of any of the aircraft, at least up to 175 knots
cruise speed. At 190 knots, the combination of reduced allowable
blade loading, which increases blade area required and thus,
rotor weight, plus high advancing blade tip Mach number, which
increases rotor equivalent drag and hence power required, greatly
reduces the efficiency of the pure helicopter. In terms of pro-
ductivity (payload times speed divided by weight), the best
design cruise speed for the helicopter is 175 knots. This speed
is higher than indicated by some previous studies, resulting from
the relatively low levels of parasite drag utilized in this in-
vestigation (discussed in Appendix C).

Configuration 1A, the helicopter plus auxiliary propulsion
(assumed to be a pusher propeller), shows an advantage over the
pure helicopter at 190 knots. The basic benefit is the increased
lifting capability of the rotor as it is relieved of the propul-
sive force requirement, so that rotor weight can be reduced.

The full rpm conventional rotor compound, configuration 2, pro-
vides, the lightest solution at 200 and 225 knots. At 200 knots
or higher, a wing is a much more efficient lifting device than
a rotor, so that the weight of the wing is more than offset by
the reductions in rotor system weight and fuel weight that it
permits. Because of the high tip speed, however (assumed 95%
of hover tip speed for this configuration), the drag increases
rapidly with increasing forward speed because of the increasing
advancing tip Mach number encountered. Note that although this
configuration has the lowest empty weight of any of the configu-
rations analyzed at 225 knots, it has the highest fuel weight
because of the high rotor drag. It should also be noted that
the assumed operating temperature, 95*F, tends to favor the high
tip speed configurations relative to the reduced tip speed con-
figurations, because the high temperature results in a relatively
high speed of sound and correspondingly low Mach numbers for any
given speed. On a standard day, much more typical of average
operating conditions, the drag rise due to Mach number occurs at
lower forward speeds, and the empty weight advantage at 225 knots
design cruise speed does not in fact occur. This comparison is
shown in a subsequent section.
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Configuration 3, the reduced rpm conventional rotor compound,
provides the lightest solution by a slight margin at 250 knots
for the 4000 ft 95F condition, but as design cruise speed in-
creases to 300 knots, it is no longer competitive with the TRAC
rotor configurations. One reason for this result is the minimum
tip speed imposed by the gust response criteria, discussed in
Appendix C. The relatively high tip speed required to provide
adequate blade flapping stability produces high rotor drag due
to high rotor advancing tip Mach number.

The TRAC compound helicopters, configurations 4 and 5, become
lighter than the conventional compound solution at forw,,rd speeds
above 275 knots, because of the greatly reduced rotor drags re-
sulting from the combination of reduced blade area and reduced
tip speed. Consumed fuel is also less than for the conventional
rotor. At the highest compound helicopter speeds, 325 and 350
knots, the reduced rpm TRAC compound (configuration 5) shows an
advantage over the full rpm configuration (4), again because of
the rotor drag factor.

The stowed TRAC rotor, configuration 6, shows a clear-cut advan-
tage in consumed fuel starting at a design cruise speed of less
than 250 knots and a gross weight advantage starting below 275
knots. At higher speeds these advantages become very large.
The reason is the very large drag advantage obtained by elimina-
ting rotor blades and hub from the airstream completely in cruise
flight. The consequent savings in installed power required and
consumed fuel more than make up the weight penalty in the mecha-
nisms required to stow the rotor. The stowed rotor configuration
has the highest productivity factor (payload times cruise speed
divided by weight, indicated by the diagonal lines in Figure 40)
of any of the aircraft types investigated.

To illustrate some of the factors involved in obtaining these
results, a more detailed comparison between two of the cases is
presented. The 300-knot conventional slowed rotor compound and
the 300-knot full rpm TRAC compound configurations are compared
in Figures 41 - 43. Disc loading is 13 lb/ft 2 for each case,
so that this parameter does not enter into the comparison. As
shown in Figure 41, the hover figure of merit is less for the
TRAC rotor, despite a higher value of extended blade twist (-8O
compared to -40 for the conventional rotor). This reduced hover-
ing efficiency results from the large root cutout value (50% of
blade radius), as discussed in Reference 5. The airframe verti-
cal drag, however, is reduced by the relatively low downwash
velocities in the central part of the disc, as discussed in
Reference 6. Because of the reduced blade area and tip speed
in cruise for the TRAC rotor, the rotor lift in cruise is smaller
than for the conventional rotor, and for this reason the required
wing area is higher, despite a lower gross weight for the TRAC
rotor aircraft. The cruise tip speed is lower for the TRAC
rotor, resulting automatically from the reduced diameter in
cruise. The conventional rotor must maintain a higher tip speed
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to provide adequate flapping stability, because of the higher
blade Lock number, as discussed in Appendix C.

The weights of the same two aircraft are compared in Figure 42.
The actual weights, on the left of this figure, show that gross
weight, empty weight, and fuel weight are all less for the TRAC
rotor. The weights expressed as percentage of gross weight are
shown in the center of the figure. The empty weight fraction is
slightly higher for the TRAC rotor case, but the fuel weight
fraction is less. A summary of several major subsystem weight
fractions is shown on the right of the figure. The rotor system
is substantially heavier for the TRAC rotor, and the wing weight
is higher. Most of this increased empty weight fraction is
cancelled by modest weight reductions in drive system, engines,
fuel system, and vibration suppression weights. The fuel weight
reduction is of greater significance than the increase in empty
weight fraction. It is this reduction that results in the de-
crease in actual overall weights.

The drag reduction benefit of the TRAC rotor, which is the key
to the superiority of this configuration over the conventional
rotor compound at 300 knots, is illustrated in Figure 43. The
largest element of drag at the prescribed cruise speed and
altitude is airframe parasite drag, which includes rotor head
drag. This term is larger for the TRAC rotor aircraft, despite
a lower gross weight, because of the slightly larger rotor head
required to accommodate the differential gear system utilized
to control diameter. Because of the lower rotor lift achievable
in cruise, the wing is larger on the TRAC aircraft, and both the
profile and induced drag terms are larger for that reason. The
drag of the rotor itself, however, is greatly reduced by the
small cruise diameter. The actual drag force is reduced and,
just as significant from a performance standpoint, the rotor
shaft power requirement is reduced. As a result, the total
rotor equivalent drag (the sum of the actual drag force and the
drag equivalent of the power) is only about one-third of the
drag of the conventional rotor, which must operate at rpm ap-
proximately 25 percent below the hover value to achieve the
level shown for it. Somewhat lower drags for the conventional
rotor would result at still lower rpm values, but only at the
expense of violating gust response criteria. The low drag af-
forded by the variable rotor diameter results in lower cruise
power required and reduced fuel consumption.

EFFECT OF ALTITUDE ON PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

The effects of design cruise altitude (standard day) on the con-
figuration comparisons was investigated to determine if there
were any significant changes from the results calculated for the
4000 ft 95*F cruise condition. It turned out that some of the
qualitative comparisons did change. One reason was the fact that
the high temperature condition produces a relatively high speed
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of sound and correspondingly low Mach numbers, tending to favor
the high tip speed configurations (pure helicopter, helicopter
plus auxiliary propulsion, and full rpm conventional compound)
relative to the other aircraft types. Because the standard day
conditions are, by definition, more typical than hot day condi-
tions, the comparisons conducted for the standard day cruise
are considered more meaningful. It should be noted that the
full required vertical performance capability at 4000 ft 95*F
was retained for all cases. The other important factor was
that the optimum cruise altitude tends to increase with cruise
speed, so that comparing all configurations at the same altitude
is somewhat misleading.

A summary of the effects of design cruise altitude on gross
weight, empty weight, and consumed fuel is presented in Figure
44. This figure is comparable to the summary comparison shown
in Figure 40, except that multiple design cruise altitudes are
shown and the figure is divided into three parts to avoid an
excessive number of overlapping lines.

For the pure helicopter, design for sea level cruise minimizes
gross weight and empty weight, although minimum fuel consumption
results for a design cruise altitude of 5000 ft. The competi-
tiveness of the pure helicopter decreases rapidly at higher
design altitudes. Comparison with Figure 40 indicates that the
weights are higher at all cruise altitudes for the standard day
than for the 4000 ft 950F case. This is because of the tempera-
ture effect on Mach numbers as discussed above. The same effect
is apparently true for the helicopter with auxiliary propulsion,
although only the 5000-ft altitude case was calculated.

The full rpm conventional compound helicopter (configuration 2)
shows the temperature/Mach number effect even more strongly. At
225 knots, the gross weight for a sea level standard design is
more than 25 percent heavier than for the 4000 ft 95OF design
condition. The 5000-ft-altitude design had a gross weight
approaching 50,000 pounds, and there was no design solution at
all at 10,000 feet. Whereas at the 4' 00-ft 95OF condition
(Figure 40) the full rpm conventional rotor compound (configura-
tion 2) was substantially lighter than the slowed rotor compound
(3) at 225 knots, at the standard day design conditions the
situation is reversed as shown in Figure 44(a). It is concluded
that the full rpm conventional rotor compound is not really
compctitive at speeds much above 200 knots.

The slowed conventional rotor compound shows benefits of design-
ing for cruise at altitude not evidenced by the slower aircraft.
An altitude of 10,000 feet is beneficial up to the maximum de-
sign cruise speed of 300 knots, because of the reduction of drag
with decreasing air density. At higher design altitude, the
lower temperature and higher Mach numbers result in increasing
rotor drag and, hence, weights at the higher cruise speeds. The
restrictions on tip speed imposed by the criteria for blade
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flapping response to gusts, discussed in Appendix C, prevent an
optimum aerodynamic solution at higher altitudes.

The effect of design cruise altitude on the design weights for
the two TRAC compound helicopters is shown in Figure 44(b). For
these aircraft, the benefits of altitude continue past 10,000
feet to 20,000 feet. At the highest cruise speeds, the reduced
rpm TRAC compound (configuration 5) shows small but distinct
advantages in weights and fuel consumption over the full rpm
cases (configuration 4). The TRAC compounds are superior to the
conventional slowed rotor compound at 250 knots, and the competi-
tive advantage increases at higher design speeds at all altitudes.

The effect of design cruise altitude on the stowed rotor config-
uration is shown in Figure 44(c). This aircraft type has by far
the lowest fuel consumption of any of the aircraft for any given
design speed in the range studied, the lowest gross weights at
design speeds above about 260 knots, and the lowest empty weights
at design speeds above about 290 knots. Consumed fuel is lower
for the TRAC stowed rotor at a design speed of 300 knots at
optimum altitude than for the 175-knot helicopter, despite a
higher gross weight.

The aerodynamic advantages of the TRAC rotor are illustrated in
Figure 45, which presents overall aircraft lift-drag ratio,
equivalent to actual aircraft L/D times propulsive efficiency,
as a function of design cruise speed and altitude. Despite the
general trend for overall L/D to decrease with increasing for-
ward speed, the TRAC configurations, particularly the stowed
rotor, achieve higher overall L/D values and greatly increase
the magnitudes of cruise speeds for which competitive L/D's are
achieved.

VARIATION OF PAYLOAD AND RANGE REQUIREMENTS

Payload and range requirements on each side of the baseline
values were investigated to establish whether the comparisons
between aircraft types were significantly affected. Results of
this investigation, all conducted for the 4000-ft 95OF cruise
condition, are presented in Figures 46 and 47. In Figure 46,
values of gross weight, empty weight, and consumed fuel are
presented for the various configurations and various cruise
speeds, all at a constant range of 350 nautical milen, for pay-
loads from 2000 to 10,000 pounds. In general, the results indi-
cate only minor changes in the relative merits of the various
configurations, depending partly on the design cruise speed con-
sidered. All of the calculations indicate that larger aircraft
become more efficient, i.e., the gross weight, empty weight, and
consumed fuel increase by a substantially smaller percentage than
the increase in payload. Conversely, the smaller design payload
results in less efficient aircraft (lower payload to gross weight
fractions).
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Similar information for the effects of design range, from 200
to 500 nautical miles, are shown in Figure 47 for a constant
payload of 5000 pounds. Againj the variations indicate small
changes in the relative merits of the configurations. There is
some evidence that at speeds in the range of 300 to 400 knots,
the stowed rotor configuration improves its competitive advan-
tage at longer ranges, as might be expected because its of the
low drag.

It was concluded that configuration comparisons made at baseline
missions are basically valid throughout the spectrum of design
payloads and ranges investigated.
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EVALUATION OF POINT DESIGN AIRCRAFT

As part of the mission studies investigation, a brief point
design study was conducted for each of the basic aircraft con-
figurations of the study. Initial design layouts were updated
in accordance with results of the trending studies and perfor-
mance and operating envelopes were defined. Design conditions
were selected to optimize each of the aircraft types.

SELECTION OF DESIGN CONDITIONS

Each of the point designs selected was intended to represent an
optimum choice for the particular aircraft type, with consistent
ground rules to the extent possible. A standard day rather than
a hot day was selected for all point design studies as being
more typical of required operating conditions. Standard day con-
ditions also provide more realistic comparisons between the high
tip speed and reduced tip speed configurations because of the
relationship between temperature and rotor Mach numbers on rotor
drag, as discussed in the previous section. The altitude vari-
ation information developed in the parametric mission studies
was utilized to optimize speed and altitude for each configura-
tion. Full vertical performance capability (500 ft/min verti-
cal rate of climb at design gross weight at 95% IRP) was retained
at 4000 ft 95 0F conditions for all configurations.

The point design conditions were selected largely on the basis
of achieving maximum transport productivity consistent with a
reasonable fuel consumption. For this purpose, productivity
was defined as PL x VBL where PL is the payload, VBL is block

WE
speed (mission range divided by the total mission time including
ground time), and WE is weight empty. Productivity is frequent-
ly used as a measure of cost effectiveness of an aircraft, since
the rate of doing useful work is proportional to payload and
block speed, whereas the cost of the aircraft is generally pro-
portional to empty weight. Charts of productivity and consumed
fuel for the baseline missions (payload of 5000 pounds and range
of 350 nautical miles) are presented in Figure 48 for a range of
cruise speeds and altitudes for the six basic aircraft configura-
tions. The selected points are indicated on each chart.

For the pure helicopter, Figure 48(a), only 175 knots cruise
speed was investigated because the parametric studies at 4000 ft
95°F showed that this would be the optimum speed. The productiv-
ity is maximum for a sea level design cruise, and decreases at
altitude. Despite this, 5000 ft was selected as the design
cruise altitude because a sea level design is simply not realis-
tic for typical Army missions where some altitude capability is
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required for clearance over the local terrain. Consumed fuel
is minimized by designing for 5000 ft, and a further benefit is
that maneuver capability and operational envelopes will be en-
hanced compared to a sea level design.

For the full rpm conventional rotor compound, Configuration 2,
the chart shows that a 200 knot cruise speed is clearly superior
to a 225-knot design. Again, a minimum altitude of 5000 ft was
legislated, but in this case very little penalty in productivity
was involved.I: No comparable chart was prepared for the helicopter with auxil-
iary propulsion (Configuration 1A) because fewer parametric vari-
ations were investigated for this aircraft. A point design speed
of 190 knots (the best speed indicated by the 4000-ft 95°F
studies), and a design cruise altitude of 5000 ft were selected.
It is believed that this design point is close to optimum for
this configuration, because it is an intermediate step between
Configurations 1 and 2, both of which are better defined.

Charts for the reduced rpm conventional rotor compound and the
full rpm TRAC rotor compound are shown in Figure 48(b). For
this aircraft, a family of curves resulted which permit a reason-
ably clear-cut choice for the optimum design point. Although
the maximum productivity point and minimum fuel point never coin-
cide, the selected points, slightly below maximum productivity
in the interest of conserving fuel, represent a good compromise.
The selected points are 250 knots at 10,000 ft for the slowed
rotor compound and 300 knots at 20,000 ft for the full rpm TRAC
rotor compound.

For the slowed rpm TRAC compound, Figure 48(c), the selected
design point of 350 knots at 20,000 ft is clearly not optimum
from the fuel consumption standpoint; a lower design cruise
speed would be better. However, the 350 knot speed was delib-
erately picked to explore the maximum possible cruise speed for
a compound and to separate the design point from that selected
for the full rpm TRAC compound.

The stowed rotor aircraft design trade-offs, also shown in
Figure 48(c), permit a more reasonable compromise. A design
speed of 400 knots at 20,000 ft was selected.

The design cruise speed and altitude for the seven design points
are summarized in Figure 49. The optimum cruise altitude gen-
erally increases with design cruise speed because of the benefi-
cial effects of reduced density on aircraft drag. The shape of
the curve suggested that even higher cruise altitudes might be
'beneficial for Configurations 5 and 6. This possibility was
investigated briefly, but there was little apparent benefit
because of a relative deterioration in engine performance capa-
bilities at higher altitudes.
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DESCRIPTION OF POINT DESIGN AIRCRAFT

Three-view drawings of the point design aircraft are shown in
Figures 50 - 56. Not included are drawings of the helicopter
with auxiliary propulsion (which looks essentially identical to
the full rpm conventional rotor compound, Configuration 2,
except for the absence of a wing and for the number of blades),
or of the reduced rpm TRAC compound (which looks identical to
the full rpm TRAC compound, Configuration 4, except for the
number of blades). Two versions of the stowed TRAC, Configura-
tion 6, are shown. The helicopter design model computer print-
out summaries for the seven point design aircraft, including
major dimensions, physical and aerodynamic attributes, summary
weight statements, mission segment descriptions, and life-cycle
cost information, are presented in Tables 8 - 14.

The 175-knot pure helicopter, Configuration 1, is shown in
Figure 50. It is of conventional main rotor/tail rotor arrange-
ment. Because of the relatively low optimum disc loading,
6 lb/ft2 , this aircraft has the largest diameter rotor of the
seven point design aircraft, despite the lowest gross weight.

The 200-knot full rpm conventional rotor compound, Configuration
2, is shown in Figure 51. A pusher propeller, similar in con-
cept to that of the AH-56 Cheyenne design, was assumed. This
arrangement provides the simplest transmission and shafting lay-
out and is entirely satisfactory at the design speed of 200 knots
where the propulsive force and power required are relatively low.
The wing on this aircraft supports about one-half of the weight
in cruise flight. The 190-knot helicopter plus auxiliary pro-
pulsion, Configuration 1A, looks essentially the same as Config-
uration 2 except for the lack of a wing and the number of blades
(five instead of four).

The 250-knot slowed conventional rotor compound, Configuration
3, is shown in Figure 52. Because of the increased propulsive
power relative to that of Configuration 2, the pusher propeller
configuration would be considerably heavier and would not balance
satisfactorily. The best arrangement was to utilize two propul-
sive units on the wings, which are large enough to accommodate
the two engines as well. Shaft-driven shrouded cruise fans,
such as the Hamilton Standard Q-Fan, were assumed. At speeds of
250 knots or above, these fans are nearly as efficient as a pro-
peller, require less rpm reduction, reduce noise, provide better
clearance for main rotor flapping, and reduce hazard to ground
personnel.

The 250-knot compound and all higher speed aircraft were assumed
to have a fan-in-fin anti-torque and directional contzol system,
similar to that demonstrated on the Sikorsky S-67 Blackhawk
helicopter, Reference 10. The fan-in-fin concept is particularly
appropriate for high-speed compound helicopters because it
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provides reduced drag in cruise relative to a conventional tail
rotor and is not subject to blade flapping instability problems
at the high cruise advance ratios. Although the fan-in-fin
increases hover power slightly, the higher speed aircraft tend
to have a high installed power to satisfy cruise requirements,
so that relatively little compromise is required.

The 300-knot full rpm TRAC rotor compound, Configuration 4, is
shown in Figure 53. This aircraft looks very similar to the
conventional compound, except that in cruise the rotor diameter
is only 60 percent of the hover value. Because the TRAC rotor
aircraft operates at 20,000 ft cruise altitude, it is assumed
that the fuselage is pressurized, with appropriate weight
allowances included in the helicopter design model.

The 350-knot slowed rpm TRAC rotor compound, Configuration 5,
is similar in appearance and dimensions to Configuration 4,
except that it has six blades instead of five. For this reason,
a separate drawing was not prepared.

The 400-knot stowed TRAC rotor aircraft, Configuration 6, is
shown in two versions in Figures 54 and 56. Both versions
assume four blades and a fore-and-aft blade fold arrangement
like the one described in the full-scale rotor preliminary
design section of this report. The first version of the stowed
rotor assumes that, after the blades are stopped and folded
fore-and-aft, the rotor is stowed by means of an extensible
rotor shaft arrangement, so that the rotor head and blades
translate vertically downward without disturbing the main trans-
mission. The extensible rotor shaft configuration, Figure 55,
utilizes hydraulic pressure to lock, unlock, and to translate
the moveable members, in a manner similar to that described in
U.S. Patent No. 3,581,624, Reference 11. The locking arrange-
ment, utilizing conical surfaces forced together by the hydrau-
lic pressure, permits carrying the vibratory shaft bending
moment required without the fretting action that would occur with
a simple spline. The internal, coaxial diameter change shafts
are active only during diameter changes and even then carry only
torque, not bending moment, so that two-piece shafts with a
simple loose-spline connection provides a satisfactory exten-
sible arrangement.

In order to provide the vertical distance to accommodate the
translation, a low-wing configuration is utilized, with the
main transmission located below the floor of the cabin. The
main rotor driveshaft extends through the fuselage inside a
well which is sealed against the cabin pressurization. Although
the obstruction in the cabin is undesirable from the point of
view of flexibility of loading bulk cargo, the space around the
well is wide enough to permit relatively easy fore and aft
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movement of passengers, and there are many missions for which
the obstruction would not be objectionable. In stowing the
blades, doors on the top of the fuselage open when the rotor
head and shaft translate downwards, then close again after the
rotor is fully down, completely enclosing the blades. The top
of the rotor head is a round fairing which forms part of the
external fuselage contour.

The alternate stowed rotor aircraft configuration, Figure 56,
avoids vertical translation of the rotor after fore-and-aft
blade fold, thus simplifying the rotor system design. Instead,
the upper fuselage fairing is designed to translate vertically
to enclose the blades in cruise, and to retract to a lower
position to expose the rotor for low speed operations. This
configuration has a slightly humpback appearance in cruise, but
the angles are low enough to permit avoidance of a significant
drag penalty, and it has the advantage of an unobstructed cargo
compartmerit.

The fan-in-fin unit for both stowed rotor configurations is
assumed to have louvers which close off the duct to reduce
parasite drag in cruise flight. The design layouts of this
aircraft were defined in sufficient detail to allow weight
trending information developed for the added rotor stowing
features, as discussed in Appendix D.

COMPARISON OF AIRCRAFT WEIGHTS AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

A summary comparison of gross weight, empty weight, and consumed
fuel for the seven point design aircraft is shown in Figure 57.
These data are consistent with the information previously
presented in Figure 44, but represent the near-optimum design
operating conditions selected for each type. Empty weight and
gross weight generally increase with design cruise speed as
expected, but for the three TRAC rotor aircraft, the speed in-
creases more rapidly than the gross weight such that the produc-
tivity based on cruise speed, indicated by the diagonal lines
in Figure 57, improves relative to the slower aircraft. The
stowed rotor aircraft in particular shows a large gain in pro-
ductivity.

Consumed fuel is surprisingly similar for the various aircraft.
The 175-knot helicopter uses the least fuel of the seven air-
craft shown, but the higher speed aircraft use relatively little
more. For example, the 250, 300, and 400-knot aircraft each
consume less than 25% more fuel than the 175-knot helicopter.
This result stems from the reduced rotor drag and increased
altitude in progressing from the slower to the faster aircraft.
As pointed out in a previous section, if the full rpm TRAC
compound were designed for 250 knots rather than 300, or the
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stowed TRAC designed for 300 knots rather than 400, the consumed
fuel in each case would be reduced to less than that of the
175 knot helicopter.

A comparison of transport productivity is presented in Figure 58.
The upper half of the figure shows productivity based on cruise
speed, consistent with Figure 57. Productivity is frequently
based on block speed, which is less than cruise speed (Appendix
C, Figure C-8), and this correction is shown on the lower half
of Figure 58. The productivity values are all decreased, and
the advantage of speed is diminished slightly, but the results
are qualitatively similar. Although the slowed conventional
rotor compound suffers slightly relative to the pure helicopter,
the TRAC rotor aircraft, particularly the stowed rotor, show
productivity advantages as well as the large speed advantage.

A comparison of overall weight fractions, expressed as percent-
ages of gross weight, are presented in Figure 59. Note that
each point on any given curve represents a different aircraft.
The empty weight fraction generally increases as the configura-
tion design cruise speed increases, with corresponding reductions
in payload and useable fuel fractions.

A more detailed breakdown of subsystem weight fractions is shown
in Figure 60. Considering the categories one at a time from the
top of the figure, the engine weight fraction increases with
design cruise speed as would be expected from the variation of
power required with speed. The stowed rotor aircraft engine
weight falls below this general trend because of the substantial
reduction in parasite power that results from stowing the rotor.
Empennage and tail rotor weight fraction increases with speed
partly because of the increasing main rotor power and torque.
The vibration suppression weight fraction increases with speed
for the conventional rotor systems, but is reduced for the TRAC
rotor aircraft because of the beneficial effects of diameter
reduction on vibration, as discussed in Appendix C.

The drive system (transmissions and shafting) weight fraction
increases substantially with increasing design cruise speed,
because of the increase in installed power. The main rotor
weight curve exhibits a more complex shape: the pure helicopter
has the heaviest rotor weight fraction because of the require-
ment that it supply all of the lift and propulsive force in
cruise. The helicopter with auxiliary propulsion benefits
somewhat from the reduction in propulsive force requirement,
and the conventional rotor compound helicopters benefit greatly
by the unloading of rotor lift onto a wing, allowing substanti-
ally lower blade areas. The TRAC rotor compound helicopters
pay a rotor weight penalty for the diameter change capability,
and so the curve turns upward again at the higher speeds. The
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rotor weight fraction for the stowed rotor configuration is
still higher, partly because of the blade fold system require-
ment and partly because the denominator of the weight fraction,
the gross weight, is less for Configuration 6 than for Configura-
tion 5.

The body weight fraction is relatively constant, except for the
stowed rotor, for which increased body length and the require-
ment for a stowage compartment adds a significant penalty. The
wing weight fraction is nonexistent for the first two configura-
tions (1 and 1A), reasonably constant for the four highest speed
aircraft, and about one-half that value for Configuration 2
because of its smaller wing. The weight fraction for the pro-
peller or fans is zero for the pure helicopter, moderate for
the pusher prop aircraft (IA and 2), and highest for the com-
pound helicopters with cruise fans. The fan weight for the
stowed rotor is reduced by the relatively low propulsive force
requirements corresponding to the low parasite drag. Finally,
the fuel system weight is directly proportional to the useable
fuel fraction.

Additional insight into the point design aircraft comparisons
can be obtained by consideration ol various rotor aerodynamic
design parameters, presented in F.rure 61. The disc loading
variation follows the pattern previously established as optimum,
as indicated in the discussion of Figure 39. The blade loading
parameter, CT/0, follows the assumptions discussed in Appendix
C. Rotor diameter is largest for the pure helicopter because
of the low disc loading, and smallest for the three TRAC vehicles
because of the higher disc loading. The curves for rotor solid-
ity and blade area follow directly from the disc loading and
blade loading results, and the number of blades is selected on
the basis of the required blade area as well as upper and lower
constraints placed on blade aspect ratio.

The rotor tip speed and advancing blade Mach number comparisons
are shown in Figure 62. Although the assumed tip speed in hover
is the same for all vehicles, the tip speed in cruise decreases
steadily with the design cruise speed. The "full rpm" Configura-
tions 1A and 2 actually operate at 95 percent rpm to minimize
advancing blade Mach number which exceeds 0.9. The reduced tip
speed compounds, Configurations 3, 4, and 5, operate at an ad-
vancing tip Mach number of slightly below 0.9, desirable from
an efficiency standpoint.

Wing area and cruise wing lift are also shown in Figure 62. In
the range of 200 to 300 knots, the wing lift curve follows the
pattern of wing area with design cruise speed. Ordinarily, wing
lift per unit area would increase with the square of the speed,
but in this speed range, the cruise altitude is also increasing
with speed. Above 300 knots, altitude is constant so that wing
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lift per unit area increases. The wing area required for the
TRAC stowed rotor follow different ground rules, as discussed
in Appendix C, but wing loading remains similar to the next
lower speed aircraft.

PERFORMANCE SUMMARIES FOR POINT DESIGN AIRCRAFT

Hover Performance Capability

The effect of altitude on out-of-ground effect (OGE) hover capa-
bility is shown in Figure 63 for both hot day and standard day
conditions. The hot day temperatures are 50°F higher than for
the standard atmosphere at all altitudes; at 4000 ft the tempera-
ture is 95*F. At design gross weight, indicated by the square
symbols for each configuration, all aircraft can hover OGE at
above 4000 ft on a hot day. The specification called for 500
feet per minute vertical rate of climb at 4000 ft 950F; thus
hover at zero rate of climb is possible at higher altitudes.
The variation of hover capability (gross weight for OGE hover)
with altitude varies in the expected manner. For the hot day
conditions, engine power available limits the capability; for
the standard day, engine power is limiting at high altitudes
and transmission power capacity is limiting at low altitudes.
For the standard day, the configurations with low blade loadings
(the pure helicopter and the helicopter plus auxiliary propul-
sion, Configuration 1 and 1A), can hover at somewhat higher
altitudes at design gross weight than the high-blade-loading
aircraft. At lower altitudes, where the transmission limit is
encountered, the improvement in lifting capability is much less
for these two aircraft types than for the others. This behavior
is explained by the fact that the high blade loading configura-
tions are operating at a CT/a below the optimum value (usually
on the order of .09 or .10) for maximum hover figure of merit.
As altitude decreases, the blade loading gets still farther from
optimum. Conversely, the high blade loading aircraft are de-
signed for CT/a values above the optimum hover value, and so
improve as altitude is decreased.

It is evident from Figure 63 that substantial increases in
payload are available if the hover requirement are relaxed from
the 4000 ft 95*F condition. Assuming that mission fuel require-
ments increase directly proportional to the increase in gross
weight, the payloads available for sea level standard hover
conditions were calculated and are presented in Figure 64. The
corresponding increases in productivity are also shown. The
increases are substantial: from 80 percent increase for the
pure helicopter to as much as 120 percent increase for the TRAC
rotor configurations. The increases for the higher speed air-
craft are larger than for the slower speed aircraft primarily
because the baseline payloads are smaller fractions of the
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gross weight. A constant percentage increase in lift capa-
bility increase represents a larger actual increase of payload.

The productivity advantage of the TRAC rotor aircraft is in-
creased substantially by relaxed hover requirements. The pro-
ductivity (payload times block speed divided by empty weight)
of the 400-knot stowed TRAC aircraft more than doubles, from 84
to 132 ton knots per ton, when the hover requirement is sea
level standard rather than 4000 ft 950F. Relative to the pure
helicopter, the productivity advantage of the stowed TRAC air-
craft increases from 20 to 45 percent. For most real missions,
the hover requirements will be intermediate to the two condi-
tions shown, with proportional effects on payload and produc-
tivity.

Power Required Curves

Power required curves for each of the seven point design air-
craft are presented in Figure 65, for three altitudes (standard
day) including sea level and the design cruise altitude. Also
shown are power available curves corresponding to 95 percent
of Intermediate Rated Power (IRP), specified as the limit in
hover, and for Maximum Continuous Power (MCP), specified as the
limit in cruise. The design cruise point is also indicated for
each aircraft. For all configurations except the pure helicop-
ter, the power required curves are broken into low-speed and
high-speed regimes. The reason for this is that a transition
regime exists at medium speeds in which auxiliary propulsion
is applied, and, for some configurations, the rotor is slowed
or stopped and stowed. Because there are many possible conver-
sion techniques which influence the power required, no attempt
was made to define the curves in the intermediate range. It
was established, however, that the aircraft have adequate power
and lift capability to fly through the transition corridor.
Also indicated in Figure 65 are rotor stall limiL and gust
sensitivity limits where applicable.

Operating Envelopes

The allowable flight speed/altitude envelopes of the seven air-
craft at design gross weight are shown in Figure 66 for both
standard day and hot day conditions. The maximum Rpeed bounda-
ries are defined by available power limits except as indicated
for rotor stall (the two wingless aircraft) and gust sensitivity
as defined in Appendix C (the two slowed rotor compounds). At
very low speeds the pure helicopter has somewhat greater alti-
tude capability than the other aircraft, but at speeds higher
than approximately 100 knots the winged aircraft configurations
are all superior.
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The three TRAC rotor aircraft have much larger flight envelopes
than the lower speed aircraft. The pure helicopter and the
helicopter plus auxiliary propulsion have the smallest overall
envelopes, although the helicopter envelope is much larger than
the envelopes of most current helicopters at design gross weight.
In certain mountainous regions of the world, especially where
hot weather prevails, the speed and altitude capability provided
by the compound helicopter configurations, and particularly the
TRAC compound and TRAC stowed rotor, could prove to be a distinct
and perhaps decisive advantage.

The gust sensitivity limits as defined in Appendix C cut the
allowable flight speed at low altitudes for the two slowed
rotor compounds. These limits can probably be ignored in good
weather, but must be considered for all-weather operation. The
allowable speed for the 350-knot design slowed TRAC compound
(Configuration 5) is cut to less than that for the 300-knot
design full rpm TRAC compound (Configuration 4) at low altitudes.
This limit could be alleviated by reverting to full rpm when
operating at the lower altitudes; speeds at least as high as
that for the nominally lower-speed TRAC compound could then be
allowed.

Maneuver Envelopes

Speed/load factor diagrams for the six basic configurations are
presented in Figure 67. The structural design load factor was
2.5 g's (3.75 g's ultimate) for all aircraft. Curves for maneu-
ver load factor capability at sea level and the design cruise
altitude are also shown. The pure helicopter has the best ma-
neuver capability at low speeds, because of the low blade load-
ing employed, but drops significantly with increasing speed and
has very little margin above 1 g at cruise. The winged aircraft
do very much better; they can all outmaneuver the helicopter at
speeds above approximately 140 knots at sea level, and this
advantage increases with altitude. If exceptionally maneuverable
aircraft were desired, the aerodynamic capability provided by
the wing could be fully utilized by accepting the necessary
penalty in airframe structural weight.

Payload/Range Characteristics

A comparison of payload/range characteristics of the various
point design aircraft, at their respective cruise speeds and
altitudes, is shown in Figure 68. Both 4000 ft 95°F hover con-
ditions and sea level standard hover (OGE) are shown. The
curves for the 4000 ft 95°F condition all pass through the
common point of 5000 pounds payload (design value) and 385 nauti-
cal miles (design range plus 10 percent for reserve fuel). For
longer ranges auxiliary tanks are assumed, either two 150-gallon
units for a range extension of 200-300 nautical miles, or two
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350-gallon tanks for still greater capability.

At the 4000 ft 950F condition, the 175-knot pure helicopter has
the lowest consumed fuel for the design mission and therefore
the least payload at zero range. Conversely, it has the longest
range for a given auxiliary tank size. Next in line are the
400-knot stowed TRAC rotor, the 300-knot full rpm TRAC compound,
and the 250-knot slowed conventional rotor compound.

When a sea level standard hover condition is available, the pay-
loads increase substantially. There is no longer a common point
because the payloads at the design range increase by different
values for the various configurations, as indicated in Figure 64.
The three TRAC rotor aircraft have the highest payloads for a
given range for the sea level standard hover condition.

It should be noted that the range/payload curves are based on
design cruise speed and not the speed for best range. All of
the aircraft can achieve significantly longer ranges by operat-
ing at less than design cruise speed.

COST COMPARISONS

Aircraft unit acquisition cost and unit life-cycle cost, cal-
culated in accordance with the methods described in Appendix A,
are shown in Figures 69 and 70. These costs are based on the
assumption of a fleet of aircraft capable of a specified rate
of transporting cargo; the number of aircraft required is equiva-
lent to 500 aircraft with a payload of 5000 pounds and a cruise
speed of 300 knots. An 85 percent learning curve was assumed
for the decrease in unit cost with increase in the number of
aircraft produced. Costs are shown in 1974 dollars. Life-cycle
costs are based on a utilization of 800 flight hours per year
and a service life of 15 years.

As anticipated, the aircraft unit costs, both acquisition and
life-cycle costs, are higher for the faster aircraft, partly
because of the higher empty weight, greater installed power, etc.,
and partly because fewer aircraft are built so that there is
less benefit from the learning curve. However, the important
cost is not unit cost but fleet cost.

Fleet acquisition costs and life-cycle costs are shown in Figures
71 and 72, for three different criteria for the number of air-
craft required. The middle value of each bar is consistent with
the two previous figures; i.e., the payload is the design value
of 5000 pounds and the number of aircraft is inversely propor-
tional to cruise speed. On this basis all three TRAC rotor air-
craft, because of the fewer number required, show a fleet life-
cycle cost advantage relative to all of the conventional rotor
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aircraft. The stowed TRAC configuration is least expensive by
a substantial margin. Fleet acquisition cost is also slightly
less for the stowed TRAC aircraft than for the pure helicopter.

Basing the number of aircraft on cruise speed, however, is not
quite as realistic as using block speed in the equation. The
tops of the bars in Figures 71 and 72 show costs and number of
aircraft based on block speed rather than cruise speed, for the
same 5000-pound payload. The benefits of a high cruise speed
are somewhat diminished by this criterion, but the stowed TRAC
configuration still haa the lowest fleet life-cycle costs.

The most realistic comparison of costs is believed to result
when the number of aircraft in the fleet is based on payload
capability for typical operating conditions rather than on the
design payload at 4000 ft 95OF conditions. The payload capac-
ity for a sea level standard hover is substantially higher, as
shown previously in Figure 64, but sea level standard is not a
typical operating condition, either. For the present compari-
sons a payload capability halfway between these two operating
conditions, i.e., hover out-of-ground-effect at 2000 ft 77*F,
is assumed. The number of aircraft required and fleet life-
cycle costs for this criterion are shown by the lowest level on
the bars in Figures 71 and 72. On this basis the stowed TRAC
rotor aircraft provides the lowest fleet acquisition costs,
followed by the pure helicopter, with the other configurations
more or less equal at a slightly higher level. With regard to
fleet life-cycle costs, all three TRAC rotor aircraft are less
expensive than any of the conventional rotor configurations.
The 400-knot stowed TRAC life-cycle costs are the lowest, being
20 percent lower than for the lowest-cost conventional rotor
aircraft, which is the 250-knot slowed rotor compound, and 21
percent lower than for the 175-knot pure helicopter.

Thus, even without crediting high cruise speed with special ad-
vantages that can derive from it, such as increased mission
versatility or decreased vulnerability, the TRAC rotor permits
increases in transport productivity which will reduce fleet
life-cycle costs. There are certain missions, of course, for
which high cruise speeds are extremely important. For example,
high speed will contribute directly to the value of an aircraft
in a search-and-rescue mission, for which the probability of
rescue may be inversely proportional to the time required for
the rescue aircraft to reach the scene.

Even for missions for which high speed or productivity are of
secondary importance, there are potential advantages to be gained
from the TRAC rotor. The Reference 1 model test results indi-
cated that there are potential aircraft reliability and maintaina-
bility benefits to be gained from the reduced blade stresses and
reduced vibration levels demonstrated. The tests also indicated
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improved ride comfort because of low gust sensitivity and
reduced rotor noise levels because of the low advancing blade
Mach number levels. These factors all contribute to the
desirability of the TRAC rotor relative to more conventional
rotor systems.
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CONCLUSIONS

A two-phase analytical investigation was conducted to continue
the development and evaluation of the variable-diameter TRAC
rotor system. The first phase o.f the investigation was a pre-
liminary design of a full-scale, flightworthy rotor systlem
suitable for subsequent wind tunnol testing in the NASA-Ames
40-x 80-foot. wind tunnel and for flight testing on an H-3 heli-
copter or the NSA/Army Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA).
The second phase of the investigation was a comparative para-
metric analysis to evaluate TRAC rotor compound helicopter and
stowed rotor aircraft concepts relative to conventional-rotor
pure and compound helicopters.

Conclusions from the preliminary design phase of the investiga-
tion include the following items:

1. The preliminary design of the flightworthy rotor indi-
cated no serious unresolved problems. Because the
basic concept remains unchanged from the design success-
fully demonstrated with a dynamically scaled model test
(Reference 1), successful full-scale development can be
anticipated.

2. The selected rotor design has four blades and a di-
ameter of 56 feet in the extended condition; chord of
the outer blade is 28 inches; blade twist (extended) is
-8 degrees. This rotor has a lifting capability in
hover at 4000 feet 950F conditions well in excess of
20,000 pounds, and an allowable flight speed in excess
of 300 knots with the rotor at minimum diameter. Thus,
the design is particularly well suited for flight test-
ing on the RSRA in the compound helicopter configura-
tion. The rotor was also designed for in-flight stop-
ping and fore-and-aft blade folding at 150 knots to
demonstrate application to the stowed rotor configura-
tion. This capability could be demonstrated both in
the NASA Ames 40-x 80-foot wind tunnel and on the RSRA.

3. The blade design provides a fully redundant structure
for the main centrifugal load path, so that the blade
is potentially "fail-safe". In addition to a redundant
strap capable of carrying full ultimate load, down the
center of the jackscrew, a BIH type pressurization sys-
tem is incorporated to monitor the jackscrew structural
integrity at all times. The multiple nuts and tension-
torsion straps are capable of carrying full ultimate
load after failure of some of the members. Additional
fail-safe features are also incorporated in the blade
design.
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4. The diameter change mechanism and diameter measurement
system are similar to those previously demonstrated in
model tests, except that a locking device and safety
stop system were incorporated to prevent the possibility
of inadvertent diameter changes or blade overtravel in
case the normal diameter-control system malfunctions.
In case a fatigue crack should develop in a blade jack-
screw, a pressure-actuated switch in th BIM system will
prevent actuation of the diameter change clutches.

S. The rotor head configuration is of conventional articu-
lated design except for the incorporation of some of the
diameter-change components. The hinge and blade reten-
tion system incorporates a number of standard bearings
from production helicopter designs. The lag hinge is
also utilized as a blade fold hinge; no special fold
hinge is required. A design concept for an integrated
lag damper/fold actuator was developed.

6. A number of outer blade spar structural concepts were
evaluated and sample lengths were fabricated for some
of the concepts. The preferred spar design employs a
filament-wound graphite/epoxy structure, fabricated over
a shaped mandrel for precise control over internal di-
mensions. This spar concept has the desired combination
of high stiffness, low weight, and ease of fabrication.

7. At full rpm, the rotor will change diameter from 100 to
60 percent, or the reverse, in 36 seconds. No blade
flapping response will result from initiation of a dia-
meter reduction, a problem noted in the Reference 1
model tests and traced to the applied jackscrew torque
reacting against the blade torque tube, resulting in a
slight b.ade twist. The present design avoids this
twisting effect by incorporation of a secondary, inter-
nal torque tube (nut reaction tube) which transmits the
torque directly back to the rotor head.

8. Aeroelastic analysis of the so1ected blade design indi-
cates that flight in the compound helicopter mode up to
300 knots at sea level and up to 360 knots at altitude
can be achieved without exceeding allowable blade com-
ponent vibratory stress limits. The analysis also
shows that4 lower strsses result from moderate positive
rotor lift conditions at high flight speeds than from
zero rotor lift conditions.

9. Calculated main rotor group weight, including the di-
ameter change and power blade fold mechanisms, in 2696
pounds. A lighter blade spar was investigated which
would permit reduction of rotor weight to 2489 pounds
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for a 1980 IOC design. These figures are 16 percent
and 7 percent heavier than for an H-3 main rotor with
power blade fold, with equivalent blade area and lifting
capability. The weight penalty for the TRAC rotor,
relative to conventional rotors at comparable technology
levels, is estimated to be in the range of 15 to 25 per-
cent, depending on the application.

The parametric mission analysis phase of the investigation in-
cluded comparison of TRAC rotor aircraft (compound helicopters
with either full or slowed rpm and stowed rotor aircraft) with
conventional rotor aircraft (pure helicopter and compound heli-
copter with either full or slowed rpm). Conclusions from this
phase include the following:

10. The TRAC rotor aircraft provide distinct performance,
operating envelope, and fleet life-cycle cost benefits
over conventional rotor aircraft. The 400-knot stowed
TRAC rotor aircraft shows the greatest potential for
high productivity and low fleet costs, followed by the
300-knot full rpm TRAC compound helicopter. These
benefits are in addition to special advantages that can
derive from high cruise speed, such as increased mis-
sion versatility or reduced vulnerability.

11. None of the concepts investigated show any large pro-
ductivity or cost benefits over the 175-knot pure heli-
copter for design speeds less than 250 knots. The con-
ventional rotor compound helicopters have at best only
marginal productivity or costs benefits compared to the
pure helicopter, because the increased block speeds
that they provide do not generally compensate for the
additional weight of wings and auxiliary propulsion
systems. The TRAC rotor permits significantly higher
cruise speeds with relatively little additional weight,
resulting in improved productivity.

12. Although the TRAC rotor is heavier than a conventional
rotor of equivalent lifting capability and requires a
slightly larger wing, most of the empty weight penalty
is compensated by reductions in engine and drive system
weight, vibration suppression weight, and fuel system
weight. Mission fuel weight is reduced significantly
because of substantially lower rotor drag.

13. Optimum rotor disc loading increases with increasing
design cruise speed. The rate of increase is highest
for the high cruise tip speed aircraft, lower for
reduced tip speed compound helicopters, and lowest for
the stowed rotor configuration.
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14. The optimum cruise speed for the pure helicopter was
175 knots. This is higher than for some previous
studies because of the low parasite drag assumed.
Above 175 knots, the pure helicopter rapidly becomes
uncompetitive with the other configurations.

15. The helicopter plus auxiliary propulsion, investigatedbriefly, shows a small but distinct performance improve-

ment over the pure helicopter at its optimum speed for
190 knots.

16. The full-rpm compound helicopter has a small region of
application around 200 knots, but rapidly becomes

unattractive at higher speeds because of excessive rotor
drag caused by high advancing blade Mach numbers. Itshould be noted that evaluation of this configuration
at hot day (95*F) conditions indicated favorable charac-
teristics up to a design cruise speed of 225 knots,
whereas for the more typical standard day conditions,
the weights become unacceptable at 225 knots, because
of the difference in Mach numbers corresponding to the
temperature difference. It was concluded that standard
day cruise mode conditions should be used for more
realistic comparisons between configurations.

17. The slowed conventional rotor compound helicopter has
an optimum cruise speed on the order of 250 knots. At
this or higher speeds, it was not possible to design
for the aerodynamically optimum operating conditions of
altitude and tip speed because of rotor gust response
limitations. Even when the gust criteria are satisfied
at design cruise speed and altitude, it is necessary to
restrict operating conditions at low altitudes to avoid
violating the criteria.

18. The TRAC rotor allows increasing the cruise speeds of
the compound helicopter configuration up to 350 knots.
The low tip speed that results automatically from re-
ducing the diameter reduces blade Mach numbers and rotor
drag, and the low blade Lock number that results from
telescoping the blades alleviates the gust response
problem. The TRAC compound is superior to the conven-
tional rotor compound at all speeds above 250 knots.
Above 300 knots, additional tip speed reduction by
slowing the rotor rpm shows modest additional benefits
to performance and weights, but at the expense of a
reduced operating envelope at low altitudes because of
the gust criteria.

19. The stowed TRAC rotor configuration has the most attrac-
tive performance over the range of 300 to 400 knots,
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and achieves higher productivities than any other con-
figuration investigated. Design cruise speeds above
400 knots were not investigated but there is no apparent
limitation that would prevent higher speeds.

20. Despite the higher cruise speeds, the fuel consumption
of the TRAC rotor aircraft is comparable in magnitude
to that of the lower speed aircraft configurations. A
TRAC compound helicopter designed for a cruise speed of
250 knots, or a stowed TRAC rotor aircraft designed for
300 knots, will have lower consumed fuel for the base-
line mission than the-TY1 knot pure helicopter, despite
higher gross weights. This results from substantially
superior overall aircraft lift-drag ratios for the TRAC
rotor aircraft configurations.

21. Comparative performance results obtained for the base-
line mission of 5000 pounds payload and 350 nautical
miles range were generally confirmed for design payloads
from 2000 to 10,000 pounds and for design ranges from
200 to 500 nautical miles.

22. All aircraft, designed to hover out of ground effect at
4000 feet 950F, have substantially higher payloads and
productivities if allowed to operate at less stringent
ambient conditions. The increases allowed by a sea
level standard hover out of ground effect ranges from
80 percent for the pure helicopter to as much as 120
percent for tL- TRAC rotor aircraft.

23. The pure helicopter investigated has a better speed/
altitude operating envelope and better maneuver capa-
bility than most existing helicopters because of its
relatively low blade loading. Despi e this, the winged
aircraft configurations exceed the c"jabilities of the
helicopter by substantial margins except at low speeds.
The winged aircraft can all outmaneuver the pure heli-
copter at speeds above approximately 140 knots at sea
level, and this advantage increases with altitude. The
winged aircraft can also operate at higher altitudes at
speeds above approximately 100 knots. The TPJLC rotor
aircraft have better speed/altitude operating envelopes
than any of the conventional rotor aircraft.

24. Despite higher gross weights, the TRAC rotor aircraft
have smaller diameter rotors than the pure helicopter
because of the difference in optimum design disc load-
ing. All of the aircraft studied for the specified
mission are of comparable overall size.
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25. 1wo configurations were examined for the stowed TRAC
rotor aircraft. One version utilizes an extensible
main rotor shaft to retract the rotor head and blades
after stopping and folding, and the other version en-
closes the rotor by means of a dual-position upper
fuselage fairing. Neither version requires displace-
ment of the transmission.

26. Relative aircraft unit costs tend to follow relative
weights, with the pure helicopter being the least
expensive because it is the lightest. Fleet costs,
however, follow a different trend because fewer high-
speed aircraft than low-speed aircraft are required
for a given fleet transport capability. Fleet life-
cycle costs show the benefit to a greater extent than
acquisition costs. For typical operating conditions,
the TRAC rotor aircraft investigated all have lower
life-cycle costs than the conventional rotor aircraft.
The 400-knot stowed TRAC rotor aircraft has the lowest
fleet life-cycle costs, 20 percent below the best of
the conventional rotor aircraft.

27. There are certain missions, e.g., search-and-rescue,
for which the high cruise speeds made possible with
the TRAC rotor will contribute directly to mission
succeba. Even for missions where speed and productiv-
ity are of secondary importance, there are potential
reliability and maintainability benefits resulting
from reduced blade stresses and vibration levels, and
reduced gust sensitivity and reduced noise levels from
the reduced blade area and tip speed in cruise. These
factors all contribute to the desirability of the TRAC
rotor relative to more conventional rotor systems.
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF TRAC ROTOR AERODYNAMIC
PARAMETERS WITH OTHER ROTOR SYSTEMS

TRAC ROTOR 11-3 H-34 YUH-60A
PRELIM.DESICN (S-61) (S-58) (UTTAS)

Diameter (2R), ft 56 62 56 53
(fully extend.

2 ed)

Disk area R), ft 2463 3019 2663 2206

Number of blades (b) 4 5 4 4

Blade twist, 6 1, deg -8 -8 -8 -16
(fully extend-
ed)

Meat blade chord (C), ft 2.14 1.52 1.37 1.73

Blade aspect ratio (-L) 13.1 20.4 20.5 15.3

bc
Solidity (nR) .0972 .0780 .0621 .0831

Effective blade area (bcR), ft2  23.4 235.7 153.1 183.3

Typical Rotor Lift (L), lb 21,000 21,000 13,000 16,000

Disk Loading wRD lb/ft2 8.5 7.0 5.3 7.3

L 2
Blade Loading (--5), lb/ft 87.7 89.1 84.9 87.3

Normal Tip Speed 62R), ft/sec 660 660 649 730

2 2
C / - - LhrR p R) 2

(a) Sea Level Standard .0847 .0861 .0848 .0689

(b) 4000 ft 95*F .1048 .1065 .1049 .0852
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TABLE 3. MASS PROPERTIES USED IN AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS

Radial El E1 (I/C)yy GJStationx y

Feet x10- 6  (I/C) x10 - 6  (I x10 -6  1
(Blade W X2 (

item Extended) (]/in.) (lb-in. 2 ) (in. 3 ) (lb-jn. 2 ) (in. 3 ) (!b-in. 2)(lb se, 2 )

Sleeve/ 1.08 - 2.25 9.00 500 12.0 500 12.0 400 .050
Splndle

Torque. 2.25 - 2.75 1.930 100 5.0 I100 8.0 100 .020
Tube 2.75 - 3.5 0.870 60 3.85 300 6.143 50 .010

3.5 - 15.25 0.452 51.7 3.32 2h6 5.27 46.5 .0073
15.25 - 16.33 0.950 60 3.85 1400 6.1O 50 .015

Outer 14 - 15 1.150 235 9.140 2000 25.6 110 .1hO
Blade 15 - 16 0.812 215 8.60 1800 23.0 100 .100

16 - 27 0.650 195 7.80 1630 20.9 98.6 .081
it - 27.62 0.812 215 8.60 1800 23.0 100 .100

27.62 - 28 2.00 250 10.00 2000 25.6 110 .200

Jackscrew 2.25 - 2.5 1.50 20.0 0.725 20.0 0.725 16.0 .0015
2.5 - 15.5 0.119 5.314 0.235 5.34 0.235 1.35 .coo4

Nut/Strap lh - 15 0.92 10 0.14 15 0.3 8 .0012
15 - 27.62 0.26 - - - - -

100% Diem 80% Diam 60% Diem

Mass Moment of Inertia about Flapping Hinge, Slug ft 2373 1661 935

:irst Mass Moment about Flapping Hinge, Slug ft 138.5 123.3 90.8

Materials: Torque Tube - Aluminum, E lOxlO6 psi

Outer Blade - Graphite/Epoxy, E = a1.2xlO
6 , G = 2x106 psi

Jackscrew - Maraging Steel, E = 27x1o6 psi

*For torque tube, W , EIxx, and (I/C)xx include contribution from nut

reaction tube. Other parameters neglect nut reaction tube.
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TABLE 5. UNIT WEIGHTS SUMMARY - BLADE, RETENTION,

AND HINGE

Blade

Outer Blade Assembly 122.5 lb

Spar and L.E. Counterweights 86.5
Trailing Edge Pocket 22.3
Bearing Blocks 3.4
Tip Block and Misc. 10.3

Torque Tube Assembly 92.6

Outer Torque Tube and Cuff 60.9
Nut Reaction Tube 25.3
Bearing Blocks 6.4

Jackscrew Assembly 84.9

Jackscrew 58.1
Redundant Strap 26.8

Nut/Strap Assembly 37.1

Nut Package (6) 10.4
Tension-Torsion Straps (12) 26.7

Total Blade 337.1

Hinge and Blade Retention

Main Spindle 14.7
Jackscrew Retention Spindle 3.5
Yoke 34.7
Pitch Horn 8.6
Blade Attachment Hardware 1.3
Flapping Lock 8.0
Blade Pitch Bearing System 22.4
Jackscrew Retention Bearing System 10.5
Flapping Bearing System 21.5

Total Hinge and Retention 125.2 lb

Total Flapping Mass 462.3 lb
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TABLE 6. OVERALL ROTOR SYSTEM WEIGHTS SUMMARY

TRAC Rotor TRAC Rotor

Present Preliminary Design 1980 IOC

Material Weight % Saving Weight

Blades -

Outer blade assy. -
Spar (h) Graphite/Epoxy 346.o 11.0 30h.8
Pocket (h) 89.2 11.9 78.6
Bearing blocks (8) 13.6 - 13.6
Misc. hl.2 )41.2

Torque tube assy. -

Outer torque tube (14) Aluminum 2h3.6 - 243.6
Nut reaction tube (14) Steel 101.2 10.6 90.5
Bearing blocks (8) 25.6 - 25.6

Jackscrew assy. -

Jackscrew (4) Steel 232.A 10.6 207.8
Redundant strap (4) Steel 107.2 10.6 95.8

Tension - torsion straps
(48) Steel 106.8 10.6 95.5

Nut package (24) h1.6 10.6 37.2

Total - Blades 13148.h 8.5 12314.2

Diameter Change Mechanism

Shafts Steel 93.2 14.14 79.8
Gears Steel 51.2 1O.6 145.8
Housings Aluminum 44.9 30.0 31.14
Bearings 15.7 10.6 114.0
Brakes Steel 108.3 18.8 87.9
Misc. 17.0 - 1".0

Total - Diam. Change Mech. 330.2 16.5 275.9

Rotor Head -

Hub Ti 170.9 4.2 163.7

Hinge & blade retention -

Flap Ti Comp 381.0 4.2 365.0
Lead-Lag Ti Comp 167.7 4.2 160.7
Pitch Ti Comp 182.8 h4.2 175.1
Blade attach. 5.2 - 5.2

Blade fold 109.3 109.3

Total Rotor Head 1016.9 3.7 979.0

Total Rotor Group Weight 2695.6 7.7 2189.3
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TABLE 7. SELECTED OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR PARAMETRIC

MISSION INVESTIGATIONS

Cruise Alitude[

Disc Payload( lb) Range( jaut. Rile) (ft)
ConL~stI~ odleg t Std. Day Desipn Cruise Speed (Ks)

2000 0010.000 200: 350 :500 g I,.a 8
/a' 2/ / ', //8' ,

5000~~ ~ ~ c; 0 o0 - !

. 3 vlues

Pure Helicopter optimum / /I /[ I I /

1A 3yvalues 1 07 (')/I
Helicopter + optimum i

I /

optimum / , / I /

I I |,

Conventionalotcri i

Copound- Full rpm 1 / ii ii

"'+I , i if

3. ajjeJ® ,(7 ' , 3 v e 0 J

I I * I

Conventionaltr o / I Rot or /

' I I wI

Compound -Slowed // 2 111,I

a. 3 values

a' 4/ '(?I

TRACCompound optimum I/ , I ia

FYull rpm 2: ~/

| iI I ' a l t , a
CoItios1Rto a / I I / / /

Cpon - l r " 1 I ii i

I f1 1  I~ i/' t'I /

,. 3, aluest ®i

a I Oil!: I '

TRACCompound optimum / , / I / !t

,Slowed / I * I

6. 3 values 0 V.
Stowed taC optimoum. / / / a

I II
'opud Soc I , a i / / /

aWIIL l .I'I4 1

.... ' 'd j / / .P

®,® i/ ,"E a ,, ,, /,,I

O p rating Conditions for Baseline Designs

SOperating Conditions for Selected Feint-Design Invetigations
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TABLE 8. COMPUTER PRINTOUT SUMMARY FOR POINT DESIGN
AIRCRAFT - CONFIGURATION I - PURE HELICOPTER -

DESIGN CRUISE SPEED 175 KNOTS

0CEIG -AITRIGUICS

Ml'RAL MAIN ROTOR TAIL ROTOR/rAN

DESTT.. G.U.6L) |2223. RADIUS IT 31.93 RADIUS IrT) 469

IATLOAD 1181 0OU. CHORD (ITI 2.234 CHOpo LiTI .989

El1Giff EMPTY Itcl 11260. NO.Or BLADCS 4.0 NO.Or BLADCS s.0

'Utl IL. 2636. ROTOR SOLDITY .0891 ROTOR StOTY/Ar .2577

lOVER PO6rR LSHPI 23M2. TIP SPEED (FP$) 730.0 TIP SPEOD (FPS) 700.0

.OVfR * CLIMP 14P 25s5. ASPECT RATO 14.293 ASPfCT RATIO 4.941

MAIN ROTOR DESIGN HP 221s. CT/SIGMA .06S0 CT/SIGHA .1223

TIL ROTOR CATIlO2G .00 MAIN ROTOR LIFT 19223.1 TAIL ROTOR LIrT .0

M.R.15SL LOADNGOIPSr) 6.O FIGURE OF NRIT .7$15 FIGURE OF MERTT .6655

&NIN G.0. DEIGN HP 292. SLAD AVCAlSQ.rTI 205.6 RLADO ARPAMS.rlT 19.3

SUMMARY WEIGHT STATEMENT

GROUP UEIGHT % G

MAIN ROTOR GROUP 209b. 23.07
INC GROUP 0. .00
TAIL GROUP 312. .70,

TAIL ROTORIAN 131. .62
TAIL SURFACES 210. 1.09

ODY GROUP 1566. 8.15
ALIGHTING GCAR 565. 2.96

FLIGHT CONTROLS 593. 3.00
r 661.4 SECTION 134, .71

PROPULSION OOUP 356. 26.61
(012hS 697. 3.63
AIR INOUCTION 29. *20
EXJAUST SYSTE 12 .06

LURRICATING SYSTEM* 0O0
FUEL SYS 1" 470. '.40
EhGINE CONTROLS 19. *Io
STARTING SYSTEM :'* IA10911I0L 151CRa 0. .26
I RILEAY 

0
ROPULSION PROPELLERS o. .00

DRIV[ SYSTrM IRAN, 9.82

AUXILIARY PO.CQ UNIT 193. 2.0o
INSTRU"CNIS 83, I
HYORULITS 02. .63
ELLCTRIC AL GROUP 306. 2.39
AVIONICS 325. 1.69

AVMALINT GROUP 0. ,nIo

IUNISHINGS 392. 2.,0
AIR CO36ITION.|NG AND ANTI-ICE 4 .b

AUIILIAPY GEAR 59. .32
V I'ATIO. SUPPOESSION 269. 2,

TECHNOLOGY SAVINGS 0. .00
LONTING ENy 223. .59

WE1GHT EMPTY 11260. 50.57

F1XD USEFUL LOAD 525. 2.73

PILOT 235.

CO.PIROT 236.
0IL-ENGINE 30.

-TRAPPiD 10.

IVEL tRPPr0 25.
MISSION EOUIP"MNT 0.
OTHOr FIlL. C

PAYLOAD $000. 26.02
fl'EL-USABLE 2439. 12.69

GROSS MNT 29223.
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TABLE 8 -Continued

SELECTED 0151GN PARAMETERS

I H1 N~E OFF SL T (Fl T 1.1.329 HINGE LE.NGTH-(FT) z 1.5201
"-IN ROTOR BLADE TWISTIDEG): -IN .0000 MAIN ROTOR DESIGN HP = 2151.146
F4IN ROTOR RPM 216.290 MAIN ROTOR DESIGN ADv.'RATiio= .52668
-AIN ROTOR SHAFT LENJGTHIIN)= 63.071 TAIL ROTOR SHAFT LENGTH(PJ)= 14.665 -

TAIL DRIVE SHAFT LENGTH(IN): 452.921 MAX.TR SUSTAINED THRUST(LE): 22215.15

HOAI OTOR RPIL APASOF 1367.45 MP LOCK NUMBER : 8.3)63
HoR:'DTA TAL AEAO.F: 5C.05805 VERTICAL TAIL AREA (SO.FT : 38.791fl

DE'IGN NOV. ANTI-T0OUE HP .455.862 HOV.ANTl-TORQUE MOMT(FT-LB)= 54345.
RFO.YAW AccF.L.(RAD/SEC/SEC)= .71543 MAX.SUST.YAW MOMENT(FT-LB) = 83047.
VERTICAL OP(AG : .033143 FUSrLAGE WETTED AREAMso.mT) b09.9811
EN~GINE SCALE FACTOR .927419 WING AREA (SO.FT) z *roOOC
CR:'ISE PROPULSOR SHAFT HP CnO'0 TOTAL INSTALLED P06.EP (HP) =3617.210
PROPIILSOR RPM - .000 PROPULSO Z DIAMETER (FT) .00000
MAIN GEARBOX INPUT RPM =2P767.038 ENGINE OUTPUT RPM = 20767.08
DE.IGN HOVEi? SHAFT HP 2558.171 ALTrRNATE HOVER SHAFT HP = 2558.171
ECUIIV.SLS DL5iGN HOVER HP :3617.210 EQUIV.SLS ALTERNATE HOV.HP =3617.210
DESIGN HOVER LAPSE RATE z .70722 ALTERNATE HOVER LAPSE RATE = .70722
HOV.OVERALL MECII.EFFICIEhCY= .840892 HOVER ilXED LOSSES (HP) = 00.0COO
DES.DYNAMIC PRESS(LB:SQ.FTI: 100.000 ACTUAL CRUISE SPEED (I(TS) =174.9756
ODESIGN CRUISE IIP = 2239.818 DESIGN CRUISE ROTOR HP = 2081.023
E.UIV.SLS STAT1C HP-CRUISE = 2Q59.916 CRUISE LAPSE RATE .75672
CRUTSE FIXED LOSSES (HP) = 100.0000 DES.CRUISE PROP.TPRUST(LB) : .00
CRUISE TIP SPEED IFPS) 730.000 DESIGN CRUISE ADV.RATIO .40508
DES.CRUISE WING LiFT(LP) .00o PARASITE DRAG (so.FT) 16.371

U LTIMATE LOAD FACTOR - 3.7500 HFAP MOHT.CONST.(FT-LBIDEG)= 4956.3
I'LANFOPM HOR.T.AIL (SO.FT) 25.C295 PLANFORM VE'R.TAIL (SQ.FT)= 38.1910
IA' CANT ANGLL-IDEG) : .17O MAIN ROTOR ASPECT RATIO : 14.2927
NI)NhCR OF ROTORS 1 . MAINR0T0R SOLIDITY : .(18908
PAIN ROTOR RADIUS 3 1.9346 MAIN ROlOR CHORD : 2.23432
MAIN ROTOR TIPSPCCO 73,.flO NUMBER OF MAIN ROTOR BLADES= 4.
ROTOR BLADL CUTOUT/R .200(10 MR SLADE TAPER RATIO 1 .000
MAIN ROTOR LIFT (LH : 19223.06 NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES: 4.
TAIL ROTOR RADIUS (FT) z 4.6883 TAIL ROTOR CHbRD IFY) .9893
TAIL ROTOP ASPLCT RATIO '1.94119 TAIL ROTOR SOLIDITY/AC.FAC.: .25768
PERCENT POwER,ANTI-TORQJE 10.7425 TAIL ROTOR FM,ANTT-TOROUE = .6685
% IIP.AN71-7OhQUE,GIVLN TR : .0000 TR rT/SIG RATTO.ANTI-TORQUE: .1223
IR (T/SIG,iAX.CON7.THRUST z .08000 7R DL,MAX.CON.THR(LP/SO.Fl)2 29.6409
JR FMIIAX.CONT.THRUST : .66850 AVAILABLE TR ANTI-TORQUE HP: 256.09
IR AtJ-TORO.MOI4ENT(FT-L() = 543U5.03 TAIL ROTOR TIPSPEED IFPS) : 7010.00
MAIN GEARBOX DESIGN HP L 2941.90 TR HP,MAX.CONT.THRUST : 686.23
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TABLE 8- Concluded

MISSION ANALYSIS

.!!.O. .... 9I N . **.

ICGv: 19223.1 LBS.. ROTOR RADIUS: 31.93 FT., PARASITE ORAG' 16.4 SO.FT.

O0f GR.W1 1EMP ALl OPTN SPEFD VTALL DIST TIME FL.AR. SHP FUEL SC WARNG

4LbS1 IOEG. (l) 6'./FP 4 lKTS) (KI$5 (N.NJ1 4XINI 'S1.11; 8LS)
---. --- -----.--.- -...--...- -.-.---.-- ...... . . . . . .

.ARMIjP 19186. 59. 0..-- 8.0 6 625.9 73.7 .654?

HOVER 19131. 9. 0. 1000.000 .. .. .. 2.0 2289.6 1.7 .84.

CLIM 19070. Sf. O2500. 2000.00 120.0 192.3 20.0 5.0 16.37 2070.3 88.2 .8644

LRUISC 18535. 41. 5000. .00 175.0 177.2 165.0 56.6 16.37 2212.3 980.3 .8476

CRUISE 17562. 81. SCO0. .00 17S.0 180.2 29S.G &6.6 16.37 2173. 99.4 4401

0ESCuT 27099. 0. 2S00. -OGO.0O 120.0 187.1 10.0 9.0 16.37 679.1 4S.2 .7594

"OVLr 17J20. $9. 0. 1000.000 .. .. .. 2.0 -- 1975.7 33. .82

RLSERVE FUELIIO.1T: 222.0 L8S.

IOTAL MISSION FUEL IS 2482.0 LSS.
TOTAL MISSION TIME IS 135.1 MINS

LIFE CYCLE COST SUMMARY DOLLARS

OEVCLOPMENT COST PrR AIRCRAFT 70101.
PROOYPE COST PER PROOUCTION AIRCRAFT 2074$.

RECURRING PROOUCTION COST 798587.
GFL AVIONICS LOOO0.
ENGINE COST 293381.
IrLYAVAY COST) (i0SI928.0

INITIAL SPARES 331682.
GORUNO SUPPORT EOUIPMfNT &Ills.

INIT.TRATNING AND TRAVEL SS99.

ACQUISITION COSI 1502674.

FLIGHT CREW 8S7200.

FUEL - OIL 861269.

RPLENISHMENI SPARES 1369587.
OR6.DiO& dS-MAINT 513S92.
OEPOT MAININANCE 50510.

RECURRING TRAINING 293902.
MAINTENANCE Of GSE 30562.

OPERATING COST 3631342.

LIFE CYCLE CS1 5224685.

PROOUCTIVITY .03685

FLEET LIFE CYCLE COST 4479098496.
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TABLE 9. COkPUTER PRINTOUT SUMMARY FOR POINT DESIGN

AIRCRAFT - CONFIGURATION IA - HELICOPTER PLUS

AUXILIARY PROPULSION, DESIGN CRUISE SPEED
190 KNOTS

DESIGN ATIVICUTES

GENERAL MAI i'OTOR TAIL ROTOR/FAN

------------------------ ---- ---------

O[ISG 6.A.ILGI 21429. RADIUS (rT) 29.20 RADIUS (FT) 4.73

PAYLOAD ILB6) so. CHORD IFT) 1.98) CHORD (FT) .T63

.EIGHT LYPIT (L) 1212. NO.Or BLAOFS S.0 NO.OF BLADES 6.0

IUlL ILo| 3393. OTO SOLIDOTY .10894 ROTOR SLDTY/AF .3090

HOVER POWER SHR) 3083. ITS' SPEEO FrPS) 730.0 lIP SPEED [FPS) 701.0

),OVER - CLIMB AP 3296. ASPECT RATIO 19.686 ASPECT RATIO 6.202

MAIN ROOR DESIGN liP 2729. CT/SIGMA .0750 Cl/SIGMA .1294

IAIL ROTOR CANTIOCG) .00 MAIN ROTOR LIFT 21429.4 TAIL ROTOR LIFT .0

R.R.OISC LOADINGIPSF) A.LO FIGURE, OF MERIT .7362 FIGURE OF MERIT .6393

PAIN G.8. ODSION HP 3779. BLADE AprAISO.FT 290.3 BLAO APCAISO.FT) 21.7

SUMPARY WEIGHT STATEMENT
..............................

GROP WEIGHT 0w

MAIN ROTOR GROUP 2907. '13.56

.ING GROUP 0. .o

IAIL GROU 36S. 1.10

TAIL ROTOR/FAN 198. .69

1AIL SURFACES 217. 1.01

Pony COUP 1569. 7.30

ALIGN|IING GEAR 
67,. 2.88FLIGHT CONTROLS 67 3.01

ENGINE SECTION 268. *78
PROPULSION GOUP 9209. 29.15

ENGINES 831. 3.88

AIR INDUCTION 23. .21

ZEXHAUSI SISTER 29. .f7
LUBRICATING SYSTEM Co .00

FUEL SYSTEM 672. 3.14

ENGINE CONTROLS 23. .|

ITATING SYSIEM 
6.1, .28

AUXILIARY PROPULSION PROPELLERS .09.- 1.91

)RIVE SYSEM 2072. 9.66

AuxInIA 1 POWER UNIT 193. .90

INSRUMFNTS 203. .6

HYDRAULICS 8as .92

ELECTRICAL GROUP 310. 2.45

AVIONICS 325. 1.52
ARMAMENT GROUP 0. .00

FURNISHINGS h29. 1.98

AI8 CGNDITIONING AND ANTI-ICE 126 .C9

AUXILIARY GEAR S9. .28V I(RA ,O PURCR OI 208. .9 7

I[HN 'pO SAVINGS 0. .00

CONTIlGENCY 124. .So

WEIGHT EMPIY 12912. 57.92

FIXED USEFUL LDAO s25. 2.4s

PILOT 23.

CO PILOT 23S5

OIL-ENGINE 30.
-IRAPPEO 10.

FUEL TRAPPEO EIS

MISSION EQIIIFMENT 0.

OIHrR FUL. 0.

FUEL-USABLE 3%93. 16.30

GROSS bEIGHT 21929.
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TABLE 9 - Continued

SrLECTEU DE$IGN PARArTFRS

HINGE OFFSET IF1.) - 1.4016 HI':r.E LENGTH IfT) z 1.3899
!AIt ROTOR BLADZ IWISTIIDLG)= -12.0UO MAIN ROTOR DESIGN iP = 2729.3)3
MAIN ROTOR RPM = 238.731 MAIN ROTOR DESIGN AbV.RATIO= .17182

MAINJ ROTOR SHAFT LENUTH(IN)= 57.670 TAIL ROTOR SIhAFT LEcGTH(1N) 14.,193
TAIL -DRIVE SHAFT LENGTHIIN)= 417.3;3 MAX.TR SUSTAINED TIRUSTI(LP)= 2636.40
TAIL ROTOR RPM : 1:12.03 MOP LOCK NUMBFR - 7.059
HOR12ONTAL TAIL AREA(SO.FT)= 34.15912 ,vrQTICAL TAIL AREA (SO.FT : 37.P9832
DESIGN HOV. ANTI-TOROVU HP 390.6S5 HGV.ANTI-TORQUE HoMTtFT-LR): 630'47.
REQ.YA6 ACCEL.(PAD/SEi;/SEC): .69149 MAX.SUST.YAW MOMENTtFT-LB) = 90645.
VERTICAL DRAG r .039641 FUSELAGE WETIED APEA(SO.FT): 601.4811
ENGINE SCALE FACTOR : 1.19127 WING AREA iSO.FT) .00000
CRJISE PROPULSOR SHAFT HP = 2120.8R1 TOTAL INSTALLFD POWER 1HP) 4645.940
PROPULSOR RPM : 1809.3u2 PROPULSOR DIAMETER (FT) : 9.5000c
HAIN GrARBOX INPUT RPM = 18324.72 ENGINE OUIPUI RPM : 18324.22
DE'IGN HOVER ShAFT HP : 3285.712 ALTERNATE HOVER SHAFT H 3285.712
EOi;IV.SLS DESIGN HOVER HP 4645.940 EOtlIV.SLS ALTERNATE HOV.HP : 4645.939
DESIGN HOVLR LAPSF RATE .70772' ALTERNATE HOVER LAPSE RATE = .70722
HOV.OVERALL FECti.EFFICIErNCY= .830661 HOVER F'XED LOSSES (HP) : 100.0000

DES.OYNAMIC PRESSILB/SQ.FT): 104.4398 ACTUAL CRUISE SPEED IKTS) = 190.0000
DESIGN CRUISE HP = 3660.,I2 CESTGN CRUISE ROTOR lip : 1395.074
EOUIV.SLS'STATIC HP-CRUISE = 4635.917 CRUISE LAPSE PATE : .78952
CRUISE FIXEI' LOSSES (HP) = ICO.0000 DES.CRUISr PROP.THRUST(LB : 2992.06
CRUISE TIP SPEE.D IFP.) 694.010 DESIGN CRUISE ADV.RATIO : .46268
DES.CRUISE wING LIFT(Lh) : .nO PARASITE DRAG (SO.FT) : 15.425
ULTIMATE LOAP FACTOR 3.75n0 HEAD MOMI.CONST.(FT-I.B/DEG): 4010.8
PLAINFOPM HOR.TAIL (SO.FT): 17.0796 PLANFORM VER.TAIL (SO.FT): 37.8983

-TAIL CANT AljGLL (DEG) : ,no MAIN ROTOR ASPECT RATIO 14.6864

NUIMBEP OF ROTORS 1. MAINROTOR SOLIDITY .10837
MAIN ROTOP RADIUS 79.2002 MAIN ROTOR CHORD : 1.8824
MAIN ROTOR TIPSPEEC : 730.0 NUMBER OF MAIN ROTOD PLADES: S.
ROTOR BLADE CUTOUT/R .?200 MR BLADE TAPER RATIO : 1.000
'MAIN ROTOR LIFT (Lb) : Z1429.41 NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES: 6.
TLIL ROTOR RADIUS (FI) 7 4.7310 TAIL ROTOR CHORD IFT) .,7628

TAIL ROTOR ASPECT RATIO : 6.0178 TAIL ROTOR SOLIDITY/AC.FAC. .!0795
PERCE4T POwERANTI-TJROUE : 12.6742 TAIL R0OR FMtANTI-TORQUE : .6393
% HP,ANTI-TOROUE,GiVEN TR : 0GO0 TR CT/SIG RATIO.ANTI-TORQUE: .1294
IR CT/SIGMAX.CONI.THRUST z .09C110 7R DI,MAX.CON.THR(LO/SO.FT): 37.4941
IR rM,MAX.CJ'IT.7HRUST ..63929 AVAILABLE TR ANTi-TOROUE HP= 389.90

TR 4N-TORO.HOMENT(FT-Ll;) = 63047.50 TAIL ROTOR TIPSPEFD (FPS) : 700.00
MAINi GEARBOX OLSIGN HP : 3776.57 TR HP,MAX.CONT.THRUST : 1352.42
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fTABLE 9 -Concluded

MISSION ANALYSIS

TOGWA 2142Q.4 LBS., ROTOR RADIUS: 29.20 FT., PARASITE VRAG: 2S.9 SO.ft.

Mol GR.,T 2EIP ALT 0P1l. SPE. VSTALL DIST IME rLAR. SiP FUELL SFC WARNG

ILAS) IEO I lT (ZR/rPM ,WS) ( (KTS) N."I MNIk SO.FTI 4LAS)
.. . . .. .. . . .-- .. . . . . . . .......- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .... . . .. .

.ARMtP J1362. 59. 0. - . .. . .. 8.0 -- 791.0 99.7 ,SS47

110VE& '1311. $9. 0. 1000000O - - - 2.0 - 2860.1 46.7 .M96.S

CLIMB 21236. "3. ZS0U. 2000.00 120.0 *M** 0.0 5.0 2S.43 2499.3 103.4 .728

CRUISE 20.67. 4I. 0oo0 . 00 290.0 *9'.. 16S.0 *2.1 IS.93 3618.S 1429.7 .9318

CRUISE 1903ss. 4. sacs. .0O 190.0 9.9.. 165.0 52.1 15.93 3558.6 1403.2 .4324

DESC.T 18J27. 50. 2600. -ICO.;O. 120.0 1*€.€ 0.0 6.0 1S.93 928.8 9.5 .7327

H(OVER 18,77. $9. 0. 1000400 - -- -- 2.0 -- 2365.3 41.1 .4970

RESERVE FUEL(IO£10.: 317.3 LBS.

TOTAL MISSION FUEL IS 3490.8 LBS.

IOTAL ISS0h TIME IS 126.2 BINS

LIFE CYCLE COST SUMMARY DOLLARS

OCVELOPMENT COST PER AIRCRAfT 80761.
PROTOTYPE COST PLR PRODUCTION AIRCAFT 26936.

RECURRING PRODUCTION COST 969137.
GFE AVIONICS 203000.
ENGINE COST 187335.

(FLYAVAY COST) (12S6471.)
INITIOL 'PARES 01503.

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 76388.
INIT.TRATNING AND TRAVEL $6688.

ACQUISI:ION COST 1790293.
FLIGHT CREl 457200.
FUEL * OIL 706093.
REPLENISHMENT SPARES 198389.

ORO.D;S.GiS HAINT SS3727.

DEPOT MATNTfNANCE 55233.
RECURRING TA 9NING 299920.

MAINTENANCE Or GSE 33239.

OPERATING COST 4102296.

LIFE CYCLE COST 600015.

PRODUCTIVITY .03827

FLEET LIFE CYCLE COST 4736910608-
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TABLE 10. COMPUTER PRINTOUT SUMMARY FOR POINT DESIGN
AIRCRAFT - CONFIGURATION 2 - CONVENTIONAL
COMPOUND HELICOPTER - FULL RPM, DESIGN
CRUISE SPEED 200 KOTS

DESIGN ATTRIbUTES

GENERAL MAIN ROTOR TAIL ROTOR/FAN

------- ---------- ..........

DE.IG. G.W.ILLI 21666. RADIUS (FIl 26.26 RADIUS IFT) S.19

PAYLOAD (i) Sot 00. 'HORO IFIT 1.794 CHORD (rT) .86

.EIH- LMPIY ILbh 12578. NO.OF BLADES 4.0 NO.OFBLADES 6.0

I ,CL EL.I 3563. ROTOR SOLIDITY .070 ROTOR SLOTO/AF .3197-

OVER Po6(IA llP) 39P3. Ip SPEED IFPSi 730.0 Tip SPEED (EPS) 700.0

i.OVR * CLIME iP 4193. ASPECT RATIO 11b.642 ASPECT RATIO 5.973

MAIN ROTOR DESIIN HP 3566. CT/SIGMA .1200 CTISIGMA .1204

TAIL ROTOR CANTIDEGI .00 MAIN ROTOR LIFT 21666.1 TAIL OTOR LIFT .0

M.R.DISC LOADINGIPSE) 10.-0 FIGURC Of MLAIT .66S6 FIGURE or MERIT .6326

MAIN G.,. DESIGN HP 48A2. BLADE AREA(SO.FT3 19.4 ALADE AREAISO.FT) 27.0

SUMMARY WEIGWT STATEMENT

GROUP VEIGHT 4 Gw

MAIN ROIC GROUP 151. 8.OA

UING GROLP 4165 2.1

TAIL GROUP 476. 2.20

TAIL ROTOR/fAN Ela. .87

IAIL SURFACES 28. 1.33

RODY GROUP IS71. 7.25

ALIGHTING GEAR 622. 2.87

FLIGHT CONIROL' 721. 3.3s

ENGIN( SECTION 206. .Qs

PROPULSION GROUP 1681. 21.1

CNGI"CS 960. 8..5

AIR INDUCTION 20. .13

EAHAUSI SYSTEM 1A. .08

LUBRICATING SYSIt( 0. .00

rUL S0STEM 667. 3.27

ENGIIh CONTROLS 28. .13

STARTING SYSIET 75. .3

AUXILIARY PROPULSION PROPELLERS 579 2.67

ORIVE SYSIM 211J. 10.06

AUXILIARYPOER UNIT 193. .89

INSTRUMENTS 1AS. -#.

iYOPAULICS 89. .

ELECTRICAL GROUP A10. 1.83

AVIONICS 325: .150

AMAMENT GROUP a. .00

FURN ISHINGS 42.. 1.96

AIR CONDITIONING LNO AN!i'ICE 126 A&

AUXILIARY GEAR 59. .27

IBRAIION. SUPPRESSION 347. 1.60

TC. OLOGY SAVINGS 01 .00

CONTINGrNCY 126. .5

.EIGHT EMPTY 12576. s.6O

FIXED USEFUL LOAD 525. 2.82

PILo1 235.

CO.PILOT Z35.
OIL-ENGIhE 30.

-IRAPPED 1 0
FUEL TRAPPED IS:
MISSION EOUIPMEN' 0.

OTHER fUL. 0.

PAYLOAD %000. 4.O

FUEL-USABLE 3563. 36 .5

GROSS |EIGHT 21666.
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TABLE 10 - Continued

SELECTED DESIGN PAPAMETFRS

HIN(E OFFSET .(rT) 1.2br'S HINGE LENGTH (FT) = 1.2500

M' If- RGIOL BLADE TWISTMDEG)z -12.COO MAIN ROTOR OESIGN HP 3507.660

MtIh ROTOR RPP 2b5.448 MAIN ROTOR DESIGN AOV.RATTO= .41671

PitAIN ROT'P SHAFT LENbTH(IN) 51.566 TAIL ROIOR SHAFT LENGTH(IN): 15.556

TAIL CRIVE SHAFT LENGTHNIN): 386.793 MAX.TR SUSTAINED THPUST(LBI= 3064.7Q
7IL ROTOP RPM 12P9.12 MRB LOCK NUMBrR : 8.05C7
1OI'ONTAL TAIL AOLA;(SO.FT)= 47.02951 VERTICAL TAIL AREA (SO.FT) = 48.70618

DE:IGN HOV. ANTI-TOROUE HP SCI.789 HOV.ANTI-TOOOUE MOMT(FT-LB)= 7?372.
REO.YAW ACCLL.(rAD/SLC/SECl= .69605 MAX.SUST.YAW MOMENTIFT-Lb) : 97650.

VERTICAL OAG - .L67843 FUSELAL WETTED AREA(SO.FT): 7P2.6719

E.GitJE SCALE FACTOR z 1.52,333 WING AREA (SO.FT = 166.70766
CRJISE PROPULSOR SHAFT HP : 2546.094 TOTAL INSTALLED POWER (HP) = 592Q.268

PROP:;LSOR RPM 1562.b13 PROPULSOR O7AMETER (T = I.0G00
AIT GEARBuX INPUT RPM 16220.41 ENGINE OUTPUT RPM : 162?0.41

DESIGN HOVEP SHAFT AP : 4193.310 AL'ERNATE HOVER SHAFT HP : 4193.310
rLjIV.SLS DESIGN HOVER HP : 592Q.268 EOUIV.SLS ALTERNlATE HOV.HP : 5929.268
DESIGN HOVER LAPSE RATE : .70722 ALTERNATE HOVER LAPSE RATF = .70722
HOV.OVEPALL FECH.oFrICIENCY: .836499 HOVEn FIXED LOSSES (HP) : 1C0.00O0
DES.DYNAMIC PRESSIL(/SGFT): 115.7227 ACTUAL CRUISE SPEED (KTS) : ;OO.G000

DE'IGN CRUI'E Hr : 3801.U66 DESIGN-CRUISE ROTOR HP : 1114.907
ECUIV.SLS STATIC HP-CRUISE z 4789.936 CRUISE LAPSE RATE .79355
CRUISE FIXLD LOSSES (HP). : 100.0 DES.CRUISE PROP.THRUST(LB) : 33R9.75
CRUISE TIP SPEED (FPS) 694.CnO DESIGN CRUISE ADV.RATIO .48703
DrS.CRUISE UIlG LIFT(L-) : 10l44.P6 PARASITE DRAG (SO.FT) : 15.377

ZPLTIMATE LOAD FACTOR : 3.75n0 HEAD MOMT.CONST.fFT-LB/DCG)= 2779.4
;LA.rORM HOR.TAIL (SO.FT): 23.5148 PLANFORM VER.TAIL (SO.FT): 48.7062
TAIL CANI ANGLE (DIG) : .9D MAIN ROTOR ASPECT RATIO : 14,6416
NUMEEP OF ROTORS . MAINROTOR SOLIDITY : .08696

MAIN ROTOR RADIUS : ?6.2612 MAIN ROTOR CHORn : 1.79360
MAIN ROTOR TIPSPEEU 730.00 NUMSER OF MAIN ROTOR BLADES= 4.
ROTCR SLADL CUTOUT/R ..200O MR BLADE TAPER RATIO 1.000
HAIN ROTOR LIFT (LB) : 21666.05 NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOP BLADES= 6.

TAIL ROTOR RADIUS (FT) 5.1853 TAIL ROTOR CHORD (FT) - .8681
TAIL ROTOR ASPECT RATIO 5.97331 TAIL ROTOR SOLIDITY/AC.FAC.: .11973

PERCENT POwEQ,ANTI-TORCUE = 12.5992 TAIL ROTOR FM,ANTI-TO4OUE .6326
% HItANTI-TOROUE,GIVCN TR : .0000. TR CT/SIG RATIOANTI-TOROUE: .1206

TR CT/SIGMAX.ONT.THRUST : .09000 TR DL,MAX.CON.THR(LR/SO.FT)= 36.2827
TR NMtPAX.LONT.THRUST : .63258 AVAILABLE TR ANTI-TORQUE HP= Sl.09
TR :N-7ORO.MOMENliF1-Ls) 72872.17 TAIL ROTOR TiPSPEED (FPS) : 7cO.0O

MAIN GEARBOX DESICN HP 4 4822.?I TR HP,MAX.CONT.THRUST : 1164.25
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TABLE 10 - Concluded

MISSION ANALYSIS

TO0: 21666.1 LRS., -ROTOR RADIUS: 26.26 FT.. PARASITE DRAG: 15.4 SO.FT.

MODe GP. l T"'MP ALI OPIN SPIED TALL 01ST TIME rL.AR. SHP FUEL SF. WARNGIEG. E 0j ) IISG F 1F I R/FP M ( M ) I KT$2) MN INI IS T; IL S.... . ... . .. .. .... ..... ...... .... ....-- ..... ... .... ... .....--

.ARHCP 21bGt. 59. 8". . . . .0 1009.5 120.6 .SS47

11OV~k MIT3. $9. C. IOOG.(,O0 .. . . 2.0 -- 3324. 1 S6.0 .440.9

CLIML 21456. 50. 2500. 2O000.00 ISO.CX *t 6.2 2.5 IS.38 3264.3 67.1 q 697

CRUISE 20676. 41. SOOD. .00 20C.0 et 168.7 S0.6 15.38 3732.5 1472.0, .44,2

CRUISE 19222. 411. SCOO. .00 200.0 e* 168.7 $0.6 15.38 3643.9 1443.6 .447i

OESC0T 1ak9U. $0. 2SC0, "2000.OO 1501.0 *e 6.2 2.5 15.34 897.6 33.9 .87.6

".OVER 181449° 59. 0. 1O000 . . .. . 2.0 -" 2615.9 4i.o .5245

RESERVE FUEL113.21= 324.1 LES.

MIAL MISSION FUEL IS 3565.S LOS.
MOTAL MISSION TINE IS 118.3 MINS

LIFE CYCLE COST SUMMARY OOLLA9S

DEVELOPMENT COST PIR AIRCRAFT 656MM.
PROTOTYPE COST PER PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT 28611.RrCURRIhG PRODUCTION COST 940163.

OrE AVIONICS 100000.
ENGINE COST 227699°
IFLYAWAY COST) 1I267,6?.IINITIAL SPARES 431166.GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 76072.
TNIT.TRATNING AND TRAVEL 57015.ACQUISITION COST 1832115.FLIGHT CREW 457200.
FUEL * OIL 769697.
REPLENISHMENT SPARES 1516916.
ORG*-D/SG/S MAINT s50502.
DEPOT MAINTENANCE 561297.
RECURRING TRAINING 1O201.MAINTENANCE or GSE 33624.

OPERATING COST 4198437.

LIFE CYCLE COST 61-4857.
PRODUCIVITY 

.03975

FLEEI LIFE CYCLE COST 4606647668.
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TABLE 11. COMPUTER PRINTOUT SUMMARY FOR POINT DESIGN
AIRCRAFT - CONFIGURATION 3 - CONVENTIONAL
COMPOUND HELICOPTER - SLOWED, DESIGN CRUISE
SPEED 250 KNOTS

OCTIGN AIIRIFUTLS

UGUSAL PMAIN ROTOR TAIL ROTOR/rAN

OEIGN G~o.TE[) 2965'. RADIUS IFTI 29.53 RADIUS (ElI 2.95

PAYLOAD ILP) 5OC. CHORD (Il 1.811 CHORD (IT ***so*

.CI HT EMPTY (LET 16136. NO.OF BLADES 0.U NOBOF BLADES 13.0

FuEL ILM) 2991. ROTOR SOLIGITY .0781 ROTOR SLDTY/AF 1220.0547

H4OVER POWER ISHP) 4575. TIP SPEED IFPSI 730.0 TIP SPEED (FPSI 700.0

11V9 * CLIMe "P 4824. ASPECT RATIO 16.33, ASPECT RATIO *Ms.MMAM

IAIlN ROTOR DESIGN HP 3849. Cl/SIGMA .1200 CTISIGHA .0000

TAIL ROTOR CAhIIDEG) .&0 PAIN ROTOR LIFT 2465N.3 TAIL ROTOR LIFT .0

M.P.DISt LOAUINGIPSf) 9.00 FIGURE OF MERIT .631 FIGURE or MERIT 1.0726

AlN G.6 . AN HP S S6 P LADE ACEAISO.FTT 213.9 BLAOC ARE ISO.FTIMM*

SUMMARY WEIGHT STATEMCNI

GROuP WEIGHT S GA

.)IN ROTOR GROUP 1978. 8.02

WIS GROUP 906. 3.67
TAIL GROUP 616. 2.50

TAIL ROTOR/rAN 266. 1.08
TAIL STUR ACiS 350. 1.42

FOOT GROUP 197A. 9.02
AITETIIING GEAR 

690. 2.80

FLIGHT CONTPOLS 809. 3.28

ENG I SECTION b85. 2.64
PPOrULSIOR GROUP 5893. 23.90

ENGINES 1087. R.MI
AIR INDUCTION 0. .00

EkHAUjSTI SYSTEM 20. .03
LUBRIC ATING SYSTEM 0. .00
FUEL SYSTEM $76. 2.34

£401h1 CONTROLS 33. :1I
SlARTIA G SYSTEI M 1S. .1

tUXTLIARY PROPULSION PROPELLERS 1308. 5.31
DRIVE SYSTE 2789. 11.29

AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 193. .78
INSTR r IT S 1R, .74

YORAULICS 96. .39
ELCECRICAL GROUP 434. 1.76

AVIONIC 325. 1.32

ARMAMENT GROUP 0. .00

rURRISHI" GS 429. 1.72
AIR CON DIIICNING NO ANTI-ICE 126. .Sj
AUXILA OY GEAR 59. .24

VIBRAIION SLIPPRESSTON 616. 2.50
TECHNOLOGY SAVINGS 0. .00

CGONTINGECY 161. .6S

AEIGHT EMPTY 16138. 65.q6

FIXED USEFUL LOAD 525. 2.13
PILO 235:

CO-PILOT 2 3S
OTL-ENGINL 30.

- IRAPPED IO.

rFUrL TRAPPo IS.

MISSION EQUIPMENT 0.

O|H[ ER rU L, 
0.

PAYLOAO 5000. 10.28

FUEL-USAbLE 2991. 12.13

GROSS WEIGHT 24659.
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Reprodluced' frombeil available copy.

TABLE 11 -Continued

SFLECTED OECIC PARA~r~rRs

HI'. r OSLI tiV) 1.4765 HII.C.E LE:jC.1H (FT) 1.4026
'I. ROTOrPLBACL TT1 T(Drc): -c.-EWC M.nP010" DESIGNJ Ho ZP49.!82
I.* rOTOR f?;,: 21f C7e^ MAIN POTOD DESIGN Af)V.RATIE,: .41671

SIt. ROTOR St.AFT I.E'.bT$J Ut.): C.S. 370 TAIL RoTop StArT L FN!CTH( IJ) : 7 .3bI)
I A IL 'li VE SHAF 1 LE10it ( I N) 3r,3. d7 9 MAY.T" SUSTAI'IED ThCr-JT(LP) = 24 6G.26
I t IL RV IOP RPM - 2728.S2 tMFP LOCK NU-rfl : 7.6793,
HU I-cTdAL TAIL AR[A(SO.rTI: G7.1939?9 VCPTICAL TAIL AREA (SO.V.T) 3.4S122
O !I G', HOV. tNITO~ H7PjtE1P = 778 . ,67 HCV.AN71-70PflIE w,04(FT-LF)= 8S641.
Rti-.Y... ACCL.1'A0/SEC/SEC)= .68667 MAY.SUST.YAW !"O"ENTVT-Lil) = 114759.

YrI~A OC .~5(bFUSELAGL '.JTTFO APL4(SC,.FT)= 922.5864

E NG( 1.1CSCALL F4C70r I 1.74i8c6 WIN5 AREA CSC.FT) = 252.19372

C~ISE PkOPkLSCP Sh.0VT HP :17.964 TOTAL INSTALLrDO POWF* IHP) = L21'.951

PPOri'LSCR xP-v ;l ~C PROPULSOR DT-AMETEQ (VT) 1 .24209
MAI%, CEAR,Y INPUT PMF rL.4 I. n? ENGINF OUTPUT RPM IS123.07

EO IIV.SLS ble.HCVER HP I bA,20.9 1 LOUTV.SLS ALTERNATE HOV.HP Z6s2c'.951

OE']It. HOVEP LApsr RATE .7U7?2 ALTVrPNATE 1HOVERZ iAPsr RATr .7G722I
HCV.IVVRALL tPECI.EFICIENCY= .797977 HovVr rixEc LOSSES (HP) : CO.0000
Dr .OY.AM1C ,ZESSML/S';.F7)- lc,.8167 AC71!.L CRUISE SPErc (KTI ZSC.OC0O

DE-'., CLISEOt-- .Ab5s64F' orsiv.N C'TSL ROTOR 4P 2842.019

E...IV.SLS S~tATIC HP-CRUJSE = 5S63.7"3 CRUISE LAPSE RATE : .71276
CRO'ISE VIXL~i LO'.SES (HF) 7 1--C.CV'C OESCPtIISE PROP.TFIR(ST (LB) i 842.29
CPaiISr TIP SP~fO (FPS; -- L25o;11Q DEtIGN CRUISE AVV.RATIC .80476
D.- .CU~ISL 611.0 LirT(L-) r;Q',4.74 PA~tSITL DRAG (SO.FT) : 12.299
,11MAiE LAi rAt~cli 3.75"'O HEAD M0MT.C0tNSTd(rT-LP/OEr0= 3321.1

FILA ro~am klb,.I.'IL (Sc r TI: Z!.5cy'o rL AtVO~kl VfR.TAIL I SC F T) .3 .4512
1.1.i CANI AN.CLE (DEC) : *o MAIN ROTOR ASOCCT RITIO 16.3049

OFw" DV ROO S 1. PA1NROIO' SOLIrPITY V .7809

MAIL. IOIOR R-IDIUS 25.L:01 MAIN' PCTOP CHOP- 1.8A106
V'AN. ROTOR TIPSPCED 7?u.'C NUMBEPR OF HA1I RO-TOR BLArS: 4
ROI(:Z PLAD Ci TOUT/; .?LoreO MR 4LADE TA0E'P RATIO0 1.000
" IN ROIGR L"FT (Lu) 24654.33 NU!"fLR Or TAIL ROTOR PLA0,ES: 13.
IJL ROIOR RAZIUS (VT) 2 .441)5 TAIL ROTOR CHORD (F7)

TAIL ROTOR ASPrCl RATIO :*s** TAIL ROTOR SOLIOITY/AC.FAC.=1220.05466
Pr-cFnl PO-EP.II-TORQUE : 7.LCA6 TAIL ROTOR rm,ANII-TOROUE = 1.0726
16 111,AN1 I-iOPZUrGIVEN TR z .0an0 7P CT/SIG PAllO,ANlI-TOPOUE= .0000
ir CT/SIG,MAX.CONT';.THRUSI = OC031^0 TR fL,MAX.COj.THR(LD/SG.FTI: 131.5416
T R IM,PAX.LG:1T.TFsPUST i .I'7264 AV41ALI TR ANTI-TORQUE HP: 778.37
iRn-TOC.F,3,.LhI(FT-LS) (.5640.95 TAIL ROTOR TIPSPErD (FPS) : 700.00

MANGEARBOX 0C ICN HP ;547.r2 JR HP,iikX.CONT.TH(?UST : 1242.71
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TABLE 11 - Concluded

10.- 246D4.3 LP*,., 0OiR PATIUS: 29.t3 FT., PARASITE DRAG: 12.! SO.FI.IOo Gp. J IEMP AI2 OPT'. SPEED 1STALL DIST TI"T ,FL.A. Se- FUlL SrC WAANG

116s OLG.F) (lf) (?2/PrN ) (X1S) |KTS) 44..9I Ihi I "O.Ft) (LPS)

.281.5P 24SS. 59. . .. .. .. 9.? -- 2161.3 139.0 .85 '

hON'. 244-3. $9. 0. lOGO.POO .. .. .. 2.0 -- 36S2.8 64.7 .47.4

LtI 24311. 41. SCCO. 2000.00 16C0.0 15.0 5.0 22.30 2687.7 119.2 .50.9

,RUISl 237(1. 26. IC000. .0 25C.0 I*** 149.1 38.0 12.30 3894.7 130.5 .A11

Cg. .SE 22"41. 231. 2.;'00'. .00 250.0 .0.'. 246i.2 36.11 12.30 3610.4. 1109.4 .43,4.

Dr.C!.I 72.-2. 4). 5CC. -2000.00 2250 $**' 28.7 5.0 22.30 1949.. 99.1 .58.?

OV(2$ 2213,. 59. 0. 2100000 -- -- 2.0 -- 3244.5 57.8 .503

RESLRVE FUEL I(.%): 272.0 LbS.

TOAL 92SSION FULL IS 2991.7 LS.

T01AL M1SS10N ilE IS 97.9 MINS

LIFE CYCLE COST SUFMARY DOLLARS

DC.CLOPKN1 COST PER AIRCRAFT 125240.
PROTOTYPE COST PER PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT 40313.

RECUAPINr PRODUCTION COST 1393525.

GrE AVIONICS I0O000.
(901SF COST 254704.

(FLYAWAY COS) 1748229.)
INITIAL SPOFS 5$9744.

GROUND SIuPpOi rou pmc' i I04894.
INl1.TRAINNG AND TRAVEL 59896.

ACQUISITION COST 2472763.

FLIGHT COC. 457230.
FUEL - OIL 780083.
RPl'LENIS"MN SPARCS 1914894.
090,C,/S.0,S '.8:9 6b3529.
DPO MAINTENANCE 712993.
RECUJRRING TRAINING 31697.
"INI(.ANCE Or GSC 91095.

OPERAT06 COST 4qo02sss

LIFE CYCLE ASI 7554475.

PRODUICTIVITY .03873

FL&EI LIFE CYCLE COS' 4S3292406'.
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TABLE 12. COMPUTER PRINTObT SUMMARY 'FOR POINT DESIGN
AIRCRAFT - CONFIGURATION 4 - TRAC COMPOUND
HELICOPTER - FULL RPM, DESIGN CRUISE SPEED
300 KNOTS

O(.ION 63361,33.0

ig

b* P(0L MAIN ROT0R TAIL ROtORrA'1

0(10G.' ,G0.6.tt) 2'461. ADU$ 3rt3 24.97 RADIUS It) 2.72

J'AYLOAC ILL) 6000. CHORD FIT3 1.798 CHOOD 33t) *.... ..

.EIGHT (XY ILb) IC96S. NO.Or 8LADrS 5.0 NO.O RLAOES 10.0

FUIt 1L.) 2979. OTOR SOL||I y .1146 ROTOR SLOI3/Ar 3111.0612

10VR P06(; Islip3 63P. TIP SPE( 3|PS3 730.0 TIP SpEro (rPS) 700.0

$,OVER - 3L|Mh N|" bm9A. ASPECT RA10 13.dA
9  

ASPECT PATIO **....*

MAIN OTOR D(1t k '166. ./SISGMA .1200 CTISIGNA .400f)

AIL 8OO CANZIIOEG) .. C -AIN ROTO LIFT 2546 .9 TAIL ROTOR LIFT .0

-.. 3JSC L(IAOINGIPSr) I3.CO rIGUR or pr,4I .6117 FIGURE OF (RIT I.n70S

-AIN C.A. $1G.063 lip 7409. PLAOt JkRtAl80.F1 . 224.5 8LADE A2EAS0.T3**&*

SUMMARY V(f3G69 STATEMENT

OROUP WE3G011 3 G

MAIN ROOR O3ROH$, 238. 9.9
riG GROU 110. 9.32
TAIL GROP 776. 3.39

TAIL P0 RIFA% 327. 1.28
tA L suprACES 448. 3.76

AO0Y "R n1 p 3922. 7.Ss
ALGHIING G(AR 708. 2:.78
FLIGHT 3ONI0OL8 8. 3. I
(NGIN 8(CI0ON 7 19. 2.2
PROPULSION POOP 6356. 27.07

( G, K 1331. S ?2
AIR INOU ('I0, 0. 0
L15AuT 67YG0 26. .O I
LUPICA INO 1YStfM 0. .00
rUEL SSI( .7. 2.26
ENGINE CONTROLS 03. .36

3 S AR T 90 I 961 M 0 9 . .3
AUIItIAR8 PROPULION PROPELLERS 1!67. 5.37

DR VE SYSTEM 
2939. 3| S4

AUXILIAROY 03PU 1U3 193. .76
IN$IRUM(NTS 193. , 6
HYORAUL IS 98. .3
3LECARIO3L GROUP 33. 3.22
193ONI¢0 325. 1.28
ARMAMENT GROUP 0. .70
'U RNISN I "G 5 1424 1*: ,,

ATlW CONDITIONINAND .0 1411-lC( 126. ."9AWIALI 3 GEAR 6. .23
¥I8RAIIODN SUPPRESSION 96. .77
S(CHNOLObY SAVINOS u, .00
CONTNGrNCn 170. 6)

• eifit r14 ps 113966. 66,61

rlx n UIJrUL LOAD 52S. 2.06
CO ILOI 

?Is,

CO-PILOt 2,S. 1
IL-E.8038( 10.

-lA8PP3O .0.
rAL IOAPPro o6.

"i."10N IOUIPMENT 0.
01rR IuL. 0.

PAYLOAD 9000.. .63
fUELUSASL( 2979. 3.170

(PO. S .(IG33 25469.
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TABLE 12 -Continued

SrLT CT(D oflIrNl PAPAMCIFRS

lIfINJ OF r-LT I I) 1 .2406 HINGE LLI.Gill CrT I.1802
r IN P01014 bLitr 741STbnEGo -6.;uOPO MAIN RCiop nEsicN TIP 5168.312
"llI. ROTOR R P!, 779.149 KAIN ROTOR CIESI' AOV.kAJ 10: .41671

FA.I N R0 IOr SHAI 1~T4IN 1193?0 TAIL POPf~f SHAFT LCGT7iI I: 9. 167
JAIL ('-, IVE SHAIMI LEN511,hI I N~ 324.640 MAX. 7R SIISTAI 'E f, 114OU I I LS) 7235.51
11 " C'OP RP 11 24SE-42 MPE LOCK NUt"LER 1 .4126

HO J I'0t.TAL TAIL AQLAISO.FT): 7C.221IrS VERTICAL TAIL AREA Isc.FT) 71 .7654,7
OEIG.i 1109 ANII-J0IOUF tiP= 104r-314 HOV.ANTI -TCPLL~k mnm7TI-Lni 9724 1.
R...'b ACcLL.(rAf/SLC/EC): .6,9n7l MAX.SUST.YAW MOMENTirT-L5) 1 21u20.
rR

T
ICAll DRA.' UF2i31Z37 FUSFIAGC wETirV AREAISO.Fl11 91 0.Z.30

ENG:NL SCILr rl.cIOR t.3357,1 UINC ARIA (so.FT= 292.24369
CR .ISf PROPqLSbi4 SI.ArI j 16 ~4 .',65 TOTAL INSTALLED Po6p (tip) :910().!49
PRZOPo)LSOR RPV onoIl PROPUL$OP OIAVETEP IFT) L.22446
MAIN GLARBOY 114PtUT P~t - 4,oc . o CwCTk; OL'TPtI flPM' 1300L.21
LE lCN IIOVL1%* StArI lip u 442.4 75 ALERNAIE HOVER SHArT HP tb442,474
ECUIV.SLS DESIGN, IIovrR 11P 9IJ9.549 COUIIV.SLS ALICRNATE HOV.IIP $10n.542
DESIGN HOV12 LAPSE RAIL .70722 ALTrRfIATE HOVFR LAPSE RATE .70722
HOV.OVERALL MECcH.ErricirNey: .602225 HowF) FIXED LOSSES (tip) no0.0900
DES.DYNAHIC PRES5IL8/SQ.FT)1 766.3761 AC~tUAL CRUISE SPEC[ (K15) :3no.Colle
DESIGN CRUISE HiPz 4536. c DESIGN COUISE POTO HP' 71.134
iOUIV.SLS STATIC HP-CRUISE : 687.811 CRUISE LAPSC PAYE ..r,22 17
CRUIISE FIXED LOSSES fill) :I%0.OLF1O Drs.cpuisr FZOP.T4rLJS7 (LBI 1871 .52
CRUISE Tip spctr Irps) 415.0noOrDSIGN (PUISE ADnV.RATIO 1.22169
DES.CRUI'E '.1I.G LIFT(Lr : 244SL.lFA PAPASIE DrAG ISO.FTI 12.886

ULTIMATE LOW.T FACTOR z .7&nol HEAD M04JI.CONS7.(rT-LS/0OLG): 1717.8
PLM.FrORM HOP.ITIL Iso.rT: 35.Ilj'7 PLANF4opm VrR.TAIL (s .mFT 71.7654

11.11 CANT ANGLI *D~r,? f'.G MAIN ROIOP ASPECT RITh, 13.6893
Ki'MhC'Z OF ROTORS 1. HAI'JPOTOQ? SOLID17Y .11459

MAIN ROTOR RADIUS Z 4.9773 14AIN ROTOP 1lIOR" 1.79796
M~AINs RCIOR IIPSPLLC 7'O.no NUMPCtD OF F'AIN ROTOR SLAOCS= 5
PcirOR TFLADL CUTOUT/R so00ro MR QLADE TAPER PATIO 1.O0C

?AI-N ROTOR LIFT (LV) 25466.04 NU!OEIZ OF JAIL ROlOP PLADES: 13.
it:L ROTOR RADIUS FiTi 2.7273 TAIL ROTOR ChORD iFJ )

1-'IL POIOR ASPECT RATIO *.oG*~ TAIL ROTOR SOLIDITY/AC.FAC.=1111.C61t122

PL-E.T PO.E!:,ATI~IGRCUE : 16.90P7 TAIL ROlOQ rm,ANTT-TokOUC z 1.0705
I(P,ANlI-TORCUEGIVEN JR : WGC, YR C.T/SIC. RATIO,ANIT-70ROUEZ .1,000

R -T/$J6,,MtX.C0NT.7HPUS7 *DGV0' 7R DL,I AX.CON.II(ILP/SQ.FTT: 138.9651

Tm r?,IAX.CONT.THPUST 1.07U51 AVAILAPLE 10 ANTI-TOROL'E HiP: 104S.31
11, .N-TI;RO.m,^iN7(rT-Lis) 97240.58 TAIL ROTOR 71PSPEED (rPST 700.00

MAIN GLAPBOX DESIGN tiP : 74CS8, I? HP.uAX.C0NT.IHPLST 1448.96
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TABLE 12 - Concluded

MISSI04 ANALYSIS

S4: 25968.9 LRS.. ROTOR RADIUS: 24.97 FT.. PARASITE DRAG: 12.9 SO.FT.

HOOL GR. T TEMP AL! OPYN SPEED VSTALL 01SI TIME tL:AR. SHP FUEL src 6ARNG

ILbSI DEG.FI IFT) I2R/IPM I IATS) IKTS) (...41. IMIA) h Is.rTI ILRSI
----... .. ... .... ..... ...... .... .... ..... - --- -- ...

WARMUP 25376. 59. 0. -- .. .. 8.0 -- 1551.0 185.6 .8547

HOVE 25241. S9. G. 1000.000 .. .. .. 2.0 -" 4984.8 14.6 .409

CLIM 25U48. 23. 10000. 2000.00 200.0 ***M 33.3 10.0 12.89 3696.9 300.q .4107

CRUISC 24441. -1". 20000. .00 300.0 *t*** 135.0 17.1 12.8 4448.0 894.2 .4255

CRUISE 23561. -12. 2C000. .00 300.0 *etA 135.0 27.0 12.89 %367.1 879.2 .424.,

OCSCI .2$41. 23. 1000C. -2000.00 260.0 MA9MM 46.7 10.0 12.89 3434.0 287.9 .4790

.2..OV! 22799. so. I,* 100.P00 - -- 2.C -- 8207.1 7S.8 .5149

RESCRVE FUELIIO.tII 270.6 lOS.

TOTAL MISSION FUEL IS 297e.5 LRS.

TOTAL MISSION TIME IS 86.0 MINS

LIFE CYCLE COST SUMMARY DOLLARS

OEV LOPM(NT COST PER AIRCRAFT 155196.

PROTOTYPE COST PER PRCOIJCTION AIRCRAFT 6629,

RECURrING PROGUCTION COSi 1547376.
GFC AVIONICS I100000

ENG IN COS1 3103R.

IFLYAVAY COST) 119684141.

INITIAL SPARES 
654831.

GROUND SUPPORT COUIPMENT 118105°

III.TRAINING AND TRAVEL 6065.

ACQUISITI^N COST 2801916.

'FLISHT CrEV 457200.

FUEL * OIL 894046.

REPLENISHMENT SPAqES 2007359.

OREG.D/SGIS AINT 71233.

DEPOT MAINTENAN*.E 14s238.

RECURRING TRAINING 320870.

MAITENANCE OF GS 43017.

OPERATING COST 5173912.

LIFE CYCLE COST 6197443.

PRODUCTIVITY .04421

FLCET LIFE CYCLE COST 40989266s6.
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TABLE 13. COM.PUTER PRINTOUT'SUMARY FOR POINT DESIGN
AIRCRAiF - CONFIGURATION 5 - TRAbC _COPdUND
HELICOPTER -. SLOWED, DESIGN CRUISE SPEED
35Q KNOTS

IAYLOAD 'fib) c. CHR $I).71HP 9I

EIGHT1 EPTY ILM 81000$OOf6ADS . ND.Of etOOCS 13.1T

FUEL IL.) 30. RTRSOLIDITY, .1116 ROTOR SLOlTJAF sl.oaR9

HiOVER P0818 (SHP) 7769. liP po [ ffrs, 733.0 tip Spiro £rpSj 700.0

1 *f CLI4O. HP IC61. ASPfCT RATIO IN.511 AserClT IO81. 90*0*

rAIN ROTOR 0(SI61 HP G,48.. CI/SIrMA .1200 CTISIGMA co0on

TIlL ROTOR CAhTIDECI - MAINP01 ROTOR LIFT 21,716.5 TAIL ROTOR LEFT n0 1
r.R.01sc. LGAOIN&ICPSFI 0s..cf rIfOURE Of MRPIT .5642 IDURI or ROtiT .9s96

PAIN 0.8. GE'.IGN HP 9270,. RLADL ATFI-SC.rjl 252.0 SLADE AVOAISO.f119.*.*.

MAIN F00104 GROUP 2629. q.16

I TNG OR 0 P 1029. 3.58
TAIL SROU' 1075. 3.7

TO IL ROIOC,(&4 .72. 1 .9
TAIL SU8FAC(4 604. 2.10

ALIGNI I N t.CEA 779: '')
fLIOPI CONTROLS 933. 3S
1NrINI SOCITON 

a,., .9P14 PU LSI)rN ROU, 71.6. 6.4,0
iNOihrs 1688959
A0I8 INDUCTION 0. 0
OHAUSTS SYTP 34 :.12
Lu 1 41CATINF, S761e 0. a7
r.1, SYSTEM 7S4. 2.62
EV$T%r IONTROLS SS. .19

AUXI.ACY 't.OPULSION PROPECP(O 1485. 5.17
0819 V, vt , r 356S. 12.93

AUXILIARY p O;40 UNIT 193. .67
INSTOA9F%4TS :9. 17

EC LECT It G' ROUP 1439. 1 sI
AVIONICS 375. 1.13
ARMAMENT GROUP 0. .n0
r UP ISlP G S 479.: 1 1
A11 C OkI ITON'NG A"' ANTI-ICE 176. .%9:
AUXILIA-T 0098 59e I2VIBRATION SU PDESSION 223. :%8
I CCH4nLOOy SAVINGS a0. .00
CONTIkGONCv 19RS. .6 7

-EIGHT EMPTY 19281. 67.16

FIXED USEFUL .A30D $ 25. 1..k3
PILO] 

23$.CO-P ILOT 235.
CIIL-ENC.INC 30.

,.TRIAPPOD 30.

MISSION OOUIFPPINI 0.
OTHOr FOI'L. 1).

PARLOA 0 5000. T1.41I
fV'L USAbL 0 3907. 13.4c

GR0SS rFIChT 28118.

1.07
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TABLE 13 -Continued

SFLFCTED OUEIGN PARAMErTRS

IN3E OFFSET lI(rT 1.Z343 HINGE LENGTH (FT)' 1.1726
MAIfl ROTOR bLADE TdIST(DEG): -4.uDOO MAIN ROTOP DESIGN 4) : 6482.456
F.I114 ROTOR RPm : 782.3Ar MAIN ROTOR DLSIGN ADV.RATIO: .41671
t1AIN ROIOP SHAFT LENG7HTIN)= 48.756 TAIL ROTOR SHAFT LENGTH(IN): 9'.967
TAIL DRIVE SHAFT LEJGTaHIN): 320.925 MAX.TR SUSTAINED THRUSTILS)= 4007.93
TAIL ROTOR Rrm L 2012.03 MRP LOCK NUMBER : 1.4185
HNO-IZOWTAL TAIL APEA(SQ.FT): S0.96909 VERTICAL TAIL AqrA (SO.FT) : 90.01318
DfrIGN HOV. AfhII-TORQUE HP z 1317.453 HOV.ANTI-TORGUE MOMT(FT-LB)z 120570.
RL..YA% ACCEL.('AD/SEC/SEC): .65607 MAX.SUST.YAW MOMENT(FT-LB) = 147286.
VERIICAL DRiAG : .077491 FUSCLAGE WETTED APEA(SO.FT)= 900.0000
ENGf'i. 'CALr FACTOR : 3.28C01 WING AREA (SO.FT) 244;81263

CRt !SF PROPULSUR SHAFT HP 3399.128 'TOTAL INSTALLED POER IHP) 12792.037
PROPULSOR Rl'r - .OO PROPULSOR DIAMETER (T) 4.27252
MAIN GEARBOX INPUT RPM 4500.O ENGINE OUTPUT IPM 11043.14
DELIGN HOVLR S"AFT HP = 606I.IT ALTERNATE HOVER SHAFT HP 8061.13C

EOJIV.SLS DESIGN HOVERl HP z 11398.3PI EOUIV,.SLS ALTERNATE HOV.HF = 11398.299
DEIGN HOVER LAPSE RAT : .73722 ALTERNATE HOVER LAPSE RATF : .70727
-HOV.OVERALL MECH.EFFICIENCY= .804162 HOVER FIXED LOSSES (HP) : 100.0000
DES.DYNAMIC PRESS(LB/SO.FTI= 354.4on8 ACTUAL CRUISE SPEED (KTS) = .SO.DOO
DESIGN CRUISE HP : t)99S.U2 DESIGN CRUiSE ROTOR HP z 53.306
ECUIV.SLS STATIC HP-CRUISE : '12792.037 CRUISE LAPSE RATE : .54683
CRVISE FIXED LOSSES (HP) 100,D000 DES.CRUISE PROP.THPIIST(LB) : 2518.63
CRUISE TIP SPEED IFPS) = 332.000 DESIGN CRUISE AOV.RATTO : 1.78163

DES.CRUISE WING LIFTILl:) : 27569.75 PARASITE DRAG (SO.FT) : 13.713

ULTIMATE LOAD FACTOR z 3.750 HEAD MOMT.CONST.(rT-LPIOEG)= 1458.2
PLANFORM HOR.TAIL (SQ.FT): 45.48O PLANFORM VER.TAIL (SO.FT): 90.0132
TAIL CANT ANGLE IDEG) z .no, MAIN ROTOR ASPECT RATIO 14.5106
NOMBER OF ROTORS z I. MeINROTO4 SOLIDITY : .13162
MAIN ROTOR RADIUS : 24.6666 MAIN ROTOR CHORD 1.70128

MAIN ROTOR IIPSPEED 73G.00 NUMBER OF MAIN ROTOP BLADES: 6.
ROIOR BLADE CUTOUT/IR : .saoo MR BLADE TAPER RATIO : 1.000
MAIN ROTOR LIFT 1L1 7 28718.49 NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES: 13.

TAIL ROTOR RADUS lET) 3.3223 TAIL ROTOR CHORD IFT)

IIL ROTOR ASPLCT RATIO :******.** TAIL ROTOR SOLIDITY/AC.FAC.: 871.08939
PEiCENT POUER,ANTI-TOROUE z 16.95RO TAIL ROTOR FM.ANTI-TOROUE : .9596
I HP,ANII-TCPOUEsGIVEN TR : ,0000 TP CT/SIG RATIO,ANTI-TORQUE: .0000
IR T/%IG,MAX.CONT.THRUST .0000 TR DL,MAX.COh.THRfLP/SO.FT): 115.5843
iR FHMAX.CONT.TkRUST : .959S7 AVAILABLE 7P ANTI-TORQUE HP= 1317.45
IR AN-IORO.MOMLHTIFT-LO) 120570.16 TAIL ROTOR TIPSPEFD (FPS) : 700.00
MAIN GLARBO0 DEIGN iP'10 9270.30 TR HP,MAX.CONT.THRUST T 1900.89
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TABLE 13 - Concluded

MISSION ANALYSIS
s **** 30 *60 400.0401

TOGW: 28718.5 L2S., ROTOR RADIUS= 28.69 FT.. PARASITE DRAG: t3.7 SO.rT.

MOOr GR..? TEMP ALT OPIN SPEED VSTALL DIST TIME FL.AR. SHP FUEl SFC WARNS
ILbS) 0EG0.F) IrT) IZR/fPH ) I9TSi 2KTSI IN.ID (NIh) £SO.FTI 1L0g)

AR$P 28588. 59. 3. .. .. .. .. 8.0 -- 2177.; 260.6 B8S47

HOVCR 28403. $9. 0. IOU.0 0 .. .. .. 2.0 - 6120.3 108.9 .G02

CLIMV 28151. 23. 10000. 2000.00 Zi30.O *.#M 38.3 10.0 13.71 8660.1 395.0 .88l8

CRUISE 27389. -12. 20000. .00 3S0.0 *.e** 128.7 22.1 13.71 6970.6 1121.6 .422&

CRUISE 26276. -12. 20000. .00 350.0 **.46 1287 22.1 13.71 6762.8 101.4- .4241

oDSChT 25493. 23. 10000. -2000.00 32s.0- e** 4. 5N2 10.0 13.11 S945.2 712.7 .4S34

HOVER 25209. 59. I. 1000..00.. 2.0 -- 5001.9 96.7 .S521

RESERVE rUEL2IG.%2= 355.8 LFS.

TOTAL MISSION FUEL IS 3913.9 LBS.

1O1AL MISSION TIME 15 76.1 "INS

LI E CYCLE COST SUMMARY DOLLARS,

DEVELOPMENT COST PER AIRCRAFT 19684S.

PROTOTYPE COST PER PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT 92889.
(ECURRING PRODUCTION COST |$29958.
•GrC AVIONICS 100000.
ENGINE COST 421222.

tfLYAWAY COST) 123 O180.)
INITIAL SPARES 809990.
%ROUNO SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 141071.
INITfRAINING AND TRAVEL 6248.

ACQUISITION COST 33646R5.

FLIGHT CPCV -457200.
FUlL * OIL 1312134.
REPLENISIIRENT SPARES 2266813.
0R.014I611 MAINT 79320a.
DEPOT MAINTENANCE 8471S6.
RECURRING TRAINING 331*07.
MAINTENANCE OF GSE 89211.

OPERATING COST 6057$87.

LIFE CYCLE COST 971114;,

PPOOUCTIVITY *OS3?

FLEET LIFE CYCLE COST 41622710O.
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TABLE 14. COMPUTER PRINTOUT SUMMARY FOR POINT DESIGN
AIRCRAFT - CONFIGURATION 6 - STOWED TRAC
ROTOR AIRCRAFT, DESIGN CRUISE SPEED 400 KNOTS

OESIGN ATIR16UTES

GENERAL UTAPJ ROTOR TAIL ROTOR/FAN

017SIGN (G.W.:LG) 2666Z. RAO]'U$ IFT) 25.55 RAOJU$ tiF) 2.77

PAYLOAo ILBI S000 CHORD 1T 2.274 C119RD cry)

VEIGHT EMPTY 418) le20l. NOF BLADES 4.U hO.OF BLADES 13.0

FUlL :L) 2937. ROTOR SOLIDITY .1133 ROTOR *LDTYIAF J091.9659

HOVER PGAER iSHPI 6355 lip SPEED (;PSi 730.0 TIP SPEED (FPS) IoO.0

IOE - CLIP HP .625. ASPECT RATIO 11.234 ASPECT RATIO *...**

MAIN ROOR DESIGN HP S315. CT/SIGMA .1200 CTISIAMA .no00o

TAIL ROTOR CANTIGEG) .CO MAIN ROTOR LIFT -'26662.8 TAIL ROTOR LIFt .0

P.P.DISC LOAOING(PSr) 13.00 FIGR EOr MERIT .6128 FIGURE OF MERIT 1.0641

!'AtI G.8. DESIGN HP ?616. BLADE AREATsO.FT) 232.5 6LAC0 AREAISO.rT%*MIM*

SUMMARY WEIGHT STATEPENI

UROUP WEIGHT 2 GW

MAIN ROTOR rROUP 2902. 20.88
WING GOUP 1032. 3.87
TAIL GROUp 946. 3.45

TAIL ROTOR/rAN 410. 3.S
TAIL SURFACES N36. 2.01

80OY GROUP 2887. 9.33
ALIGHTING GEAR 734. 2.7S
FLIGHT CONIPOLS 910. 3.82
ENGINE SECTION Lk.- 1.6.
PROPULSION GROUP 6706. 25.15

ENGINES 1N3Lk. 5.38
AIR INDUCTION 0. .00
EXHAUST SYSTEM 28. .U1

LVOPICATINO SYSTEM 0. .00
FUEL STsIEM SJ6.
ENGINE CONTROLS '. .17
STARTING SYSTEI 119. .8S
AUXILIARY OROPULSION PROPELLERS 9. 3.88
0R1VE SYSEM 3S95. 43.8

AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 193. .72INSTRUMFNT$ IV 3, 7

HYDRAUL0CS. .38
ELECTRICAL GROUP 3 0
AVIONICS 325. 1.22
10MAMENT GROUP 0. .00
fURNISHINGS 828. 1.59
AIR CONDITIONING AND ANTX-lCE 26. .87
AtXILIAPY GEAR 592.2:
VIARAI1ON SUPPRESSION 133. :so
TECHNOLOGY SAVINGS 0. .00
CO4TINRNETO 182. .68

WrIGHI EMPTY 18201. 6a.26

FIXrO USEFUL LOAU S2S. 2.9?
PIL0I 235.
CO-PILOT
OIL-ENGINE 30.

-TRAPPED 2o
FUCL TRAPPEo i5.
MISSION EQUIPMENT 0.
OTHER rUL. 0.

PAYLOAD S0O0. |8.7%
FUEL-USABLE 29;7. 22.01

GROSS AlIGHT 26662.
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TABLE i4 - Continued

SFLECTED DESIGN PARAMETERS

H;NcE OFFSET (FT) : 1.2775 HI*GE LENGTH (FT) r 1.2137
M.IN ROTOR GLADE TOSTIDEG)= -8.Go'qO MAIN ROTOR DESIGN HP = 5314.506
MAIN. ROTOR RPP : 272.830 MAIN ROTOR DESIGN AOV.RATTO= .41671
trAIN. ROTOR SHAFT LENGTH(IN}= 50.463 TAIL ROTOR SHAFT LFNGTHIHN= e.310
TAIL DRIVE SHAFT LENGTH(IN): 332.19 MAX.TR SUSTAINED THoUST(LP)= 3327.03
TAIL ROTOR RPM 7 2413.11 HRP LOCK NUPBER : 1.3694
HO ,I7ONTAL TAIL APEA(SO.FT)z 96.6672 VERTICAL TAIL AREA (SO.FT) : 73.79543

DESIGN HOV. ANII-TOROUE HP : 1077.684 HOV.ANTI-TORQUE MOPT(FT-LP)= 102307.
REO.YAV ACC[L.(PAPISEC/SEC): .67548 MAX.SUST.YAW HOMENT(FT-LB) 7 12ei42.
VERTICAL DRAG : .07062C FUSELAGE WETTED APEA(SO.FT)= 964.0000
ENGINL SCAL 'F.CTOR 2.60179 WING AREA (SQ.rT) = 251.53215
CROISE PROPULSOR SHAFT PP 2R73.351 TOTAL INSTALLED POWER (HP) = ICI45.408
PROPULSOR RPM - .COO PROPULSOR DIAMETER (Fl) 3.46220
MAIN GEAlBGX INPUT RPM Z 4500.00 ENGINE OUTPUT RPM : 12400.17
DESIGN HOVER SdAFT HP : 6624.6P4 ALTERNATE HOVER SHAFT HP : 6624.683
rOUIV.SLS DESIGN HOVER HP z 9367.189 EOI'IV.SLS ALTERNATE HOV.HP : 9367.188
DESIGN HOVLR LAPSE RATE : .7L722 ALTFRNATE HOVER LAPSE RATE : .70722
HOv.OVERALL HECH.EFFICIENCY=: .8Z228 HOVER FIXED LOSSES iHP) 120.0000
DES.OYNAMIC PRESS(LF/SO.FT): 462.8909 ACTUAL CRUISL SPEED (KTS) : 400.0000
DESIGN CRUlSL HP : SP46.7PI DESIGN CRUISE ROTOR HP .00D
E00IV.SLS STATIC HP-CRUISE : 10115.408 CRUISE LAPSE PATE - .57629
CRUISE FIXED LOSSES (HP) : )0C.00V DES.CRUISE PROP.THRUST(LB) : 1862.92

CRUISE TIP SPELD (FPS) : 73q.C00 DESIGN CRUISE APV.RATIO = .92603
DES.CRUISE WING LIF7(LP) z 26662.41 PARASITE DRAG (SO.FT) E.655
t.LTIMATE LOAD FACTOR : 3.7500 HEAD MOMT.COhST.iFT-LS/DEG)= 1429.5
FLArjFORm hOR.TAIL (SC.FT): ko.

3 4
0
4  

PLANFORM VFR.TAIL (SO.FT): 73.7954
TAil CANT ANGLE (DEG) : .10 MAIN ROTOR ASPECT RATIO : 11.2336
NUMELC OF R(,TORS 1 1. MAINROTOR SOLIDITY = .11331
PAIN horOR RADIUS : 2S.557 MAIN ROTOR CHORD 2.27448
MAIt Rr TOR TIPSPLED z 730.00 .UM3LR OF MAIN ROTOR BLADES: 4.
ROTCR 3LADL CUTOUT/R : .SOOO0 FP BLADE TAPER RATIO r I.COO
MAIN ROTOR LIFT (Lb) : 26062."11 NUPRER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES= 13.
FAIL ROTOR RADIUS (FT) 2.7701 TAIL ROTOR CHORD (FT)
IAIL ROTOR ASPLCT RATIO :*T******* TAIL ROTOR ,OLI0ITYI/kc.AC..:I.96594
PLQCENT POwER,ANTI-TOROUE r 16.9576 TAIL ROTOR FM,ANTI-TOROUE = 1.0641
HP,AN7I-IORQUE,GIVEN TR : Dono TR CT/SIG RATTO,ANTI-TOROUE: .000

TP CT/SIG,MAX.CONT.THRUST : .n0GOO 1R DL,MAX.CON.THR(LA/SO.FT)= 138.0132
TR FMMAX.CONT.INRUST : I.C606 AVAILABLE IP ANTI-TORQUE HP: 1077.68
TR AN-TORO.MOMENT(FT-LP) : 1023C7.15 TAIL ROTOR TIPSPEED (FPS) : 700.00
MAIN VEARBOX DESIGN HP : 7616.39 TR HPMAX.CONT.THRUST : 1499.75
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TABLE 14 - 6h tuded

MISSION ANALYSIS

TOCA: 26662.4 LBS., ROTOR RADIUS. 25.s5 FT.. PARASITE ORAG: 8.7 SO.FT.

HODE GR. T IEMP AL! OP". SPED VSTALL DISK TIME FL:AR. SH' FUL SFC WARNG

ILS) IDEG.F) ) IZR P)" IK TS) IKTS) IN.MI) IMINI S, T) ILRSI.... .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ........ ...-- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - .... .. . . .'

VARMUP 26559. 59. 0. .. .. .... 8.0 -- 172;.3 206.7 .$S.7

HOVER 26411. 59. ... 0c 2.0 -- Sto2 .7 . .49-3

CLIME, 26166. 23. 10000. 2000.00 260.0 **'*' 93.3 10.0 8.66 S!oS.31 398.8 .4464

CRUISE 2S577. -12. 20000. .00 400.0 *44MM 122.! 18.3 8.66 5758.6 77.i .21 11

CRUISE 2.&CN. -12. ZCO00. .00 40.0 2*A"* 122.1 18.3 8.66 5697.9 769.4, .4214

OFSct.T 22 . 23. 106j,. -2000.00 37.v ***M 62.5 10.0 8." 4262.8 346.5 .464%

5OV. 24034. S9. 0. OO.NO -- .. -- 2.0 -- 4378.6 81.1 .5293

RESCRVE FUEL(O.%): 266.9 LBS.

TOTAL MISSION FUrL IS 2935.9 LPS.

IOTAL MISSION TIME IS £8.6 MTNS

LIFE CYCLE COST SUMMARY DOLLARS

DEVELOPMENT COST PFR AIRCRAFT 116586.
PROTOTYPE COST PER PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT 9Rvls.

RECURRING PRODUCTION COST 1746919.
GrE AVIONICS 100000.

ENGINE COST 349925.
IFLYAVAY COST) (2196904.1

INITIAL SPARES 726738.
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 13161N.

INIT.TRATNING AND TRAVEL 61565.
ACQUISITION COST 3117022.

FLIGHT CREW 457200.
FUEL * OIL 1092125.

REPLENISHMENT SPARES 2145419.
OPF,,D/S.G/S MAINT 755373.
DEPOT MAINffNAhCL 8008FS.
RECURRING TRAINING 326691.
MAINTENANCE OF GSE 46688.

OPLRAIING COST S62444,.

LIFE CYCLE COST 9057200.

PRODUCTIVITY tOS9

FLEET LIVE CYCLE COST 3396449952.
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Figure 1. TRAC Rotor Blade Schematic Arrangement.
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Figure 2. TRAC Rotor Head Schematic Arrangement.
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(a) Completed Section

Figure 19. Sample Spar Section - Design No. 2.
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(a) Overall View

Figure 20. Sample Spar Section - Design No. 6.
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(b) End and Internal Views]

Fi~gure 20. Concluded.
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Figure 50. Three-View Drawing, Conf'iguration 1, 175-Knot Pure Helicopter.
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Conventional Rotor Compound.
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APPENDIX A

HELICOPTER DESIGN MODEL (HDM)

General Application

Preliminary aircraft design is an iterative procedure involving configura-
tion, weights, performance, and handling qualities. An initial configura-
tion is developed from such design constraints as payload volume, number
of crew, number of engines5 limit on rotor size, and mission equipment.
This configuration is used to generate wetted area and drag estimates for
Sikorsky's computerized mathematical helicopter design model, 1DM
(Reference 12). Other inputs to this program are derived from the system
design specifications.

An intrinsic element of the aircraft design cycle (Figure A-l), HDM makes
possible rapid trending studies and baseline optimization.

HDM is a digital computer program that specifies, under design constraints,
rotor geometry, component weight breakdown, mission analysis, engine and
gearbox sizing, speed capability, and estimated costs. These outputs
provide the designer with the refinements needed for the next configura-
tion iteration. A closed solution is achieved when consistency exists
among the configuration, performance, weights, mission requirements, and
system design specifications. Thus, HDM plays an important part in
closing the design loop and provides early insight into design sensitiv-
ities. Aside from the derivation of the design point aircraft, the
extensive trade-off and optimization capability of HDM enables trending
away from the baseline configuration, such as was required in this study.
The program was modified as necessary to suit the design constraints of
this study and to obtain the desired level of detail in weights equations,
engines and gearbox sizing criteria, and aerodynamic performance.

Program Operation

HDM has four basic loops, as shown on the flow chart of Figure A-2. The
innermost loop, LO, derives the gross weight to achieve the required pay-
load. Alternatively gross weight may be specified, in which case payload
is calculated. The calculations within this loop form the nucleus of the
program. The remaining three loops enable trending, for a single set of
input data, on what are considered the three primary design constraints.
These are blade loading CT/a (CTSIG), disc loading (DL), and the percent
of power (PCTPR) provided at the engine shaft output that will be availa-
ble for the antitorque device.

CTSIG, DL, and PCTPR can be selected as single inputs or as a required
range (initial, final, and incremental values), so that repeated passes
are made around the appropriate loop (Ll, L2, L3) to create a matrix of
design points. For each range of any of these three variables, the
interpolated value to produce the optimum aircraft can be selected, based
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twist, swept tips, etc. In the case of the TRAC rotor, the effects of
the large root cutout were incorporated, based on the existing model test
data of root cutout effects.

- Forward Flight

Forward flight rotor performance charateristics in the high-speed (greater
than 180-knots) regime were derived from curve data generated by the
Sikorsky Generalized Rotor Performance program, similar to that used in
the preparation of the performance charts in Reference 8, except that the
effects of radial flow are also included for increased accuracy. For
compound configurations, it was assumed that rotor lift could be defined
by an allowable maximum CT/a as related to the advance ratio, as described
in Appendix C. The required wing lift was then the difference between
the gross weight at that stage of the mission and the rotor lift so
derived. By entering wing incidence/CL/CD curve data, wing angle of
attack and profile drag and induced drag coefficients were determined.
The wing area required had previously been established at an earlier stage
of the program with the same maximum rotor CT/a approach, applied for the
critical speed/altitude/temperature condition. With rotor CT/a, advance
ratio, and tip Mach number known, and tip path plane attitude assumed,
the rotor performance curve data were entered to provide rotor power
required and inplane drag force. Total propulsive force required was
accumulated from parasite drag, wing drag, and rotor drag components.

Performance curves for two cla-ses of propulsive devices are included in
HDM. For propellers, maps of propulsive efficiency are represented as
functions of thrust coefficiert, activity factor, advance ratio, and
integrated lift coefficient (I:eference 13). For fans, thrust/SHP ratios
are calculated as functions of fan pressure ratio and flight speed. Total
engine shaft horsepower required is computed as the sum of rotor power,
thrust power, tail rotor/fan power, and accessory power, as affected by
the mechanical inefficiencies of the drive system.

At low flight speeds (less than 180-knots), the Sikorsky Non-Dimensional
Rotor Performance (NDRP) semi-empirical method was used. The analysis
is based on an energy approach, modified to account for blade interference,
Reynolds number, Mach number, and skewed flow effects.

- Engines

Shaft engine performance input data consist of the sea level standard SFC
vs horsepower curve, and specifications of static maximum continuous,
intermediate and takeoff power ratings at three altitudes and temperatures.
At any general altitude and temperature, the quantity SHP/6 '- is
computed, where 6 is the ambient pressure ratio and 0 is the absolute
temperature ratio to sea level standard values. The input SFC curve is
entered at this adjusted SliP value. The engine ratings are interpolated.
In forward flight, engine ratings are boosted by the supercharging bene-
fits of ram air, and SFC is reduced. These two effects are expressed by
empirically-derived equations from existing engine data. In this study,
a rubberized PLT-27 engine was used as the basis for fuel flow calculations.
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Once the engine scale factor had been determined for the critical
performance criterion, the baseline engine SFC vs horsepower curve was
adjusted proportionately, so that the SFC computed subsequently was con-
stant for a given fraction of intermediate power, regardless of required
engine size.

- Cost Model

Life-cycle cost (LCC) of a military helicopter is the summation of the
costs of development, prototype fabrication, production, ground support
equipment, crew training, maintenance, spares, and fuel. Development and
production costs are statistically trended from existing hardware, as a
function of component weights already calculated. The effect of production
volume on component costs (dollars per pound) is accounted by a standard
learning curve technique. Prototype costs are derived from the production
costs by means of the learning curve adjustment for the relatively very
small number produced. Operational costs are computed mainly from pub-
lished Army statistical data, Reference 14, and given operational charac-
teristics such as utilization (flight hours per year), service life, and
number of crew and maintenance personnel. An adjusted life-cycle cost
was also computed on the assumption that the actual number of aircraft
required was inversely proportional to the cruise speed and payload capa-
city, i.e., the total ton-nautical miles of work in a given time was con-
stant. Productivity is also computed, defined as payload x block speed "
weight empty. Block speed was computed on the assumptions that warm-up,
takeoff, and landing times were accountable towards trip time, and that
climb (at 66% of cruise speed) and descent (at 90% to 93.5% of cruise
speed) were accountable towards distance travelled.

A flow chart of the LCC subroutine is shown in Figure A-3. Algebraic
representation of the components of each facet of life-cycle cost is
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Development Cost (CDEV)

CDEV = [6.5 x CFDEV x (WE/1000)8 + DCON] x 106

Where: CFDEV = Complexity factor
WE = Weight Empty
DCON = 15.0

Prototype Cost (CPROTO) (Per Production Aircraft)

PROTO = /QPRTo ACLF x CFLY x (QPRB&T
X PBASE )\PRDRUN)

Where: QPROTO = Quantity of Prototypes
PBASE Base Production Quantity
CFLY Unit Flyaway Cost (See below)
PRDRUN = Production Quantity

ACLF = logl 0 (ACLR)/logl0 2
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on minimum gross weight, or minimum cost.

Engine size and transmission rating can be selected from one of the
following options:

1. Specified engine

2. Sufficient for the design hover point

3o, Sufficient for an alternate hover point

4. Sufficient for the design cruise point

5. Greater of 2 and 3

6. Greatest of 2, 3, and 4.

In this study, the design hover requirement sized the helicopter power-
plant. For the high-speed compound helicopter and TRAC configurations,
the selected cruise speed, in most cases, was critical in sizing the
powerplant, whereas the hover requirements sized the main gearbox.

The mission analysis routine provides sufficient flexibility for division
of a mission into discrete elements at the required altitudes, tempera-
tures, and speeds. The mission profile can contain as many as 50 segments,
or many missions can be stacked to a total of 50 segments to be processed
sequentially. Speed can be specified in knots, or coded as speed required
to produce maximum range, maximum endurance, rotor drag divergence thresh-
hold, or speed required to match a gearbox design power or some engine
rating. Proper account is taken of fuel burn-off and the loading or off-
loading of passengers or cargo.

Component weights are evaluated by a set of statistical weight equations,
modified to suit a specific aircraft type. Rotor group weight estimates
account for blade aspect ratio, design dive speed, and hinge offset effects.
The drive system is divided into individual shaft lengths and gearboxes,
and weight estimates reflect the transmitted horsepower and rotational
speeds of each component. Parametric weight trending equations for the
TRAC rotor and stowing mechanism were developed and added to the weight
subroutine, as described in Appendix IV.

Performance Methodology

- Hover

The helicopter design model utilizes the Figure of Merit Ratio (FMR)
method for calculating hover performance. This semiempirical method,
based on extensive hover test data, has proved to be particularly reliable
at high rotor loading conditions (high CT/0), for which many theoretical
methods give optimistic results. The FMR method can be corrected to
account for special rotor physical characteristics such as nonlinear
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ACLR = Learning Curve (.85)

Acquisition Cost (CACQ)

CACQ = CFLY + CGSE + CITR + CISP

Where: CGSE = Ground Support Equipment Cost
= CFLY x PCTGSE

CITR = Initial Training and Trave... .ost
= (# Flight Crev Officers and i tlisted Men)

x (Respective Salaries)
CTSP = Initial Spares Cost
CSTRPR = Airframe and Dynamic System Cost
CENG = Engine Cost per Aircraft
CAVI = Avionics Cost per Aircraft

Total Maintenance Enlisted Manpower Requirement

-(2.3178 + .000665 x WE) x 14x -'I x OMHFH

UTIL = Annual Utilization (flt. hours/year)
OMHFH = Maintenance Burden Factor

Officer Manpower = .04 x Enlisted Manpower

CFLY = Z (Component Weights) .x CComponent $/lb)
+ Engine Cost + Avionics Cost + Auxiliary Propulsion Cost

Component $/lb = ($/Ib) x (PRDRUN ACIF
PBASE PBASE/

Engine Cost = 190 x ENG x SHP.8

ENG = # Engines

SHP = Installed horsepower, each engine

Auxiliary Propulsion Cost:

Propellers: CAUXP = 5600 x Propeller Diameter x (# Propellers)

Prop-Fans:

CAUXP = 45.58 x (Design hp) 134  x (# Propulsors x # Aircrajf'"-"

(Pressure Ratio -1)076 
500

x 1000 x (# Propulsors)
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Operating Cost (COP)

COP = CREPL + CFC + CFUEL + CM + CRTR + CGSEM

Where:

CREPL = Replenishment Spares Cost

= (7.251 + .0073 x WE) x UTIL x SVLIFE x 1.276

SVLIFE = Service Life (years)

CFC = Flight Crew Cost

= (i Officers and Enlisted Men) x (.Respective Salaries) x SVLIFE

CFUEL Fuel Cost

= Consumed Fuel per Mission x UTIL x SVLiIFE x ($/gallon)
Mission Time

CM = CMORG + CMDEP

CMORG = Organizational Maintenance Cost

= (# Enlisted Men and Officers) . Respective Salaries x SVLIFE

CMDEP = Depot Maintenance Cost

= (.1569 + .000263 x WE) x 13.5 x UTIL x SVLIFE

CRTR = Recurring Training and Travel Cost

= [(# Enlisted Crew + # Enlisted Maintenance) x .35 x 2540 +

(# Officers Crew + # Officers Maintenance x .15 x 41580] x SVLIFE

CGSEM = Ground Support Equipment Maintenance Cost

= .03 x CM.

Life Cycle Cost (LCC)

LCC = CDEV + CPROTO + CACQ + COP

Fleet Life Cycle Cost LCC x PRDRUN.
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APPENDIX B

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

In order to provide consistent ground rules for the parametric mission
studies, a set of general specifications was established. These specifica-
tions, which influenced the studies through the mechanism of weight trending
equations, fuel consumption rates, etc., were intended to be appropriate for
typical Army transport mission requirements. here applicable, UTTAS design
technology was assumed, e.g., ballistic tolerance and crashworthiness require-
ments.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Rotor System

Main Rotor - Single rotor, fully articulated. Disc loading not more
than 15 psf. Manual folding (power blade folding for stowed rotor
configuration).

Tail Rotor - Conventional tail rotor or fan-in-fin as appropriate.

Body Group

Two crew, side-by-side. Fifth through ninety-fifth percentile aviator
accommodation. Visibility per MIL-STD-850, paragraph 8. Individual
ingress and egress. Cabin with load-carrying floor; access through
side doors only. Mission usable cabin volume 100 ft3 per thousand
pounds of payload.

Design load factors (limit): + 2.5, - 0.5 g

Landing Gear

Wheeled main gear. Auxiliary gear either nose or tail wheel. Brakes
and parking brake provided. Safe rate of sink 10 fps. Fully retracta-
ble.

Propulsion

General: Fire warning and extinguishing systems. Self-starting from
-12o F to 1200 F. Engine air particle separator; no IR suppression

requirements. Engine anti-ice for continuous operation in moderate
icing.

Engine Technology: T-700/PLT 27 level as projected for 1980 time

frame.

Size: Rubberized.
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Number of engines: Two.

Auxiliary propulsion: Propellers or prop-fans as appropriate.

Fuel System

Crashworthy. Gravity, pressure, and closed circuit refueling. 20% of

total capacity sealed against 12.7mm, remainder 7.62mm. JP4, JP5 fuels.

Auxiliary Power Unit

Required for self-starting, ground checkout, and other fanctions as
desired.

Flight Controls

Dual cockpit controls. Redundant controls from cockpit to power
operated flight controls (including fixed wing controls and TRAC
diameter control). SAS and FAS or full AFCS. No fly-by-wire for
primary flight controls.

Power boost: Dual hydraulic system plus separate utility system.

Drive System

Rotor brake. Main gearbox (MGB) capable of operating 30 minutes at
cruise power after sustaining a single 7.62mm hit. MGB rating 1.2
times HOGE power required at 4000 ft 950 F. Each input rated at max.
engine power that may be transmitted in case of one engine failure.

TGB, IGB: grease lubricated.

Instruments

Basic and IFR per AR-95-1. Special instrumentation as required for
each configuration.

Hydraulics

Per MIL-H-5440.

Electrical

Two independent power sources, each capable of supplying the full load.

Furnishings

Soundproofing, insulation for crew compartment. Two armored crew seats.

Cabin pressurization for cruise above 10,000 ft.
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Environmental Systems

Heating and ventilating only for crew compartment and cabin. Windshield
anti-ice, defog, defrost, and rain removal.

Anti-icing: wing leading edges and critical rotor system components
as appropriate to the configuration, for moderate icing conditions.

PERFORMANCE

Design Mission

8 minutes at idle power (both engines)
2 minutes hover out of ground effect (HOGE)
Cruise (see item below), Range 200 to 500 NM.
2 minutes HOGE
Reserve fuel weight equal to 10% of the fuel weight required for the
above listed mission segments.

Fuel Capacity

For design mission. Use 105% SFC.

Performance at Design Gross Weight, 4000 ft 950 F

500 fpm vertical rate of climb at zero wind and not more than 95%
Intermediate Rated Power (IRP) (30 minute rating)

Performance at Cruise Altitude

Cruise at design altitude at not more than Max. Continuous Power (MCP).
Cru.se altitudes 4000 ft 950 F, and from SL to 20,000 ft; standard
temperature.

Altitude for Takeoff and Landing

4000 ft 950 F when this condition specified for cruise.

Sea level for standard day operation, independent of cruise altitude.

Cli.mb and Descent

Part of cruise distance. Not more than MCP and not faster than Vcruise'

Maximum climb and descent rates 2000 fpm.

Handling Qualities

Generally in compliance with MIL-H-8501A and MIL-F-8785B.
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Weights

Payload from 2000 to 10,000 lb.

Design Gross Weight (DGW) is that required for the design mission with
the appropriate payload.

Unit weights: Crew member 235 lb.

Fuel - JP-4 at 6.5 lb/gallon
Oil - 7.5 lb/gallon
Hydr. Fluid - 7.0 lb/gallon

Contingency. None for pure helicopter, 1% of weight empty for other
configurations.

Technology Status. Compatible with 1980 initial operational capability

(0).

Vibration

Not to exceed ±.05g in any direction on crew stations and cabin floor
in steady cruise or hover.

Noise

Not to exceed 95 dB sideline noise at 500 feet on take-off.

EQUIPMENT

Communications (Commercial type)

Intercom

1 UHF radio

VHF radio: 1 Transmitter
2 Receivers

1 HF radio

KY 28

APX 72

Wiring, antennas, and installation

Navigation

ADF

VOR/ILS

Gyrocompass
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Anti-collision

Position

Landing/Hover Light
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APPENDIX C

AERODYNAMIC AND DYNAMIC CRITERIA

Allowable Blade Twist

The assumed values of blade twist are shown in Figure C-1. A high value
of twist is generally desirable because of the increased hovering figure of
merit it provides; however, the allowable values of blade twist generally
decrease with increasing forward speed and advance ratio because of the
adverse effects of twist on blade stresses, rotor-induced vibrations in
forward flight, and in-plane rotor drag. The values for the conventional
rotor configurations are based on previous studies and experience, and the
values for the TRAC rotor configurations are based on the present full-scale
preliminary design study, with trends assumed similar to those for the con-
ventional rotor. The reduced rpm configurations have lower allowable blade
twist values than do the full rpm cases, because of the increased advance
ratio for a given forward speed. Although it appears that higher twist
values are allowed for the TRAC rotor than for the conventional rotor, it
should be noted that the TRAC twist values are the hover or extended values.
In high-speed cruise, the actual twist value is only 60 percent of values
shown. The twist for the stowed rotor is dependent only on the conversion
speed (assumed 150 knots equivalent air speed in this study), and not on
design cruise speed.

Allowable Blade Loading

Assumed values of the dimensionless blade loading parameter, CT/a, are shown

in Figure C-2, along with a few typical flight test data points and some
analytical limits as background information. Rotor lift capability decreases
substantially with increasing advance ratio. It is also a function of the
level of propulsive force produced, if any. For the configurations with
wings, a relatively high value (0.12) of the blade loading parameter was
assumed for hover and low speeds in order to minimize the rotor blade area
and, therefore, rotor weight. it intermediate advance ratios. the assumed
C va lues decrease in accordance with well-established trends. At the

highest advance ratios, the trend was extrapolated to a constant but low
level of C/a despite the fact that there are considerable model test data

and analytical results suggesting that higher values are possible. The
reason for this conservatism is that at high forward speeds, high rotor lift
incurs stress and vibration penalties, and in any case the wing is a much
more efficient lift producer than the rotor at high speeds.

The rotor lift capability for the configurations without wings are also
indicated in Figure C-2 by the circled points. The lift capability of the
pure helicopter drops quite rapidly with increasing advance ratio because
of retreating blade stall, the increase of parasite drag with forward speed,
the decrease in assumed blade twist with increasing advance ratio, and the
concern about effect of rotor lift on blade stress and vibration. The
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helicopter with auxiliary propulsion can operate at higher blade loading
levels than the pure helicopter because the rotor propulsive force unloacLut,
provided alleviates the retreating blade stall problem to a certain extent.

Airframe Parasite Drag

Assumed levels of parasite area as a function of gross weight are shown in
Figure C-3, along with representative curves for existing aircraft and
estimates for achievable values from References 16 - 18 as background
information. It should be noted that this parasite area includes the drag
of the rotor head but not of the rotor blades, and does not include any
wing drag, either profile or induced. The average drag of production
helicopters is far higher than is permissible for truly high performance
rotary-wing aircraft. There have been a few relatively low-drag helicopters,
such as the Sikorsky S-67 "Blackhawk", and the assumed curve for the pure
helicopters (configuration 1) in this study is representative of that
state of the art. Substantial improvements beyond that level are possible.
as pointed out in the references indicated, and as design cruise speed
is increased, the weight penalty required to achieve still lower drag levels
becomes increasingly balanced by savings in installed power and/or fuel
required. Thus, the helicopter plus auxiliary propulsion and the full-rpm
compound helicopter, (1A and 2) which cruise at somewhat higher speeds than
the pure helicopters, are credited with lower parasite drag curves but
higher weight penalties for drag reduction. The higher speed compound
helicopters (configurations 3, 4 and 5) have still lower parasite drag
curves because with their high design cruise speeds it pays to make the
aircraft as clean as technology will permit. Note that the TRAC compound
helicopters (4 and 5) are penalized relative to the conventional rotor (3)
because the differential gear unit in the rotor head increases the frontal
area of the rotor head somewhat. The cleanest configuration, of course,
is the TRAC stowed rotor (6) which eliminates the penalty of the exposed
rotor system altogether, although there is a residual drag corresponding
to the stowage volume required to enclose the rotor system in cruise flight.

Although the parasite drag levels assumed in this investigation represent
a challenge to tne helicopter industry and the developing agencies to
achieve, it is firmly believed that these levels are achievable with proper
attention in the design and development stages of the aircraft. These
general levels must be achieved to make high-speed rotary-wing aircraft of
any kind economically attractive. The assumptions are still quite conser-
vative relative to demonstrated achievements in the fixed-wing aircraft
field, as typified by the lowest curve on Figure C-3.

Vibration Control Weight

The assumed weight fractions required to control vibration to the required
values (.05 g in cruise) are shown in Figure C-4. Basic rotor-induced
vibration levels increase very rapidly with speed at high forward speeds,
as pointed out in References 19 and 20. At constant lift the increase with
advance ratio is much greater than a linear relationship. For this reason,
the assumption was made that the vibration control weight fraction increases
linearly with forward speed despite the reduction in rotor lift with forward
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speed that occurs in the compound helicopter configurations. The slowed
rotor compound configuration was penalized 25 percent relative to the full
rpm configuration to account for the higher advance ratios encountered at
any given forward speed and the fact that the airframe must be "detuned" at
two frequencies rather than just one. The TRAC compound configurations are
assumed to require one-half of the weight allowance required by the conven-
tional rotors. This is a conservative assumption because wind tunnel test
data on the TRAC dynamically scaled rotor system, Leference 1, showed that
the reduction in diameter reduced vibration levels by a factor of three,
despite the corresponding increase in advance ratio. The stowed TRAC
configuration has no need for a vibration control weight allowance in cruise
flight, but a residual 0.5 percent of gross weight was assumed to provide
an allowance for vibration control in low speed flight.

Values shown in Figure C-4 are based on 4-bladed rotors. Sikorsky experi-
ence has shown that the vibration levels are quite strongly a function of
blade number, with a reasonable statistical fit pro-ided by an inverse
square relationship. Thus, in the present study, the factor (4)2 is applied

to the Figure C-4 data for a number of blades (n) other than four.

Rotor Gust Response Criteria

The high-speed compound helicopter configurations must be designed and
operated to ensure that the rotor flapping motion is stable enough in a gust
environment to prevent rotor blade/airframe contact. Such contact must be
prevented from happening even once during the life of the aircraft, so the
gust considered must be a severe one. An unrelieved vertical gust of
50 ft/sec was assumed in the present study.

A series of calculations were made for hypothetical rotors of varying Lock
number, utilizing the Sikorsky Generalized Rotor Performance computer pro-
gram. Blade Lock number, proportiona. to the ratio of aerodynamic flapping
moment to blade flapping inertia, is a primary parameter in determining
flapping response to a gust. The calculations covered a range of tip speeds
and advance ratios representative of the current study. A "delta-three"
angle of 30 degrees, corresponding to a pitch/flap coupling ratio of -0.577,
was assumed, t~ecause of the known benefits of this coupling on flapping
response. In each calctlation, the time history of blade flapping motion
was examined after imposition of the assumed gust, and the maximum value,
usually occurring in the first or second revolution, was recorded. It was
established that down-flapping angles over the nose due to a down-gust were
invariably larger than those over the tail due to an up-gust, so that the
down-gust is mo.re critical, assuming equal clearance angles over nose and
tail. The down..gust is also the critical case with regard to lateral
clearances (wing tips). Results of the calculations are presented in
Figure 111-5. The adverse effects of high advance ratio and the beneficial
effects of low blade Lock number are evident.

The calculations also established that the maximum flapping angle was, to
a resonable approximation, inversely proportional to the rotor tip speed for
a given advance ratio and blade Lock number. Put another way, the product
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of tip speed and flapping response angle is essentially independent of tip
speed for a given advance ratio and Lock number. This relationship, which
permits a simplification of the problem, is shown in Figure C-6.

The criterion for flapping selected in the present study was 12 degrees.
This is a degree or two less than the clearance angles provided in the point
design aircraft studies, but the margin is believed necessary for the
uncertainties of blade elastic response (not considered in this analysis)
or of aircraft pitching and rolling response, which could serve to reduce
physical clearances during the transient following the severe gust encoun-
ters. Another condition imposed is that the rotor rpm, and therefore
tip speed, be permitted to drop by 10 percent of the nominal design cruise
value, because in a highly turbulent environment, rotor rpm control might
be particularly difficult.

Based on the assumed flapping criterion (120 max flapping angle for a
50 ft/sec vertical gust at 90% of design cruise tip speed), the relationship
between Lock number, nominal design cruise tip speed, and maximum forward
speed was derived, as shown in Figure C-7. As can be seen, high design
cruise speeds require either high tip speeds (with associated very high
advancing tip Mach numbers) or low blade Lock aumbers. In some cases
investigated for the compound helicopter configurations, the cruise tip
speeds desired from a performance standpoint could not be allowed because
the gust reponse criteria were not met. In these cases, the design cruise
tip speed was increased until the criteria were satisfied. (An alternate
procedure, not investigated, would be to increase blade weight to reduce
Lock number.)

One final condition was imposed because of the fact that blade Lock number
changes with altitude. Neglecting aryn change in gust magnitude with alti-
tude, the gust response problem is more severe at low altitudes (high Lock
number) than at high altitudes (low Lock number). Requiring the aircraft
to operate at the same true airspeed at sea level as at the design altitude
imposes a severe minimum tip speed restriction that degrades the cruise
performance at the design point. The two reduced rpm aircraft configura-
tions (both conventional and TRAC rotor compounds) were affected by this
consideration. For this reason, the condition was imposed that the aircraft
must be only capable of operating at a constant equivalent airspeed from
sea level to the design cruise altitude. (This would not impose operating
difficulties for the pilot because this requirement corresponds to a
constant indicated airspeed, i.e., a constant red line limit. It does
however, impose operating envelope restrictions.) Even with the assumption
of a constant equivalent airspeed, it was discovered that sea level opera-

tion determined the minimum allowable tip speed. For the affected aircraft,
performance penalties in cruise were still encountered.

Wing Aerodynamic Design Criteria

Conservative assumptions were made for wing aerodynamic design. The aspect
ratio was optimized for the baseline conventional slowed rotor compound
helicopter design, considering the influence of hover vertical drag and
cruise induced drag on the resulting design. An aspect ratio of 6 was
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Flected as optimum, and this value was used for all other configurations.
Although this assumption may not be completely accurate, it is believed
adequate to get the correct trends in the parametric study conducted. A
taper ratio of 0.7 was selected, and it was assumed that the minimum profile
drag coefficient is .0079, span efficiency factor is 0.8, with a maximum
L/D of 21.8 at an optimum lift coefficient of 0.37. In sizing the wing,
the rotor lift in cruise was first determined as previously discussed, and
then the wing area selected to provide the remaining required lift at a
trimmed lift coefficient of 0.52, at which the wing L/D is 18.6.

For the stowed rotor aircraft, a different wing sizing technique was
required. It was assumed that the conversion speed at'which the rotor is
stopped and stowed is 150 knots equivalent airspeed. A 20-percent stall
margin was assumed, i.e., stall speed = 150/1.2 = 125 kmots EAS. A trimmeL"
overall CLmaxof 2.0 was assumed, which should be achievable with a relatively

simple single-slotted flap. Lift coefficient required at 150 knots EAS is
1.39. The resultant wing loading is 106 lb/ft2 for all of the stowed rotor
designs. Cruise wing lift coefficient is then determined by flight dynamic
pressure.

Block Speeds

Aircraft block speeds are less than cruise speeds because of the time spent
in the mission on the ground or in hover. The mission profile specifies
12 minutes, or 0.2 hour, of such "unproductive" time. Another source of
increased mission time is the reduced forward speeds assumed in climb to or
descent from cruise altitude. The assumptions in this study were that rate
of climb or descent is no greater than 2000 feet per minute; climb speed is

66 percent of design cruise speed; and average descent speed is 90 percent
of cruise speed for cruise altitudes of 10,000 feet or less, or 93.5 percent
of cruise speed for an altitude of 20,000 feet. Altitude cruise missions
were assumed to start and end at sea level. With these assumptions, the
variation of block speed with cruise speed and altitude is shown in
Figure C-8. For the 4000 ft 950 F missions, the entire mission was
assumed to be at a constant altitude, so that block speed is the same as
that shown for sea level in Figure C-8.
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APPENDIX D

PARAPMRIC WEIGHTS METHODOLOGY

Subsystem weights for pure helicopters and conventional compounds are
estimated from standard 3ikorsky statistical trends normalized to YUH-60A
UTTAS hardware, with modifications to account for the effect of advanced
technology for 1980 IOC (Initial Operating Capability). Weight estimates
of rotor components unique to the TRAC concept are derived from analytical
equations correlated to the 56-foot-diameter preliminary design TRAC
rotor, corrected for prototype structural conservatism and technology
improvements by 1980 IOC. Equipment weights are taken from UTTAS and
include only minor modifications for the difference between compounds and
pure helicopters and for differences noted in the general specification,
Appendix B.

Subsystems whose weight trends vary with the aircraft configuration are
discussed below.

1. MAIN ROTOR GROUP

a) Pure Heliconter and Conventional Rotor Comnounds - The pure
helicopter and conventional rotor compound helicopters utilize
articulated rotors with titanium-spar blades and elastomeric
hinge/titanium head design. This rotor head concept is employed
on the Sikorsky UTTAS (Yui-60A).

The parametric equation shown uses rotor radius, blade chord,
tip speed, advance ratio, blade aspect ratio, and a stress con-
servatism factor as parameters. Since the basic equation predicts
the weight for an aluminum blade, a technology factor of 0.878 is
used. to reflect a 12.2% weight savings achieved on the UTTAS ti-
tanium blade. For the compound rotor the structural design
advance ratio is defined at 150 knots, representative of the
condition of maximum rotor structural loading. A stress conserv-
atism factor (l+Ir) of 1.66 was selected for the IRB blades,
based on the CH-53 and UTTAS.

Weight for the titanium rotor hub is derived by applying a
weight savings cf 14.1% over a conventional steel hub (11.1%
based on UTTAS lesign and 3% for technology improvement by 1980).
Elastomerf.c hinge weight is based on the UTTAS design except that
the spindle is changed from steel to titanium to yield a weight
saving of 11.3% in total hinge weight over UTTAS and 24.5% saving
ovor a conventional steel hinge. Weight penalties for the artico-
ulating hub fairing for drag reduction based on the S-67 Blackhawk,
and for manual blade fold at 4.3% of blade weight, based on UTTAS,
are added.
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b) TRAC Compound -

(1) Blades

Parametric equations derived from analysis of blade loading
are used to estimate the component weights of a TRAC blade,
accounted in the following groups:

" Outer blade assembly, including spar, pocket, bearing
blocks attached to spar, and miscellaneous items such
as paint, tips, and balance weights.

" Torque tube assembly, including outer torque tube, nut
reaction tube, cuff, and bearing blocks.

" Tension-torsion straps, including tip block and hard-
ware.

" Jackscrew assembly, including jackscrew, redundant
strap, Jackscrew spindle, Jackscrew tip bearing and
BIM.

• Retraction nut assembly.

The 56-foot TRAC rotor developed in the preliminary design
section of this report is used as a base for determining
coefficients to the blade equations after modifications are
made to reflect technology improvements by 1980 10C. The
preliminary design weights and assumed percentage savings for
1980 are summarized in Table 6.

(i) Outer blade assembly - The outer (lifting) section of the
blade is retained by internal tension straps, and so is in
compression under its own centrifugal force field. The
parametric weight equation for the outer blade assembly is:

W =M k1  U+ms)C1  20 + k2  Rc (D-l)

- .747 \lO / ] 2 + .0216 AR N I
Where: W = unit weight of outer blade assy., lb

ki 0.447 = correlation constant for spar weight

k = 3.755 = correlation constant for pocket weight

x = blade root cutout radius ratio (extended blade) 0.5
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I'

x = - x = (length of outer blade)/R = 0.5

MS = conservatism factor, 0.891

t/c= airfoil thickness to chord ratio

R = blade radius, ft (extended blade)

c = outer blade chord, ft

AR = blade aspect ratio, R/c

9R - normal tip speed, fps

= design advance ratio

C1  = mean lift coefficient = 2T

CT = rotor thrust coefficient

= rotor solidity ratio

As for conventional compound rotors, the design structural
advance ratio is defined at 150 knots, representative of the
condition for maximum rotor structural loading. The first
term in the equation accounts for the weight of a graphite/
honeycomb sandwich spar of high modulus and of constant wall
thickness. A trade-off analysis shows that this spar is
11.9% lighter than an equivalent solid graphite/epoxy spar
such as was used in the preliminary design. The second term
in the equation accounts for the weight of a structural
pocket, bearing blocks and miscellaneous items. It should
be noted that composites are used to advantage here in
reducing weight because blade coning is not a critical design
consideration, as for conventional articulated blades for
which maximum coning angle sometimes dictates minimum blade
weights.

(ii) Torque tube assembly - The aluminum torque tube is a stream-
lined ellipse in cross section, enclosing the jackscrew. It
transmits blade pitch control motion to the outboard blade
and carries bending moments across the sliding Joint. The
inner steel torque tube reacts nut torque during retractions
and provides a degree of structural redundancy. Aluminum
and steel were selected for torque tube materials rather than
titanium because of fabrication complexities associated with
titanium. The parametric equation for estimating the weight
of the torque tube assembly is:
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-xO) (_+MS) , ,
WT T 2Ci T 100 10+.05

Where: W unit weight of torque tube assy., lb

kT correlation constant = 1.897

x = radius ratio, radius of tip of outer torque tube to
extended blade radius

x = radius ratio, blade cuff radius to extended blade radius
0

b = semi-minor axis of torque tube section = 0.34 6 (t/c) c, ft
T

MS, Cl SR, R, c, ji, AR, and t/c are blade parameters as defined
for the outer blade assembly.

No weight saving over preliminary design estimates is assumed
for the torque tube assembly for 1980 IOC. Torque tube design
is not strongly dependent on outer blade weight because it
carries only its own centrifugal loads.

(iii)Tension-torsion straps - The tension-torsion straps carry
the centrifugal loads of the outboard blade. For sizing and
weight estimation, a 25% rotor overspeed condition is used
with a factor of safety of 1.5, with two straps failed. The
straps (12 per blade) are fabricated from high strength, steel
alloy (Vascomax 300) with an ultimate tensile stress allowable
of 280,000 psi. The parametric weight equation is given by

k b (1 2 -x1
W 

1

1 - 0.00452 (lIR-12UX2)

Where: Ws  = unit weight (per blade) of tension-torsion straps, lb

k = correlation constant = 0.00569

Wb  = unit weight of outer blade, lb

RR = normal tip speed, fps
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x = blade root cutout radius ratio = 0.5

The diameter of each strap is tapered along its length to
keep the centrifugal working stress constant spanwise.
Weight includes root and tip reinforcements for attachment
to nut and tip block, respectively.

(iv) Jackscrew assembly - The Jackscrew and redundant strap carry
the entire centrifugal force of the outer blade. The strap
provides structural redundancy for fail-safety and is
designed to carry the entire centrifugal load in case of
failure in the Jackscrew. High-strength steel (Vascomax 300)
is used. The weight trending equation is given by

kjs (Wb+Ws) [n1 X)(
Si boX 2  

)C(1 + x)

is - -(D-4)

1 - .001,52 (x 2 _ x2 )
2 0 L100J

Where: WjS = unit weight of Jackscrew assy., lb

kis = correlation constant = 0.0171

Wb  = unit weight of outer blade, lb

W = unit weight of tension-torsion straps

I = normal tip speed, fps

= radius ratio, Jackscrew tip radius to extended blade
radius = 0.543

x0  = blade atta'.hment face radius ratio = 0.0643

x = blade root cutout radius = 0.5

The Jackscrew assembly is also designed for an overspeed
condition at 125% rpm and a factor of safety of 1.5. Weight
includes 1.0 lb (per blade) for a BIM system.

(v) Retraction nut assembly - The Jackscrew/nut combination uses
multiple nuts (6 per blade) with individual straps (2 per
nut) connectec to the tip block of the outer blade. Titanium
with a carbon insert and beryllium copper base is used. The
parametric weight equation is based on the allowable bearing
stress between the surfaces of the Jackscrew and nut threads.
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W k p WjS (D-5)n _

R (x' - xo )

Where: W = unit weight of nut package, lb
n

k n = correlation constant = 49.32

p = pitch of threads, ft

W = unit weight of jackscrew assy., lbis

R = rotor radius Cextended), ft

x' = radius ratio = 0.543
2

x = radius ratio 0.0643
0

(2) Diameter change mechanism -

The drive mechanism is a differential gear unit located with-
in the main rotor shaft and hub. It actuates the power screw,
which, in turn, retracts or extends the nuts and straps, imnar-
ting retraction or extension motion to the outer blade. A
weight summary of the drive mechanism is shown in Table 6.
The weights are taken to be a function of design torque. The
coefficient is determined by indexing to the 1980 IOC
weight estimate (Table 6), and the exponent is taken from
historical data on drive systems.

WD 1833(u'_~0.75 (D-6)

Where: W = total weight of drive mechanism., lb
DM

HP = design horsepower
D

RPM = output rpm of Jackscrew = 1.5 main rotor rpm

The design horsepower of the drive mechanism for blade
retraction is that required to overcome the average centri-
fugal force of the outer blade, straps, and nuts at full
rotor rpm for a specified retraction time (30 seconds). It
is given by:
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PD = kej (x x) 1 (Wb +w) (l+xW) + Wn  i+x0 (D-7)

Where: HPD  = design horsepowerkD

k = correlation constant 3.644

X, = blade root cutout r-dius ratio = 0.50

x = radius ratio, cuff outboard end radius to extended blade
o radius = 0.090

(OR) = retraction tip speed, fps
r

t = retraction time, sec.

ej = Jackscrew dynamic efficiency

Wb  = unit weight of outer blade, lb

Ws  = unit weight (per blade) of tension-torsion straps, lb

Wn = unit weight (per blade) of retraction nut package, lb

Weight is saved in the diameter-change mechanism if the main
rotor is slowed before blade retraction to perhaps 80% rpm.
Advantage of this is taken for both the slowed TRAC rotor
compou..d and the stowed TRAC aircraft. Weight of diameter-
change mechanism for stowed TRAC rotor includes corrections
for increased length in the retraction, extension and

locking shafts.

(3) Hub and hinges -

Weight trending equations based on UTTAS design points are

used to predict hub and hinge weights for a TRAC rotor head,
"ith coefficients modified to reflect the TRAC configurc.Aon
and 1980 IOC technology. The TRAC rotor hub preliminary
design consists of upper and lower titanium plates which

enclose the differential gear unit and universal joint. A
weight saving of 4.2% over the preliminary design value is
taken for 1980 IOC in consequence to the 8.5% blade weight
saving. The weight trending equation is given by:

W hub 16.81 b W 1TeFOR 1 0.75SD810R 0o ]
WuLlR" J J (D-8)
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S 4

Where: W = weight of hub, lb

Whub

b = number of blades

R = rotor radius, ft

R = normal tip speed, fps

e = flapping hinge offset, ft

1UbT = unit blade weight, lb

b T S J n

The trending equation for the unit hinge weight is:

hi .L [[!00bTL1012 0.875
4cw L1 (TI~ jD-9)

Where: Whi = unit hinge weight, lb

L hinge length, ft

R = rotor radius, ft

Q = normal tip speed, fps

WbT = unit blade weight, lb

= Wb + Wt + Ws + WjS + Wr

For drag reduction, a weigit penalty for an articulating
hub fairing trended from "he S-67 Blacknawk is used for the
reduced and full rotor rpm TRAC compounds. For the stowed
TRAC rotor aircraft, weight penalties for conventional hub
fairing and for in-flight power blade fold are added. The
latter is based on a preliminary design study and is given
by:

WBF = 0.247 bWbT (D-10)
LR2

Where: WBF = weight penalty for power blade fold, lb
extended rotor diameter

LR = Retraction ratio retracted rotor diameter
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WbT = unit weight of TRAC blade, lb

b = number of blades

The weight penalty for power blade fold is less for TRAC
than for conventional rotors partly because the blade area
and moment arm are reduced by the diameter reduction and
partly because the TRAC blades fold fore and aft about the
lag hinge and do not require separate fold hinges.

2. FLIGHT CONTROLS GROUP

a) Pure Helicopter

Pure helicopter flight controls weight estimates are
obtained for redundant mechanical systems from the
relation

,SGW 0.875
WFC = 14.o4 1 1000 j (D-11)

L J

Where: WFC = flight controls weight, lb

Nz  = ultimate load factor

SGW = structural design gross weight, lb

The equation includes dual cockpit controls, redundant
controls from cockpit to power operated flight controls,
SAS and FAS, and power boost. The use of composite sta-
tionary and rotating swashplates with fiberglass bell-
cranks saves 7% of total flight controls weight.

b) Compound

To estimate the flight controls weight for the compound,
the pure helicopter equation is used as above, but with
an effective N. SGW to account for the fact that the rotor
is not fully loaded at cruise speed. This is based on the
CH-53 blade loading at a limit load .actor of 3.0. The
resulting equation is

W:14.o4 0.0 7 5+ Wn; (D-12)
-C . 0.663 m I 0. 87

Where: WFC = flight controls weight, lb

b = number of blades

R = rotor radius, ft

c = blade chord, ft
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OR = normal tip speed, fps

WFW = delta weignt for fixed-wing controls, lb

Fixed-wing controls for rudder, elevator, and flaperon are
scaled from the Fairchild A-10. A new coefficient is then
determined for the combined helicopter and fixed-wing con-

trols. The resulting equation is
I\I\R 2] 0.875

WC 18.38 _ 0(D-13)C IO. o[0.663 00)D-100

This equation yields a flight controls weight which is approxi-
mately 31% heavier than that of a pure helicopter.

c) Stowed TRAC

For the stowed TRAC rotor aircraft, an additional weight
increment of 40 lb is added to account for increased size
of stationary and rotating scissors and additional servo
supports.

3. DRIVE SYSTEM

Drive system weight is broken down into contributions from
individual gearboxes and shafts, each weight being calculated
to take proper account of shaft rpm and transmitted horse-
power, following established trends. Separate equations are
used for main gearbox, intermediate gearbox, tail gearbox, main
rotor shaft and tail rotor shaft. Weight trending varies among
the concepts studies according to each specific drive system
configuration. For example, the full rpm conventional rotor
compound is unique in the family of compounds studied, in that
it has a single propeller for auxiliary propulsion, driven from
a gearbox common to the tail rotor, as in the AH-56. For the
slowed rotor compounds, a two-speed main gearbox, scaled from
corresponding gearboxes designed for the Sikorsky S-65-200
commercial compound project, was employed on the reduced rpm
compounds. Drive system weights for reduced rpm compounds also
include corrections for wing-mounted take-off gearboxes and
wing cross-shafting. Rotor brakes, incorporated in all conven-
tional rotor but not the TRAC rotor designs (because the diam-
eter -change clutches can also serve the rotor brake function),
are estimated from

r~ / 10.8j75
wRB = 1.494 (D-lh)

1000 /\10/J
where Wb is the weight of a single rotor blade, b is the number
of blades, and OR is the normal tip speed.
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4. POWERPLANT

All rubberized engines in this study were scaled from the
Lycoming PLT-27 advanced technology turboshaft engine. Assum-

ing engines for all designs to include air particle separators

and lube system, the engine weight trend can be written

WENG = 367.4 ESF0 70 (D-15)

per engine, where ESF = engine scale factor. The exponent is
based on current technology engine weight versus shaft horse-

power trends, and presumes that each rubberized engine devel-
oped in this study is of PLT-27 technology level, but is not

necessarily of the PLT-27 family. Engine manufacturer& pro-
jected growth-engine weight relations do assume a descent from

a physical engine, and thus contain exponents often signifi-

cantly higher than that assumed here.

For real engine analysis, all engine weights data employed was
provided to Sikorsky by the appropriate engine manufacturer,

adjusted to include the weight of an inlet particle separator

and integral lubrication if not included in the basic engine
weight.

5. WING GROUP

The North American trending equation was used for wing weight

estimation, given by

k- S 0.725 AR 0.4 3 6(r Nz SGW) 516 0.127 D-16)
WW r S w N , (o)(-

(100 t) 0.186 (100 cos A.25) 0.686
c

Where: WW = wing weight, lb

kw  = correlation and technology factor = 0.686

Sw  = theoretical planform area, ft
2

AR = aspect ratio = b2 /SV

b = wing span, ft

t/c = root thickness to chord ratio

A.25 = sweep at 25% chord, degrees

X = taper ratio = ct/cr
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I
ct = chord at tip, ft

Cr = chord at root, ft

Nz  = ultimate load factor

SGW = structural design gross weight, lb

r = wing lift ratio = Lw

Nz SGW

Lw  = ultimate wing lift, lb

For a compound helicopter, lift is shared between the main
rotor and wing. The wing lift ratio represents a modifica-
tion to the fixed-wing equation. The equation coefficient
is determined by indexing to the current weight of the
RSRA wing. A weight saving of 9% is estimated for tech-
nology improvement by 1980 IOC, with the use of composite
spars and Kevlar fairings.

6. BODY GROUP

Body group weights for all configurations are estimated from
standard Sikorsky body group trends, normalized to YUH-60A UTTAS.
A weight saving of 9.4% is estimated for technology improvement
by 1980 IOC with limited usage of composites in heavily loaded
areas (such as primary structure in the transmission bay) and
with the use of Kevlar fairings and titanium fittings. For the
stowed TRAC rotor aircraft, weight increments are added for the
following features:

a) Rotor stowage compartment doors, trended from

WDR = 6.0 Re (D-17)

Where: R = rotor radius, extended, ft

c = outer blade chord, ft

WDR = weight of doors, lb

b) Enclosure for main rotor shaft.

c) Supports for stowed blades.

d) Removal of main rotor pylon from equation weight, estimated

at 1.0 pound per square foct of wetted area.
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7. FIXED EQUIPMENT WEIGHTS

The following equipment weights are adopted from UTTAS with
minor modifications for compound configurations according
to the general specifications of Appendix B.

CONFIGURATION

Full Slowed Full Slowed
RPM RPM RPM RPM

Pure Convent. Convent. TRAC TRAC Stowed
ITEM Helo. Comp. Como. Comn. ComD. TRAC

APU 193 193 193 193 193 193
Instruments 183 183 183 193 193 193Hydraulics(1) . ..... -

Electrical 306 310 434 310 434 310
vionics 325 325 325 325 325 325
Furnishings 392 424(2) 424 424 424 424
Air Cond. & Anti-Ice 86 (3) (3) (3) (3) (3)
Aux. Gear 59 59 59 59 59 59
Vibration Suppress.(4) . .....
Contingency 0 (5) (5) (5) (5) (5)

IN

/ o'0.63
Notes (1) Based on weight trend WH = 12.75 DGW 01000o

(2) For cruise flight below 10,000 feet use 392 lb

(3) Air conditioning (53 ib) plus anti-icing
determined from W 1.25b + 33, where
b = de-iced iing san

(4) Discussed in Appendix C.

(5) Based on 1% of weight empty
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~LIST OFSYMBOLS

a airfoil lift curve slope, per radian

b number of blades

b CQd blade stall parameter

Cf coefficient of friction

CL wing lift coefficient, wing lift
IP v 2 s

CQd drag torque coefficient for one blade,
drag torque/ R 2p( SR )2 R

CT Rotor thrust coefficient, 7R/pL(R)2

CF centrifugal force

c rotor blade chord

mean chord, 2drf Cr2 dr

0 r2dr

E Young's modulus of elasticity

EAF equivalent airspeed

e flapping hinge offset

f parasite area, parasite drag/l/2pV
2

G shear modulus

GW gross weight

HP horsepower

IB torsional mass moment of inertia per unit length

Ixx flapwise area moment of inertia

Iyy edgewise area moment of inertia

I1  blade mass moment of inertia about flapping hinge

IRP Intermediate Rated Power
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L SYMBOLS (CONTINUED)

J torsional area moment of inertia

L rotor lift

L/D lift-drag ratio

MCP Maximum Continuous Power

Mxx flapwise bending moment

M1.0,90  advancing blade tip Mach number

P power

PF rotor propulsive force

PL payload

Q jackscrew torque

R rotor radius (extended radius for TRAC blade)

r distance from center of rotation to spanwise station

S wing area

SL sea level

V forward speed

VBL Block speed

VCR design cruise speed

W weight

WE empty weight

w weight per unit length

pblade flapping angle

Lock number, 
PC a

Ewing span efficiency factor

7p propulsive efficiency

0.75 collective pitch at 75% radius
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LISILOFLSYM1BOLS (CONTINUED)

el blade twist

X rotor inflow ratio

FL advance ratio, V42R

p air density-
bc

0" solidity, 7r

S1 rotor angular velocity

w natural frequency
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